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Dear Friends:
Whether you are an old friend or new, we welcome you to our Village!
Oldtimers can tell you that German Village is many things: an irreplaceable
national treasure; a wonderfully warm neighborhood of brick streets and buildings
accented by limestone foundations and slate roofs; a historic district in the National
Register of Historic Places; and a vital part of our American heritage that we must
continue to preserve.
The Village is also a trendsetter: Each day our nation’s citizens become
more and more aware of the importance of preservation—whether of bald eagles
or buildings. In the Village, however, preservation has been a way of life for
decades. Young and old folks alike appreciate the hardwork it takes to restore and
preserve homes and businesses in a truly unique environment. Pride, hard work,
and perseverance have nurtured this 232.5-acre area into one of America’s largest,
longest-surviving, historical areas.
Without the continual support and cooperation given by property owners
and residents to our Commission, this could not have happened. And now, thanks
to friends and supporters throughout Columbus, we are improving the effectiveness
of our preservation efforts by putting these guidelines into Village property owners’
hands. Hundreds of people have helped to create this book—by raising money,
organizing and reviewing copy and drawings, and by coordinating the writing of
this book. German Village Guidelines—Preserving Historic Architecture
explains our architectural guidelines and government requirements to property
owners, present and future.
Even as this book goes to press, we acknowledge that one or two guidelines
may differ in a later edition. Our Village is just too vibrant not to change; so, from
time to time we must reconsider our standards. While preserving and maintaining
livability standards through the years, we have learned to compromise as trends have
changed. Thus, the joint challenge to Commissioners and Villagers is to balance
historic architectural character with contemporary trends.
We thank the people of German Village for their continual support—but
more importantly—the respect they continue to give this Commission. By working
together and using these guidelines to evaluate and streamline restoration projects we
can only increase the joy and pride we have in our beautiful German Village.
Sincerely, The German Village Commission
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Introduction
Community pride and cooperation are highly contagious—especially in German
Village where people care very much about maintaining their quality of life. Not long
ago, we sponsored Heritage America, a project designed to help us plan our future. We
asked three nationally recognized preservation consultants to assist us; this is how they
described the Village and its residents:

INTRODUCTION

“In 1986 German Village is very well and very much alive. Its future as a place
to live, to work, to visit, is exciting ... German Village’s goals seem to be livability,
vitality, flexibility, respect for its historic past, respect for its architectural style,
respect for its very real charm at the heart of an urban area. German Village has
achieved a sense of place and a sense of quality and its residents have achieved
a sense of community pride and pleasure. German Village is historic and it is
contemporary—it has achieved a remarkable balance.”
The experts were right—German Villagers know that they have something wonderful
here and want to keep it. Preserving this local treasure requires a little extra effort all
around— a united community effort.
Whether you are a Village resident, property owner, tenant, architect, contractor, or
business owner, please become very familiar with German Village Guidelines. Before
making any exterior changes to your property, read this book from cover to cover.
Learn about the Commission and its procedures. Then go back and reread the sections
about the specific projects you have in mind. Refer to these guidelines when planning
rehabilitation, new construction, or additions to ensure results compatible with the
Village’s character.
The German Village Commission manages the area’s continuing evolution and
development. To do this, it needs your full cooperation. It has developed these
guidelines after carefully analyzing German Village’s architecture and the changes
most frequently proposed. The Commission’s recommendations help safeguard all the
qualities that make German Village a unique, special neighborhood. It protects and
enhances those qualities by encouraging preservation and rehabilitation work that
reflects and builds on the Village’s historic architecture and design.
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As you read the design guidelines, notice there are few outright prohibitions. Nor
does the Commission stipulate specific designs or solutions to problems; it prefers
that you have the freedom to plan your own rehabilitation or construction work. At
the same time, the Commission has a mandate from the city to channel this work
so that it complements the Village’s character. The German Village Commission
Assistant can help you in preparing for Commission review.
Applicants who follow the recommendations in these guidelines when drawing up
their design proposals should have little difficulty with zoning regulations or with
review by the German Village Commission. These guidelines encourage both a
creative approach to design problems and the innovative use of new materials and
construction techniques.

Schiller Parks original gazebo. (Photo courtesy of Philip Kientz.)
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Historic yet Contemporary:
German Village’s
Remarkable Balance!

H I S T O R I C Y E T C O N T E M P O R A RY

Today, German Village is a model of urban neighborhood preservation and
revitalization—a nationally recognized success story. Established as a historic district in
the National Register of Historic Places in 1976, German Village was locally designated
under a city ordinance in 1963. Once a solid 19th-century working-class neighborhood,
the Village deteriorated into a 20th-century example of urban decline. Now revitalized
by the determination and hard work of its residents, the Village enjoys a new life—a
special way of life we intend to preserve. This brief overview presents the barest
highlights of its history. We encourage you to learn more about the Village’s past by
sampling the books in the bibliography.
A Healthy, Happy Neighborhood
Initially platted in 1814 in Columbus’s South End, the German Village area primarily
developed between 1840 and 1914. Spearheading this development were German
immigrants who arrived between 1830 and 1870. German immigrants who arrived in
the South End in the 1850s immediately felt at home: people spoke German in the
stores, schools, and churches; their homes were solid yet unpretentious. After work,
bakers, stonecutters, storekeepers, carpenters, tanners, bricklayers, and brewery workers
relaxed in nearby bier gartens. Most belonged to gymnastic and singing societies. This
simple, yet distinctive working-class neighborhood was a little bit of Germany.
These South Enders had little time or money for extras. As the local newspaper, Der
Westbote, described in 1855: “the people who live in these small houses work very hard
... You will not find silver on the doors, but you will find many little gardens which
produce vegetables for the city’s market. You will not find silk or other very expensive
things; but the houses are very clean, the people work hard, and are very healthy, and
they are very happy.”
Early residents built their homes and businesses in the north and west sides of the
Village, in the vicinity of City Park, Third Street, and Livingston Avenue. By 1856 few
had settled east of Third. Still waiting to be developed was the area below Kossuth
Street, the city’s southern boundary. By 1872 area development forced Columbus to
extend that boundary.
6
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The city turned Stewart’s Grove into a city park surrounded by empty building lots
in 1865. When it was named Schiller Park in 1891, those lots were not so empty.
Settlement in the area north of Whittier and west of Mohawk was becoming fairly
dense. The majority of the Village’s existing buildings date from the last quarter of the
19th century.
German Village grew and developed before anyone thought of zoning regulations. As
a result, businesses were scattered throughout the neighborhood, though few blocks
had more than one or two commercial buildings. This allowed the Village to retain its
predominantly residential character. Typically, a business owner set up shop on the first
floor and lived above the store.
A Declining, Deteriorating Neighborhood
Under Columbus’s first zoning ordinance in 1923, the South End was zoned for
manufacturing and commercial use. Such zoning permitted virtually any land use and
ended the original residential quality of the neighborhood. This zoning classification
accurately reflected changes in the area that began during World War I and would
continue through the 1950s.
Social and political changes combined to send the neighborhood into decline. As
Germans became Americanized, they depended less on the traditional German
community. Perhaps most devastating was the onset of World War I which stirred
strong anti-German sentiment in Columbus’s largely American-born population.
German books were burned, German newspapers closed; speaking German was also
verboten. Officials renamed Schiller, Germania, Kaiser, and Bismarck streets as Whittier,
Stewart, Lear, and Lansing streets. Schiller Park became Washington Park.
When Prohibition (1920-33) closed the doors of South End breweries, the German
workers were forced to find work elsewhere. They also found homes elsewhere as a
trickle of South Enders began moving to newly developed suburbs. After World War II,
that trickle had become a flood, accelerating the neighborhood’s decline.
A Vibrant, Rejuvenated Neighborhood
Urban renewal’s bulldoze-and-rebuild philosophy hit Columbus’s South End in the
early 1950s. Using federal Urban Renewal Program funds, the city of Columbus leveled
large areas, including the northern third of the old South End between Main Street and
Livingston Avenue.

The remainder of the South End was seriously deteriorated and a prime candidate
for leveling. But then neighborhood activism intervened, embodied by Frank Fetch,
the founder of the German Village movement. Fetch purchased his first property in
the South End in 1949 in the belief that the area could be restored to an attractive,
livable neighborhood. Energized by Fetch’s spirit, activists formed the German
Village Society in 1960 to promote the preservation and rehabilitation of the
neighborhood.

H I S T O R I C Y E T C O N T E M P O R A RY

At the time, Fetch’s dream of reversing urban blight through preservation and
rehabilitation was a radical approach. Ironically, the same characteristics that
urban renewal studies of Columbus used to describe “blight” are the very attributes
that give German Village its unique and appreciated character today—small lots,
narrow streets, and the absence of new development. Those attributes brought
working-class people armed with dreams and elbow grease back to German Village.
Significantly, this Village revitalization has been privately funded without the aid of
government programs or subsidies of any kind.
The city of Columbus officially recognized historic preservation activities in
its South End in July of 1960 by renaming the area German Village. The city
also established the German Village Commission as an advisory body to study
neighborhood needs and recommend legislation to further the area’s preservation.
In the early 1960s the German Village Society worked to have the entire area
rezoned. It changed from manufacturing and commercial toAR-1, high density
residential. This classification eliminated industrial uses and limited commercial
uses.
Working together, the Society and the Commission made a positive impact on the
Village in a very short time. According to building permit records, in1962 owners
and investors made over $1 million in improvements. At this time, some buildings
had price tags under $5,000.
In 1963 the Columbus City Council passed Chapter 3325 of the Columbus
Zoning Code, creating the German Village Historic District. (See Appendix
D) This ordinance also gave the German Village Commission design review
authority. Thus, the Village became one of the nation’s few historic districts with an
architectural review board to preserve its character.
To protect the residential quality of the neighborhood, in 1972 the Society pushed
rezoning of the Village, except the commercial area along Livingston Avenue. The
8
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current R-2F classification limits residential development to single and twofamily units. It permit few other uses: only schools, churches, public parks and
playgrounds, public libraries, and public museums.
Today, German Village residents are a diverse group; like Frank Fetch, they
all have dreams. Some of those dreams involve living in a distinctive, historic
neighborhood where property values are still going up. They involve being part
of a vibrant community which retains a sense of the past. And, they involve
taking special care to ensure preservation of the Village’s visual qualities and
unique beauty.

This home at 788 South Fifth Street was built by John Kientz in 1863. Photo of John Kientz and family
taken circa 1911. ( Photo courtesy of Philip Kientz.)
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A S E N S E O F P L AC E V I L L AG E A RC H I T E C T U R E

Story-and-a-Half Brick Cottages
With gable rooflines, story-and-a-half brick cottages are the earliest German Village
building form, dating from 1840 to 1870. The Village has many examples of both single
and double cottages. Typically, these houses are oriented with their gable ends facing
the street. Other common features include a raised limestone foundation, windows with
either six-over-six or two-over-two double-hung sash, entrances with transoms, limestone
stoops, either brick segmental arched openings or limestone sills and plain lintels, slateshingled roofs, simple door and window trim, simple roof edge trim, and a windowless
paneled door.
Story-and-a-Half Frame Cottages
Sharing many features with brick cottages, story-and-a-half frame cottages are less
common. They have shaped window and door architraves (moldings) and generally taller,
more vertical proportions. Other important features are the plain steps, the simple trim,
and in later cottages, one-over-one or two-over-two window sashes.

Story-and-a-Half
Brick Cottages

Story-and-a-Half
Frame Cottages

Italianate Vernacular Houses
Very popular between 1860 and 1890, Italianate houses have two or two-and-a-half
stories. Common features of this style are an irregular plan or L shape; two-over-two
double hung sash, sometimes with round or segmental arches; carved and shaped stone
lintels and sills; shallow-pitched hipped rooflines; bracketed cornices; off-center main
entrances with transoms; windowless paneled doors; and decorative front porches. Most
Italianate houses are brick on raised limestone foundations; a few are frame houses.
Builders also adapted this style for double residences.
American Four-Square Houses
Another early 20th-century innovation was the four-square house. The brick foursquare
is a simple vernacular two-story house with a hipped or gable roofline and a porch across
the front. Typical features are plain or paneled doors with windows and transoms, oneover-one window sashes, slate roofs, and large main first-floor windows with transoms
above.
Bungalows (not shown)
Early 20th-century development introduced bungalows to the area. Frame bungalows
have one-and-a-half stories, steeply-pitched rooflines, broad overhanging eaves, and large
front porches. Bungalows are rare in the Village.

Italianate
Vernacular Houses

American Four-Square Houses

A S E N S E O F P L AC E V I L L AG E A RC H I T E C T U R E

Commercial Buildings
Commercial buildings are an important aspect of German Village architecture. The
majority have two or three stories; they are brick, free-standing, and Italianate in
style. Large display windows, separated by limestone piers, are typical of commercial
storefronts. Doors almost always had windows, and woodwork was painted, not stained
or varnished. The upper floors are residential. Frequently larger than neighboring
residential structures, commercial buildings have features such as upper floor one-overone windows with stone sills and carved lintels that integrate them into the residential
streetscape. Projecting cornices are one of the elements distinguishing commercial
from residential buildings; many are quite ornamental. Cornices are generally made of
painted wood or sheet metal.
Vernacular Queen Anne Houses
More common are brick vernacular Queen Anne-influenced houses. Frequently
borrowed features include an L-shaped plan, a steeply-pitched hipped roofline with a
cross-gable facing the street, a large round-arched window with decorative brick trim
on the first floor and one-over-one sash elsewhere, a paneled door with an upper-half
window, and a porch and entrance located within the ell.
High Style Queen Anne Houses (not shown)
The Queen Anne style was popular during the 1880-1900 period. Brick high style
Queen Anne homes have two-and-a-half stories, irregular massing, multiple rooflines,
a variety of window shapes and sizes, different siding materials, stained and leaded
glass, turrets and towers, tall decorative chimneys, multiple porches, and flamboyant
decorative detail.

Commercial Buildings

Vernacular Queen
Anne Houses

Rowhouses
Although not common, these brick apartment buildings house more than two families.
Generally they date from 1890 to 1910, are fairly plain in design, and have no front yards
as they border the sidewalk. Identifying features include paneled doors with transoms
(sometimes with windows in the doors and sometimes without), an invisible flat or
slightly-sloped roof, and a repeating pattern of windows, doors, and porches. Buildings
dating from the early 20th century are the simplest with one-over-one sash windows and
little decorative detailing.
Outbuildings (not shown)
The Village’s historic outbuildings include carriage houses, early 20th century garages,
and storage and work sheds. Frequently relating architecturally to their brick or frame
houses, they are usually in back yards or along alleys. Outbuildings represent the
evolution of German Village and contribute to its visual variety.

Rowhouses

A Sense of Place:
Village Architecture
Perhaps more than in any other neighborhood in Columbus, German Village’s unique
physical environment creates a special sense of place. In addition to its architecture, the
following factors help define the area’s distinctive character:

• closely spaced buildings with small or nonexistent front yards;
A S E N S E O F P L AC E V I L L AG E A RC H I T E C T U R E

• extensive use of brick for buildings, streets, and sidewalks;
• wrought iron fences;
• neighborhood commercial buildings interspersed among the residential
buildings; and

• attractive landscaped areas ranging from intimate private gardens to the
grand scale of Schiller Park.
Each of these factors contributes uniquely to the Village’s pedestrian scale and urban
character.
German Village buildings generally represent the vernacular architecture of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries. Although not unique to the Village, this architecture does not
rely on styles or trends. It tends to be conservative, simple, and has little ornamentation.
Such buildings are typical of the working-class neighborhood German Village once was.
This chapter illustrates some of the most distinctive of the Village’s architectural styles.
Not all buildings in the neighborhood fall into one of these categories. Although many
older sections in Columbus have similar buildings, the combination and interpretation
of these building forms makes the Village area unique.
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Working with the
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WORKING WITH THE GERMAN VILLAGE COMMISSION

People move into German Village for many reasons; some are charmed by its distinctive
sense of place, others are attracted by its historic ambiance. The German Village
Commission has been preserving these qualities since the early 1960s. That’s why
everyone now living or owning property in our city’s first historic district needs to
understand the Commission’s purpose. Simply put, the Commission preserves the
architectural character of the neighborhood by reviewing and approving proposed
changes.
So, if you are planning to change the exterior of your property, drop that hammer
or paintbrush. As a German Village resident, your first step in making an exterior
change is to read these German Village Guidelines. Your second step is to ask the Village’s
architectural review commission to approve your proposal. The German Village
Commission reviews all plans for exterior alterations, additions, new construction,
demolition, and change of use. To indicate that a project follows the guidelines, it issues
a certificate of appropriateness. The Commission also makes recommendations on
zoning requests to city officials.
In addition to introducing you to the Commission, this chapter answers questions
such as: When do you need to apply for a certificate? How do you apply? What does
the Commission consider in reviewing your project? And, how are the Commission’s
decisions enforced?

Getting to Know the German Village Commission
The easiest way to learn about the Commission is to come to a public meeting at the
German Village Meeting Haus, 588 South Third Street. The Commission meets on the
first Tuesday of each month at 4:00 p.m. Naturally, no meetings are held on election day,
holidays, or the days after holidays.
The Commission’s seven members are volunteers appointed by the mayor of Columbus
for three-year terms. As defined by city ordinance, Commission membership includes:
one city council representative, one member of the mayor’s staff, one architect, two
people with a special interest or expertise in either historic preservation or German
Village, and two persons recommended by the German Village Society.
16
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Helping the Commission are a Secretary and a Commission Assistant. Funded by
the city, the Commission Secretary prepares meeting agendas and takes minutes. The
Secretary also receives applications for projects, keeps project files, and sends out
certificates of appropriateness after meetings.
Funded by the Village, the Commission Assistant is based at the German Village
Meeting Haus. The Commission Assistant can answer your questions, help you with
guidelines and procedures, and check over your submission materials.

Categorizing Your Exterior Project
No matter which exterior project you have in mind, it involves either maintenance
or exterior change. The Architectural Review Chart on the following pages contains
common examples of both types of projects.
Maintenance includes repair and in-kind replacement of the deteriorated parts of
a building. Repair is the routine work that all German Village residents are familiar
with—those things you do to maintain your building or site by protecting existing
features. Examples include repairing a fence or reglazing a window. As you can see on
the chart, no certificate is necessary for repairs. In-kind replacement involves duplicating a
deteriorated part with one of the exact same material, design, arrangement, texture, or
color. Examples include replacing a damaged wood porch column with a wood column
of the same design, or replacing several slates on a roof with matching slates. Before
beginning work, ask the Commission Assistant to review your replacement project.
Exterior change includes alterations, new construction, additions, demolition, major
site work or landscaping, building fences or signs, or a change in land use. For these
projects, you should apply for a certificate of appropriateness from the German Village
Commission. This is also true for any interior work changing your building’s exterior
or involving a change of use or a building permit. The city of Columbus requires a
certificate of appropriateness before issuing a building permit for any work in German
Village.

Architectural Review Chart
This Architectural Review Chart contains common examples of both maintenance
and exterior changes. For easy reference, the chart was designed to follow the
sections in the Design Guidelines Chapter (page 30). Illustrated in the chart are
the types of projects that require no review, Commission Assistant review, and/
or Commission review and approval. As you can see, if your project changes your
structure’s exterior, it requires Commission approval.
WORKING WITH THE GERMAN VILLAGE COMMISSION

After looking at the chart, if you are unsure of how to classify your project, contact
the Commission Assistant to find out if you need a certificate and who should
review the project.
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REVIEW CHART

Maintenance

Exterior Change

Repair

In-kind
Replacement

(No Review
or Approval
Required)

(Commission
Assistant
Review)

(Commission
Review and
Approval)

Foundations
(page 32)

Stabilize,
no visible
change

Masonry
(page 36)

Repair
damaged
area

Repaint
same color

Paint
unpainted,
cleaning
tuckpointing;
or any change

Siding
(page 44)

Repair
damaged
pieces

Replace
pieces with
exact match

Apply/replace
with different
material or
configuration

Roof materials
(page 50)

Repair

Replace with
exact match

Replace with
new material,
design, or color

Gutters and
downspouts
(page 50)

Reattach,
repair

Replace with
exact match

Replace with
new design or
material

Door
entrances
(page 56)

Repair

Replace with
exact match

Change design,
material, or size;
close off or
create entrance

Cleaning or
tuckpointing
or any change
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Architectural Review Chart, continued
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Exterior Change

Repair

In-kind
Replacement

(No Review
or Approval
Required)

(Commission
Assistant
Review)

(Commission
Review and
Approval)

Windows
(page 62)

Repair,
reglaze

Replace with
exact match

Replace with different;
close off or create
window openings

Storm doors,
windows
(pages 56/62)

Repair,
reglaze

Replace with
exact match

Add or replace
with other
styles

Porches,
stoops
(pages 68/110)

Repair

Replace with
exact match

Add, change,
or remove
all or part

Cornices, friezes
(page 74)

Repair

Replace with
exact match

Add, change
or remove

Ornamentation
(Brackets,
shutters, trim)
(page 76)

Repair

Replace
feature with
exact match

Add, change, remove,
or replace with
different

Storefronts
(page 82)

Repair

Replace
parts with
exact match

Change design,
materials, detailing,
size, or location

Paint color
(page 90)

Touch up

Paint exact
same color

Paint with
new color

REVIEW CHART

Maintenance

Exterior Change

Repair

In-kind
Replacement

(No Review
or Approval
Required)

(Commission
Assistant
Review)

(Commission
Review and
Approval)

Additions to
buildings (page 92)

Add any exterior
feature or structure

New buildings
outbuildings
(page 100)

Adding any
structure

Fences, walls
(page 114)

Repair

Replace with
exact match

Add, change,
or move

Site lighting,
street furniture
(page 118)

Repair

Replace with
exact match

Add, change,
or move

Sidewalks, driveways,
patios and parking lots
(page 122)

Repair

Replace with
exact match

Change, add, or
remove; or change
brick pattern

Landscaping
(page 114)

Plant flowers,
shrubs

Major visible
change

Graphics,
signage
(page 126)

Repair,
touch up

Replace, add,
change, or move

Demolition
(page 152)

Remove structure
or part of structure
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Applying For A Certificate Of Appropriateness
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Use the how-to chart after page 23 and the sample application form in Appendix C, to
guide you through the entire application process. In addition to your application, you will
need submission materials—photos, drawings, and brochures or samples relating to your
project. Examples of the items you may need to submit are described on pages 24, 26, and
27. To save your time and the Commission’s, double-check your photos and drawings to be
sure everything is complete. Then give these materials to the Commission Secretary when
you file your application. Again, the Commission Assistant will be happy to answer your
questions about filing.
The application process assumes that you have drawings and photographs, but what if you
only have a dream or concept? First, finish reading these guidelines; second, discuss your
project with the Commission Assistant. Then, fill out an application for a certificate. The
Commission encourages applicants to meet with them in the early stages of their projects
for concept approval. Just fill out an application—it’s the painless way to be sure you and
the Commission are on the same track.
If you have several activities in mind for your property, to save your time as well as the
Commission’s, submit a single application, rather than a series of separate applications.
Even though your project may involve maintenance, if it requires any exterior change work
it needs the commission approval.
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WORKING WITH THE GERMAN VILLAGE COMMISSION

Notes
1. Pick up your application from either the
Commission Secretary or the German
Village Society office.
2a. See pages 17·21 for a definition of
in-kind replacement and examples of
projects on the Architectural Review Chart.
2b. Check to see if you need a zoning
variance if your project involves new
construction, additions, or a change of use.
See page 132.

3. Ask the zoning staff to indicate any
required variances on the application form.
4. File your application with the Commission
Secretary at the city of Columbus offices. If
you file your application before 5 p.m. at least
two Tuesdays before the next Commission
meeting, it will be scheduled for that
meeting.
5. Be prepared to discuss your project, or to
send a representative. If no one appears, your
application is automatically tabled and must
be resubmitted to be considered at the next
meeting.

5a. You need at least four affirmative votes
for approval The Commission Secretary
stamps approved drawings and mails your
certificate to you following the meeting.
5b. If your application is tabled for revisions
or additional information, it will be
reconsidered at the next month’s meeting as
long as the new material is received by the
application deadline.

5c. If your application is denied, you may
resubmit it with changes or appeal the
Commission’s decision.
5d. Zoning recommendations are forwarded
to the zoning administrator. See pages 134140 regarding the zoning process.
6. Take your certificate and two copies of
the Commission-stamped drawings to the
Building Regulation Department.

What Should Be Submitted With The Application

WORKING WITH THE GERMAN VILLAGE COMMISSION

The following are examples of the various submission materials that may be required for
different projects:
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Reviewing Your Project
When you begin planning your project, use the same source that the Commission will
use to review it: these German Village Guidelines. As it reviews your application package,
the Commission considers whether your project meets the guidelines. Then it reviews
whether your project is appropriate to the neighborhood’s architectural character: Does
it reflect typical German Village architectural characteristics? Does this individual
structure have its own style and significance? How does this building or site relate to the
street and neighborhood?
When you begin working on your project, don’t rely on precedent as a guide. The
Commission certainly won’t when it reviews your project. The Village Commission
considers each project independent of other projects that may have come before it. The
reason is simple: since German Village became a historic district, preservation thinking
and technology have changed. The German Village Commission is the first to admit
that some work done in earlier years would not be approved today. In other words, just
because it’s here, doesn’t mean it should be duplicated.

Enforcing The Commission’s Decisions
Columbus’s Building Regulation Department enforces the German Village
Commission’s decisions. In addition, there is local follow-up—Village residents and
property owners who report suspected violations. This neighborly concern can translate
into penalties for noncompliance or demolition-by-neglect. See Appendices D and E for
the relevant ordinances.

Summary Of Submission Materials
Building and/or Site Photos

WORKING WITH THE GERMAN VILLAGE COMMISSION

Provide good quality color photos clearly
showing front, sides, and rear views. A
minimum of two photos front and side, rear
and other side—is needed. (Shown here is an
example of a front and side view.)

Streetscape Photos
Take streetscape photos from across the
street, looking in each direction. Be sure to
show the building or site in relationship to
its neighbors.

Detail Photos
Provide close-up photos of any specific
architectural features you propose to change.

Site Plan
The site plan shows the location and size
of existing and proposed structures on the
lot. It should be drawn to scale (minimum
1/16 inch) and show property lines, building
and street locations; proposed structures or
additions with dimensions and distance to
property lines; landscape features or other
layouts; and total square footage of lot and
buildings. Include a north arrow.
26
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Elevations*
Elevation drawings show the design, materials,
dimensions, and final appearance of the
exterior of the building. They should be drawn
to scale (minimum 1/8 inch); identify building
materials; and show each side of the structure
to be changed, added to, or built. Submit
elevations when an exterior change is proposed.
Floor Plans*
Interior floor plans are needed for any work
requiring a building permit or land use variance.
Plans should be drawn to scale (minimum 1/8
inch).

Construction Drawings*
These include section and detail drawings showing
how the structure is being put together. Drawn
to scale (minimum 1/8 inch), they should be
submitted for all additions and new construction.

Sales Literature or Samples
Manufacturers’ literature or samples—such as a
brochure, roofing sample, or paint chip—should
be submitted to help clarify the proposed work.
*Submit three copies: one for the Commission and two for the building permit.
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Now that you have learned something of the history, architecture, and character of
German Village, you are ready to face the challenge—preserving and rehabilitating your
building. These guidelines will help you decide which kinds of work are appropriate
or inappropriate. They tell how you can best protect both your property’s and the
entire Village’s character and uniqueness while still making your building modern,
comfortable, and efficient.
Philosophy
The approach to rehabilitation put forth by these guidelines results from a simple
philosophy: the character, visual appeal, and economic value of the Village exist because
buildings, spaces, sidewalks, streets, and trees have been preserved intact from the past
in their historic appearance and spatial relationships. Preservation, rehabilitation, and
new construction intended to make the Village a vital contemporary neighborhood can,
and should, be done in away that does not disrupt or diminish its historic character.

DESIGN GUIDELINES

These guidelines encourage respect for the subtle differences between buildings that
contribute to the Village’s character. You can see these differences in windows that vary
in size and shape, in roof pitches that differ, and in the patterns in roofing materials.
Not all doors are the same size, and their placement in walls can vary. Though the
Village may seem at first glance to be homogeneous, a closer look reveals the variety and
originality in design that make the area so appealing.
Interior Work
As you plan a project, consider the impact of interior work. Plumbing, heating, or
electrical system work, for example, is not subject to review if it has no exterior visual
impact on the building. Nonetheless, this work can have a significant impact on
character and historic integrity. Avoid removing original walls and partitions if at all
possible. Also avoid as much as possible excessive cutting through or removal of walls,
baseboards, and floors while installing mechanical systems. Try not to let your building
become just a historic shell, with a completely new interior devoid of historic features.
Energy Conservation
Energy conservation efforts, too, can have a significant impact on your building’s
integrity. As you plan energy-related projects, keep these principles in mind:

• Most energy loss is through air infiltration at doors and windows and through the
roof, not by means of radiation through walls. Rather than adding sidewall insulation
requiring plaster or siding removal, or interfering with interior trim, make sure your
windows and doors are properly caulked, weatherstripped, and tight. Be sure, too,
that they have good storm windows and doors.
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• Try to use storm windows over your building’s old windows rather than replacing
them with new insulated glass window units.

• Be sure your insulation has a vapor barrier facing the interior or the warm side of a
ceiling or attic. Insulating without a vapor barrier can cause moisture problems and
can actually render your insulation ineffective.
Planning
Consider the long-term impact of the decisions you are making today. Step back and
look at your building as a whole, not just at an air-conditioning project or a kitchen
wing project or an insulation project. Think of all the things you may want to do
to your building over several years. Then plan your project in manageable phases.
Consider the cumulative effect of all your individual projects as the years pass. Will your
building’s essential historic character still come through, or will it somehow gradually
slip away, almost unnoticed, under the weight of accumulated changes, additions, and
“improvements?” Remember, the loss of historic character can actually diminish the
dollar value of your building.
Preservation Briefs
As you read and use these guidelines, you may find it helpful to make frequent reference
to Preservation Briefs. This series of technical pamphlets is published by the Preservation
Assistance Division of the National Park Service. The pamphlets cover topics such as
masonry cleaning, repointing and sealing; repair and replacement of historic windows;
repair and replacement of wood siding; exterior paint problems; and how to deal with
roofs. Preservation Briefs are available for review from the Commission Assistant at 588
South Third Street.
Preventive Maintenance
Equally important is regular maintenance of your property once you have completed
its rehabilitation. Poor maintenance practices diminish historic character and property
values just as much as poor rehabilitation. Develop a seasonal inspection procedure in
which you watch for trouble in gutters, downspouts, site drainage, and roofing materials.
Look for evidence of moisture damage to wood and masonry building components. Find
and correct the causes—not just the symptoms—of any trouble right away. Guarding
against the inadvertent erosion of the qualities we all find attractive in German Village is
the most important thing you can do for your neighborhood.

[Guidelines For Preservation
And Rehabilitation ]

Foundations
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From simple cottages to stately Queen Anne structures, most German Village houses
have a common feature: their gray limestone foundations. Some are just a few inches
above ground level; others are over three feet high. Whether rough or cut stone, these
foundations have become a prominent architectural feature. Combined with the
Village’s abundance of brick buildings, its limestone foundations add contrast and visual
texture.
Village builders used limestone from the Scioto River area north and west of downtown
Columbus. This attractive limestone is particularly rich in fossils, and when properly
cared for, it is a good supporting stone.
Projecting stone bands known as water tables are commonly used as decorative features;
they also divert rainwater away from foundations. Most foundations have windows or
grilles to provide light in the basement or crawl space and to create an air flow to keep it
dry.

Recommendations
1. Keep vines and plantings off foundation walls because they can retain moisture; their
roots and stems can also damage masonry joints.

2. Keep soil, mulch, firewood, and other items from piling up against a foundation wall
because these, too, can cause moisture problems. Make sure the ground has a slight
slope away from the foundation.

3. Avoid painting foundation walls; instead leave them their natural stone color. The
contrast of their light color with darker brick or painted siding is an original design
feature in the Village.

4. If basement windows are to be covered, avoid filling them permanently with brick,
stone, or concrete block. Instead, use wood panels fastened to the window framing, or
replace the window glass with a wooden or metal panel painted to blend in with the
foundation color.
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5. Be sure grilles are kept clear of obstructions, and be sure to provide ventilation if basement windows
are covered—such as using a louvered vent in a wooden window covering. Leave grilles in place, even if
the openings are blocked in.

6. Be sure that downspouts are connected to underground drains, or that they have extensions or splash
blocks to keep water from pouring into the ground adjacent to the foundation. Conduct regular
inspections several times a year.

7. Stone foundations should not be covered with stucco. Not only does this dramatically change their
appearance, it also can lead to problems with trapped moisture and may accelerate stone deterioration.

Stone
water
table

[Photo 1]
A smooth.-faced limestone foundation with a stone water table.
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[Photo 2]
A rock-faced limestone foundation with a tooled and edged stone water table.

[Photo 4 ]
This foundation window has a cast-iron decorative grille for basement ventilation.
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[Photo 3]
A coursed rubble limestone foundation.
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Masonry
When asked to describe their homes, most German Villagers would mention brick
walls and stone foundations, sills, and lintels. These common masonry features create
much of the warmth characterizing the neighborhood. Because of their major visual
impact, as well as their importance to your building, take care to preserve these vital
elements.
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Builders used stone extensively for the sills beneath windows and doors, the lintels
above them, and commercial storefronts. Some sills and lintels are carved with
geometric or floral patterns. Stone masonry is generally left unpainted.
The brick walls of most Village houses are very simple in design and execution. As
photo 5 shows, standard-sized bricks were almost always laid in a “common bond”
pattern of five to seven rows of stretchers (the long side) separated by a single row of
headers (the short end).
Many buildings from the 1890s through the turn of the century have pressed-brick
facades with common brick making up the side and rear walls. Pressed brick is denser,
less porous, and has a more uniform color than common brick. See photo 6 for an
example.
The first thing that many building owners think about is cleaning their brick walls.
Fortunately, cleaning technology for historic buildings has improved over the years;
several effective chemical cleaners are now available. Although once popular, the
sandblasting and sealing method, which can cause irreparable damage to brick,
is no longer used in the Village. Probable damage includes removal of the harder,
weatherproof outer surface; loss of corner definition; and extreme roughening of the
brick surface. Stone also should never be sandblasted, especially decoratively craved
stone.
Before you decide to clean your building, take a good look at your brick walls. Will
you be washing away part of your building’s character? Some building owners prefer to
preserve the patina of age that weathered brick acquires over time.
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Some brick houses have been painted to protect their low-quality brick walls from the
weather. Elsewhere brick walls were painted for aesthetic reasons—to cover damaged
masonry or wall alterations.
Skilled masons took pride in tooling, or finishing, their mortar joints, and these joints
became an important part of each brick wall’s design. Drawing 9 shows the most
common types of finishing. In each case masons were careful not to overfill the joints
and smear mortar on the face of the masonry.

[Photo 5]
A common bond brick wall with seven stretcher courses between the header courses.

Recommendations
1. Consider not cleaning masonry; the darkened, weathered surface is a part of your
building’s history that ought to be preserved.

2. If cleaning is undertaken, begin with the gentlest effective technique—try hand
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scrubbing with a natural bristle brush and plain water before using potentially
harmful and more expensive detergents or chemicals.

3. Acceptable masonry cleaning specifications include use of detergent or chemical
cleaners that have been tested on an inconspicuous patch of wall for effectiveness
and for lack of masonry damage. Wash water pressure should not exceed 300
pounds per square inch. Choose a reliable professional who is entirely familiar with
testing and cleaning procedures.

4. Avoid masonry sealers such as silicone that will keep out liquid water but not
water vapor. Once it penetrates the masonry, vapor can condense into liquid water
that the sealer traps in the wall.

5. Painted masonry buildings should be left painted because the building may have
been painted originally or early in its life; or the paint may cover damaged, soft, or
unsightly masonry.

6. Masonry that has not been painted in the past should not be painted, especially
window lintels and sills and other stone trim.

7. Avoid repointing with mortar that has too much cement—it may be so hard that
it causes the masonry itself to crack and spall.

8. Be careful that any repointing work matches the building’s original joint tooling as
closely as possible. Especially avoid “peanut butter” joints packed so full that they
smear onto the masonry surface.

9. Acceptable masonry repointing specifications include a mortar mix that has been
selected by color, sand grain size, and texture to match the original which is being
replaced. The mortar mix by volume should be between three and five parts of
sand, one part of lime, and no more than one-half of one part of Portland cement.
Joint tooling specifications should include a sample area that matches the original
tooling on the building and that sets the standard for the entire job.
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10. Stuccoed buildings should remain stuccoed, since the masonry underneath was
often chipped and scarred to make the stucco adhere. Stucco-coating a historic
building is not an appropriate treatment if it has not been previously stuccoed.

[Photo 6]
Early 20th-century masonry with very narrow mortar joints.

[Photo 7]
Early 20th-century wire-cut bricks.
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[Photo 8]
The stone lintel and sill of this window have
never been painted.

[Photo 10]
Sandblasted brick. In addition to the typical
damage shown in Photo 9, this example has
mortar joints that are both incorrectly tooled
and irregular in size and profile.
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[Photo 9]
Brick that has been sand blasted. Note the loss
of comer definition, the porous surface, and
the weathering that has occurred as a result of
sandblasting.

M A S O N RY

[Photo 11]
A well-done repointing job. Note how the mortar fills the joint but does not spin onto the face of the
brick and how the joint tooling is neatly carried out.

[Photo 12]
This wall shows the effects of using an-incorrect mortar mix. Using too much Portland
cement in the mortar helped to create a framework that was too rigid for the soft 19thcentury bricks. During the freeze/thaw cycle, the bricks expanded and were seriously
damaged while the mortar remained intact.
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[Drawing 8]
Correct and incorrect repointing techniques. Good repointing, or tuckpointing, is critical to the preservation of
the historic character of brick buildings.
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[Drawing 9]
Examples of joint tooling used historically in the Village. During repointing, tooling of new joints must be
carefully matched to existing tooting, and care must be taken to not smear mortar onto brick surfaces.
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Siding
As some of the area’s oldest structures, German Village’s frame buildings accent its
historic character. A number of these frame structures are still protected by their
original siding and there is considerable diversity in design and appearance.
The earliest and most common siding is beveled siding. As shown in drawing
10, beveled siding has horizontal, tapered overlapping boards.
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Flush wood siding may have a smooth surface or may be cut to resemble blocks of stone;
see photo 13. Another form of siding is overlapping wood shingles shown in photo 14.
Vertical siding such as board-and-batten is less common. As drawing 10 shows, boardand-batten siding has thin, narrow vertical battens nailed over joints in wide boards.
Wood siding requires some maintenance and regular painting. Despite frequent ads
touting its maintenance-free qualities, so does artificial (aluminum or vinyl) siding.
Aluminum or vinyl siding may require cleaning, its color may fade, and repair is
extremely difficult. Application of artificial siding can cause several problems in historic
buildings:

• While installing artificial siding, the installer frequently removes the building’s
window and door trim, cornerboards, soffits and fascias, and other important
architectural features.

• Artificial siding comes in standard designs and dimensions that often do not match
historic material, especially in width.

• Artificial siding damages easily—aluminum dents; vinyl becomes brittle and cracks
in cold weather.

• Dampness caused by leaking gutters or water pipes, or from improperly installed
insulation, can build up behind unvented artificial siding. This results in dry rot of
wood members, peeling paint, or damaged plaster.

• Artificial siding eventually needs to be painted and extensively cleaned and repaired.
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Recommendations
1. If
If original
original or
or historic
historic siding
siding survives
survives on
on aa building,
building, it
it should
should be
be repaired
repaired and
and

preserved.
preserved. Sometimes
Sometimes asphalt,
asphalt, cement,
cement, or
or other
other types
types of
of shingles
shingles or
or coverings
coverings have
have
been
been applied,
applied, and
and very
very often
often the
the original
original siding
siding underneath
underneath is
is in
in surprisingly
surprisingly good
good
condition.
condition.

2. Replacement
Replacement or
or repair
repair siding
siding should
should be
be wood
wood and
and should
should match
match any
any existing
existing siding
siding in
in
appearance.
appearance. Siding
Siding should
should be
be selected
selected from
from the
the types
types illustrated
illustrated in
in drawing
drawing 10,
10, using
using
the
correct
siding
for
the
building’
s
era.
the correct siding for the building’s era.

3. Only
Only if
if physical,
physical, written,
written, or
or photographic
photographic evidence
evidence shows
shows that
that your
your building
building had
had

another
another type
type of
of siding
siding in
in the
the past
past can
can you
you consider
consider changing
changing the
the siding
siding (for
(for example,
example,
from
horizontal
to
board-and-batten).
Always
base
such
choices
on
sound
research.
from horizontal to board-and-batten). Always base such choices on sound research.

4. Siding
Siding should
should cover
cover only
only areas
areas that
that were
were originally
originally covered
covered by
by siding,
siding, and
and the
the new
new

siding
siding should
should duplicate
duplicate the
the appearance
appearance of
of the
the original
original as
as closely
closely as
as possible.
possible. Shingles
Shingles
or
vertical
siding
should
be
repaired
or
replaced
in
kind
rather
than
being
replaced
or vertical siding should be repaired or replaced in kind rather than being replaced
with
with horizontal
horizontal artificial
artificial siding.
siding.

See the July 25, 2005, Amendments on page 175 for additional guidance on artificial siding.

[Photo
[Photo 13]
13]
Historic wood
Historic
wood siding
siding designed
designed to
to look
look like
like ashlar
ashlar stone.
stone. Note
Note the
the flat
flat surface
surface and
and beveled
beveled edge.
edge.

5. Artificial siding on historic structures is strongly discouraged. However, if
such siding is proposed, be prepared to show that architectural trim such as
cornerboards, window trim, door trim, soffits, fascias, and other ornamentation
and detail will be retained, and repaired if necessary, and that the new siding
will match the width and profile of the original. Any source of moisture or other
problems affecting the original siding must be found and corrected.
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6. Artificial siding is an acceptable treatment for new construction or on new
additions to existing buildings. Appropriate widths and configurations are
encouraged.
7. Painting is the appropriate treatment for wood siding in German Village. Avoid
varnishes, stains, and bare, weathered wood. If wood siding won’t hold paint, find
and cure the problem (often interior moisture generation), don’t just cover it up
with new materials.

[Photo 14]
Decorative shingle siding, commonly used in the gable ends of Queen-Anne-style architecture.
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[Drawing 10]
The varieties of wood siding found in the Village. All of these are readily obtainable today.
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Roofs, Gutters, and Downspouts
Remember the old home owners’ rule of thumb: as the roof, gutters, and downspouts
go, so goes the house. Just as surely as a well-maintained roof and drainage system can
preserve your building, loose metal flashing, overflowing gutters, or plugged downspouts
can cause interior moisture problems.
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Practicality aside, roofs, gutters, and downspouts affect your building’s appearance. The
original builder chose these design elements carefully to create your structure’s visual
character. By choosing the same materials, shapes, color, and design wherever possible,
you can retain that character.
Although the oldest homes have wooden shingle or standing-seam metal roofs, most
of the Village’s steeply pitched roofs are slate. Because slate does not drain properly on
their low-pitched roofs, however, commercial buildings more often have built-up or
roll roofing, and sometimes metal. During the renovations of the 1960s many Village
buildings were reroofed in modern materials, frequently asphalt shingles.
The four types of gutters in German Village are illustrated in drawing 11. Suspended
gutters (half-round and ogee-shaped) are fastened at the eaves with spikes or straps.
Iron clamps driven into wooden siding or mortar joints hold downspouts to the
building. Box or stop gutters catch water in a trough that is part of the roof or eave.
Water flows to the downspout through an outlet passing through the eave, cornice, or
soffit.

Recommendations
1. Through preventive maintenance, you can not only preserve your roof, gutters,
and downspouts but also avoid costly replacements. Remove leaves, branches, and
debris from your gutters regularly. If you install screens on your gutters to keep out
debris, remember to clean off the screens, too. When it rains, watch to see if your
downspouts are clear; once plugged, they tend to freeze and burst. Also inspect the
gutter supports and downspout support brackets to be sure they are secure. Keep
these brackets painted to avoid rust-stained walls and foundations.
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2. Take time periodically to look at your roof; check for broken slate, bulging shingles, or
rusted metal. Also look at the metal flashing where chimneys or roof surfaces meet;
metal flashing should neither bulge nor be loose.

3. When downspout support brackets become loose, refasten them in the mortar joints,
rather than on brick or stone surfaces. Refasten the gutter support straps under
roofing materials, not on the roof surface.

4. Try to retain and repair your box and stop gutters. As you might suspect, box and
stop gutters can leak and may require more attention than suspended gutters. To
repair leaky box or stop gutters, reline them with membrane roofing.

5. If you must replace part or all of the gutters and downspouts, try to match the
original materials.

6. Paint gutters and downspouts to match your trim colors or in colors compatible with
the existing trim.

[Photo 15]
Slate-covered gable roofs help define the character of German Village.

7. Because of its importance as a design element, you will want to repair your existing
slate roof, especially if it has a decorative pattern or if the roof is visible from the
street. Many times slates are in good condition but slip out of place when nails
become rusted. Use copper nails when repairing your slate roof.
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8. Before you seriously consider replacing your roof, get out your camera. To receive
the Commission’s approval for a new roof you will need photos to document the
condition of your existing roof. You may also need estimates from roofing contractors
showing that repairing your roof would be more costly than replacing it.
9. When replacing a slate roof, choose a new asphalt shingle or something similar, in
slate-gray. Place the color sample next to the building or even on the roof. Better
yet, try to find an existing roof in that color so you can see the color on an entire
roof. A small roofing sample can be misleading.
See the July 25, 2005, Amendments on page 176 for additional guidance on slate roofs.
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[Drawing 11 ]
These four types of gutters are found in the Village. Each is important in the overall design of the building to
which it is applied.

[Drawing 12]
Repairing a slate roof. A sharp nail cutter and wedges to lift adjacent slates are important to have. There
placement slate must be prepunched to prevent the nail from cracking it.
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1. Use a ripper to cut roofing nail.
Slide out damaged slate.

2. Slide in replacement slate, with pre-punched
nail hole, to fit between upper two slates.

3. Carefully nail slate in place. Avoid
damaging adjacent slates. Do not nail
replacement slate too tightly or it may crack.

4. Using wedges, to gently lift upper slates so
v-shaped copper weather cover can be slipped in.

5. Slide weather cover over nail hole so top
edge is under second slate above. Remove
wedges, and friction will hold the cover in
place
54
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Entrances and Doors
Whether residential or commercial, building doors and entrances reveal a variety of
generally simple designs complementing the Village’s working class architecture. Keep
this simplicity in mind when you consider replacing, repairing, or embellishing this part
of your building.
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Entrances
As their architecture dictates, early story-and-a-half cottages have simple entrances.
Typically they are about three by seven feet without transoms or sidelights. The
exceptions have transoms, or sidelights, or both. Any cottage sidelights and transoms
are simple rectangular panes of glass with minimal detailing.
Italianate entrances are more ornate and detailed than earlier buildings; many have
painted wood trim. As shown in photo 16, most Italianate entrances have transoms.
Some entrances also have sidelights; a number of the transoms and a few of the
sidelights are clear leaded glass. Stained glass was rarely used for either.
Even though some Queen Anne buildings are more heavily embellished overall than
Italianate houses, most have subdued, less decorative entrances. Generally they are
simple rectangular openings with modest trim; sidelights are not common, although
transoms are. Stained and leaded glass were infrequently used. The entrances of
commercial buildings follow the same stylistic patterns as residences. Most draw
attention to the main store entrance door. For a further description, see the Storefronts
section.
Doors
Early story-and-a-half cottages have simple doors usually with four panels and no
windows. See drawing 13 and photo 18. These doors are painted and have simple trim
and details. Door knobs, locks, and hinges are usually very plain.
Italianate architecture highlights doors as important architectural features; some houses
in this style have double doors. Typically, doors and trim are painted. Most doors have
windows, some with beveled or leaded glass in decorative patterns. In keeping with the
ornate character of Italianate architecture, door hardware is often large and decorative.
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Rather than focusing on doors, Queen Anne buildings emphasize overall composition
as well as dormers, turrets, chimneys, brickwork, and siding patterns. Usually up to four
feet wide, these doors have large single panes of glass. With low-profile molding and
trim, they are as likely to be painted as stained or varnished. Door hardware is generally
low-key. For commercial buildings, the main entrance doors are natural focal points.
Often they are wider than residential doors, and they usually have full-height glass.
Other doors to upper floors or back rooms are very plain, without windows or sidelights,
having only rectangular transoms to light the interior.

[Photo 16]
Paired Itatianate entrances with transoms.

[Photo 17]
A turn-of the-century entrance. The transom over the
door was usually fixed in place, but sometimes could be
tilted open for ventilation.

Recommendations
1. Preserve and maintain any older or original door and entrance features that survive.
If elements must be replaced due to deterioration, replace them in-kind—matching
materials, details, and finish as closely as possible.

2. Use plain rectangular panes of clear glass with a simple muntin profile, where
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appropriate. Avoid using stained or leaded glass in transoms, sidelights, or door
windows, unless physical, photographic, or written evidence shows that these
materials were actually used.

3. Replace broken door glass with plain clear glass and avoid multiple- or diamondpaned, “Coke bottle,” or bullseye glass in doors. While some doors (especially from
the 1880s on) had beveled or leaded glass in decorative patterns, most doors with
windows had plain, clear-glass windows. If you are adding windows to a paneled
door, try to place the windows in the upper half of the door, within the panel spaces.
Avoid cutting out a larger space in the door to accommodate a larger window.

4. Consider painting entrance doors rather than staining and varnishing. Stained and
varnished doors should be avoided in early story-and-a-half cottages, and in the
simpler Italianate houses, duplexes, and rowhouses.

5. Avoid heavily carved, ornate doors on simple buildings such as the early cottages,
the plainer Italianate structures, and the Queen Anne and later buildings as well.
Heavily ornamented doors were fairly unusual in the Village, and use of these doors
introduces an inappropriate amount of ornamentation. The same is true of large
ornamental hardware such as door knobs, locks, and hinges.

6. When storm doors are installed, they must be of simple design, preferably in
wood and with a full-height glass section that permits full view of the main door.
Appropriate storm doors are illustrated in drawing 14. Decorative features such as
stick-on “strap” hinges, scalloped edges around window openings, and “crossbuck”
panels must be avoided.

7. If an entrance will no longer be used, avoid removing the door and filling in the
opening. Leave the door in place and fix it shut. A small sign or some plant materials
can be used to indicate that another door is to be used. Always make such alteration
work as reversible as possible so that doorways can be used again in the future with
minimal work.
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8. Heavy, ornate metal security grille doors are not approvable. Acceptable security
doors must have the appearance of ordinary storm doors.

9. Residential doors must not be used on commercial buildings unless it can be shown
that residential doors were originally used.

See the July 25, 2005, Amendments on page 179 for additional guidance on door replacement.

[Photo 18]
A four-panel door typically found on early story-and-a-half
cottages and often used on later Italianate buildings as well.

[Photo 19]
A typical late 19th-century front door with a large window. Note
how the transom has its own fixed-in-place storm window.
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[Drawing 13]
Exterior doors commonly found in the Village. The top two doors, with four or six recessed panels, are
typical of earlier architecture such as the story-and-a-half cottages and early Italianate buildings.

Doors with one, two or three lower panels and large single-pane glass windows are usually found on later
Italianate, Queen Anne, and early 20th-century buildings. Almost every door has a transom.
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[Drawing 14]
Appropriate storm doors for the Village are the fully glazed type on the left, or those with glass in the upper
half and one, two or three simple panels in the lower.
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Windows
Tall and narrow, short and wide, single-paned or multiple-paned—the Village’s variety
of window designs reflects not only architectural trends, but also technological changes
in glassmaking. In the early 1800s, large panes of glass were rare; builders used windows
with many small panes of glass until the mid-1800s when glassmakers developed the
technology to produce larger-sized sheet glass.
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The earliest story-and-a-half cottages had windows with up to six small panes per
sash. Some cottages still have their original six-over-six sash. The majority of cottages,
however, have two-over-two or one-over-one sash because most Village buildings date
from about the 1860s on.
Virtually all windows are double-hung; as drawing 15 shows, both the upper and lower
sash move vertically in the frame. The exceptions are storefront display windows and
some casement gable windows in story-and-a half cottages.
The Italianate style, with its emphasis on vertical proportions, became popular during
the 1860s and mushroomed in the 1870s and 80s. The tall, narrow two-over-two sash
typical of this style have the same proportions as the window openings. See photo 20.
Later Queen Anne structures—as well as other buildings of the 1880s on—usually
have one-over-one sash. Many of these buildings feature large single-paned picture
windows facing the street. These windows commonly have counterweights and can be
opened. Often they have fixed arched or rectangular transom windows, some of which
contain leaded glass.
Commercial buildings generally have one or more large display windows to provide
light and a showplace for merchandise. Upper story windows usually are very plain and
simple with one-over-one or two-over-two sash.
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[Drawing 15]
Section through a typical double-hung window, showing how the upper and lower sash slide past each other while providing
a weather-tight fit at the center meeting rail. The exterior of the window is to the right. Note how the sill, is sloped to drain
water away, and how the lower rail is angled to rest flat on the sloping sill to provide a weather seal.

Recommendations
Recommendations
1. Surviving older or original wood window sash should be preserved. They should be
repaired if necessary to make them sound and tight. Even if existing windows are not
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[Photo 20]
A double-hung two-over-two window. The lower sash is recessed
so it can slide upward behind the upper sash. The upper sash
is designed to slide down in front of the lower sash, but in most
buildings the upper sash have been fixed in place.

[Photo 21l
Appropriately designed wood replacement windows.
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[Drawing 16]
Perspective section view of a double-hung window, showing the narrow “stops” that hold the two sash
in place. Note also how the glass is held against the sash frame and muntins by a bead of putty on the
outside of the sash. Glazier’s points may also be used, then covered.
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Porches and Stoops
In an earlier age, porches and front stoops played important roles in the Village’s social
life. These extensions of residents’ homes were excellent places to hear the latest news
from passing friends and neighbors, and the ideal place to catch cool summer breezes.
Even though such socializing is less common today, their visibility makes porches and
stoops important elements of Village architecture.
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One-and-a-half story cottages and early Italianate houses are more likely to have stoops
than porches. Stoops are made of light-colored regional limestone, often a better grade
than the gray local limestone used for foundations. As photo 22 shows, some of the oldest
stoops are very decorative; often they are quite massive. Where the houses have high
foundations, the stoops have several steps. Stoops with ornate side pieces are a distinctive
feature of the Village.
Mid-1800s builders included porches on both simple and ornate Italianate and Queen
Anne houses. Some porches have plain posts and minimal ornamentation. Others are
large and decorative with a great deal of architectural trim and detailing, as photos 24 and
25 show.

Recommendations
1. Porches and stoops, whether original or later additions, should be preserved in their
historic forms. If they are deteriorated, they should be repaired to their original
condition.

2. Even if doors are closed off and other entrances to the building are used, avoid
removing stoops and porches. Always make it possible to use a doorway again in the
future.

3. Most porches are very simple in design and detail. If a porch is to be added where one
has been removed in the past, or if a porch is to be rebuilt or expanded, use a simple
design and avoid the addition of brackets, scrollwork, spindles, and other decorative
detail. Such features are appropriate only if physical or photographic documentation
shows they existed on the building in the past.

4. When adding handrails to porches or stoops, avoid drilling or cutting original stone
materials. Instead, try to mount handrails in the ground adjacent to steps.
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5. Avoid brick as a material for porch bases, steps, or stoops because brick used in this
way breaks the visual continuity of the light-colored stone foundation. Instead, use
light-colored stone or construct these features out of concrete with a color similar
to that of the local stone.

6. Porches and stoops should be placed below the water table, which is described in
the Foundations section. If porches are supported on piers, the spaces between
the piers should allow adequate ventilation to reach the space beneath the porch
to keep it dry. Porch roofs should have adequate flashing to prevent water from
running behind the joint with the house’s facade.

[Photo 22]
A decorated limestone stoop in front of a residential building.

[Photo 23]
This properly designed concrete stoop is a suitable replacement for the
missing original.
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[Photos 24 and 25]
These late 19th-century porches are in their original condition.
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[Photos 26 and 27 ]
These very late 19th and early 20th century porches are simpler in design and detailing than
earlier 19th century porches.
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[Photo 28]
A well-done repair job on an original porch.
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[Photo 29]
A new porch executed in a contemporary design that employs proportions, materials, and forms of the past but
does not try to imitate historic design.

Cornices and Friezes
Cornices and friezes are decorative features at or near the top of a building’s wall; they
provide a visual termination or top for the wall. These features are quite common in
Italianate and later buildings, especially late 19th-century commercial structures.
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In Italianate houses, friezes often occupy the spaces between decorative roof brackets.
Frequently outlined with wood paneling and molding, they often have small frieze
windows to light attic spaces. On these buildings, cornices are usually confined to roof
edges, often with decorative moldings. However, the entire composition of brackets,
frieze, soffit, and roof edge can also be considered the cornice.
Late 19th-century commercial buildings often have very decorative cornices. They are
made of wood, stone, cast iron, sheet metal, or some combination of these. Because it
was easy to form into shapes, inexpensive, lightweight, and simple to repair, sheet metal
was probably the most common material used.

Recommendations
1. Avoid removing cornice and frieze elements because this results in a blank,
unfinished look on a building. Repair these elements or replace them to match the
original. Wood moldings and a variety of sheet metal shapes are available for such
work.

2. Maintain and repair any surviving eave trim, or replace it in kind if replacement
is necessary. Eave moldings are readily available in a variety of profiles and are an
important decorative element.

3. Avoid adding cornice and frieze elements as extra ornamentation on a building,
unless physical or photographic evidence shows that the building once had these
features.

4. Be sure that cornices and friezes are protected and left in place during any re-siding
work or masonry cleaning.

5. See the recommendations in the Color section for information on painting cornices
and friezes.
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[Photo 3]
A traditional Italianate composition of cornice brackets frieze windows, and eave molding.
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Ornamentation: Trim, Brackets,
Hoodmolds, Shutters, Light Fixtures
Each style of architecture in the Village has an identifiable degree of ornamentation.
As a building owner, try to maintain the building’s original character by using only
ornamentation appropriate to your structure.
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The Village’s earliest buildings are its plainest and least ornamented. Some early
cottages have carved lintels and sills; or they have paneled doors; or S-, round-, or
star-shaped tie-rod ends (bearing plates); or decorative carvings on stone stoops.
Although some frame cottages have ornamentation, it is generally quite limited.
As the 19th century progressed, buildings became increasingly complex in design
and ornamentation. Thus, Italianate and Queen Anne buildings, as well as most
commercial buildings, have more ornamentation. Reflecting the taste of the times,
late 19th-century buildings are the most decorative. Their features include brackets,
hoodmolds over windows, patterned brick, decorative terra cotta, and porch
ornamentation.
Early 20th-century architecture featured simple, classical elements. The use of
ornamentation decreased after the 1920s or so, when very stripped-down, boxy,
simple, and less expensive designs came into vogue. Even though the Village has
relatively few 20th-century buildings, many older houses have 20th-century porches
and additions that can be significant.
Historically, shutters were infrequently used in the Village. Building owners who
had shutters used them for practical purposes: ventilation, weather protection,
and security. Mounted on hinges, shutters closed tightly over windows; they were
not simply ornamental. To find out if your building originally had shutters, look
for photographs or physical evidence, such as hinges or marks in the window trim
where hinges have been removed.
During the 19th century light fixtures were rarely attached to buildings; instead,
residents relied on streetlights. Twentieth-century technology made porch ceiling
lights very common in the Village. Usually these light fixtures have simple glass
globes.
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Recommendations
1. 1. Important original features such as brackets, hoodmolds, and other details
should be repaired and preserved. Avoid removal of window trim and details such
as cornerboards, and when these features are repaired or replaced, the new pieces
should match the originals exactly.
2. Avoid adding ornamentation not suited to the period of a building, unless
physical or photographic evidence exists to show that the building had such
detail in the past. Resist the temptation to “dress up” the building to make it “more
historic.”
3. Avoid adding shutters, unless there is firm evidence that the building had shutters
in the past. If shutters are appropriate, be sure they are the correct height and
width to cover the window completely when closed; they should be true operable
shutters.
4. Avoid exterior light fixtures that are overly ornate. Remember that electric
fixtures in German Village were a 20th-century feature, so 19th-century-inspired
coach lamps are inappropriate. Select simple contemporary fixtures, or use early
20th-century designs which are still available. Avoid shiny brass, pendants, and
finials on light fixtures. Porch ceiling lights—usually with simple glass globes—
were very common on early 20th-century porches and are appropriate to use.
5. Unpainted stone lintels over windows should be left unpainted, but painted ones
can either be left painted or be stripped of paint with a gentle chemical cleaner.
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[Drawing 17]
Typical trim for a story-and-a-half frame cottage.

[Photo 31]
An example of original decorative brickwork, in this case on a commercial building.
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[Photo 32 ]
Highly decorative stone lintels area feature of many
German Village houses.

[Photo 33]
Although many have been painted over the years, cut-stone lintels such as these were designed
to remain unpainted.
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[Photo 34 and 35]
Examples of late 19th-century stone and brick decorative masonry.
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[Photos 36 and 37]
Appropriate shutters must have working hinges and must completely cover the window
when dosed.
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Storefronts
Once owned by bakers, grocers, bankers, tanners, and shoemakers, the Village’s
commercial buildings are scattered through the neighborhood. Several of these
commercial structures are architecturally important because their original
storefronts are nearly intact. Photos 38 and 39 show two examples.
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Similar to the residences surrounding them, a few commercial buildings date
from the mid-19th century on; most, however, are rooted in the late-19th century.
Commercial storefronts generally have large plate glass display windows supported
and framed by columns and piers of either cast iron or stone. Below the display
windows, bulkhead areas are typically paneled in wood rather than enclosed by
masonry.
Storefront entrances are often recessed and sometimes centered; frequently
they have double doors. Usually, doors and display windows have fixed transom
windows. Wood storefronts are painted, rather than being stained or varnished.
Although stone columns and piers generally remain unpainted, cast iron and
wooden elements are painted in a single trim color complementing the body color
of the building.

Recommendations
1. Often the problem with a storefront is that it is dirty, paint-encrusted, and
deteriorated. Sometimes a regular program of cleaning and maintenance is all
that is needed, rather than complete replacement or “dressing up” to enhance the
storefront’s appearance. Always start by trying to change as little as possible.
2. Avoid removal of historic storefront materials (wooden bulkhead panels, original
plate glass, bronze panels and trim, stone columns and piers, transom glass,
original doors, and trim). Make every effort to preserve such elements, even if
they are not complete storefronts.
3. If all historic storefront materials have been removed and a modern front
installed, it is sometimes best to leave the modern front rather than attempt a
restoration. Stark, plain, or unattractive modern store’ fronts can be softened by
simple, inexpensive efforts such as painting, new signage, or installation of canvas
awnings.
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4. Avoid wood-shingled mansards, permanent aluminum canopies, diagonal wood
siding, brick storefronts, and board-and-batten surfaces. These would not have
been used historically.
5. Avoid “theme” restorations (Victorian, ‘Tiffany, Colonial, Mediterranean,
Bavarian, Wild West) or any attempt to create a false history for a building. The
use of ornate doorways, varnished storefronts, stained glass, and other similar
features to make a storefront look older or more decorative should be avoided.
Any reconstruction of a storefront should be based on physical evidence or
historic photographs of the building.

[ Photos 38 and 39]
Two surviving storefronts with most of their original materials intact. Both of
these fronts have the classic storefront features: fixed transom windows, wood
bulkheads below the windows, and recessed doorways; but note how different
they are in the amount and type of detail.

Garages and Outbuildings
If you want to learn about garages and outbuildings, you’ll have to look carefully.
Most are so well hidden and such modest structures that a casual stroller rarely
notices them. Even so, the Village has quite a few significant old sheds, carriage
houses, barns, and early 20th-century garages. Although some are brick, most of
these buildings are of frame construction.
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These inconspicuous buildings have noteworthy features: they are modest in
scale, usually built of inexpensive materials, and have little ornamentation. Clearly
functional, these ancillary structures are of less importance than the houses they
serve. For example, the large late 19th-century homes along Schiller Park have rather
modest frame carriage houses and outbuildings.

Recommendations
1. Make very effort to preserve original doors, windows, siding, and roofing materials
on historic garages and outbuildings.

2. Try to preserve and reuse existing historic garages and outbuildings instead of
demolishing them and building new. Although deteriorated, they may still be
sound enough to rehabilitate economically.

3. Use matching materials (siding, cornerboards, and window trim) when
replacement of deteriorated materials is necessary.
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[Photos 40 and 41]
Early 20th-century garages survive all over German Village.
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[Photos 42 and 43 l
Variations of early 20th-century garages.
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GARAGES AND OUTBUILDINGS

[ Photos 44 and 45 ]
These two traditional carriage houses have been converted to residential use while preserving their carriage
house character.
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[Photos 46 and 47]
Brick and frame outbuildings serving a variety of functions can still be found in Village back and side yards.
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Color
At first glance, the Village’s gray foundations and slate roofs are complemented by its
predominant brick red buildings and streets. But the Village’s palette of color is much
more diverse than this. A quick survey reveals colorful buildings as well as awnings,
windows and doors.
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Because color has such a significant visual impact, use colors appropriate to your
building’s age and style. Reinforcing the whole tone of the Village, most historic color
schemes are fairly simple.
During each period in the Village’s architectural history, architects and builders took
advantage of the impact of color. Before 1870 they typically painted the small cottages
and early Italianate buildings in light earth tones (grays, yellows, tans) as well as reds
and browns. They also selected light earth tones as trim colors compatible with the
natural brick-red walls of many of the buildings. Thus, the older cottages usually had
a single trim color keyed either to the body color on a frame building, or to the natural
brick color on a masonry building.
After 1870 Italianate commercial and residential architecture came into full bloom,
adding noticeably darker colors to the Village’s palette: greens, dark reds, oranges, and
olives. Almost always, trim painted in a darker color complemented the lighter color of
the house. Only rarely was this color scheme reversed. Usually eave brackets—the most
common decorative feature at this time—were the same color as the cornices.
From about 1880 to 1900, highly ornamented buildings provided the opportunity for a
more lively and imaginative use of color. Sometimes two or three colors were combined
on a single building, but usually not more than three. The late 19th-century palette
included pale yellow or light green on frame buildings with dark green or maroon trim.
Some brick buildings also had dark green or maroon trim; others had brown or brownred trim.
After 1900 architects generally moved away from the previous era’s complexity and
ornateness. Adopting plain, simple, classical forms, they chose lighter colors such as
cream, yellow, and white.
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Recommendations
1. Original paint colors for a building should be researched as a starting point for color
selection. What combinations of colors were used, in which locations; and how many
colors were there?

2. Most historic color schemes were fairly simple. The older cottages, for example,
usually had a single trim color keyed either to the body color on a frame building,
or to the natural brick color on a brick building. Even late 19th-century buildings
typically had only two paint colors. Avoid using more than two colors.

3. In general, avoid painting surfaces that have never been painted. For example, stone
lintels and sills so common in the Village should remain unpainted.

[Guidelines For New Construction]

Alterations
to Existing Structures
Additions
to Buildings
Additions, Connectors, Dormers and Skylights, Entries and Awnings

In the Village today the sounds of construction often indicate that someone is enlarging
a building. In this section we discuss successful and compatible designs for the most
common additions.

Additions

DESIGN GUIDELINES NEW CONSTRUCTION

The most common alteration to existing structures is the addition. An addition increases the
amount of space in an existing building, either by expanding the footprint and/or increasing
The design, placement, and size of additions as well as their finishing and detailing are
the height of the building. Before considering an addition, explore other options such as
critical
concerns
for Village
property
owners and
theorCommission.
Everyone
realizes
rearranging
the interior
space,
using basement
areas,
even relocating
to a larger
house. Keep
that
once
the
original
character
and
forms
of
the
buildings
are
lost,
the
character
and
in mind that the City of Columbus Zoning Code limits the land area covered by buildings
on
quality
of
the
entire
Village
erodes.
your lot. (See the Zoning Guidelines for further information regarding zoning variances.)

InWhen
keeping
with the
Village’sthe
original
working-class
character,will
many
buildings
reviewing
additions,
German
Village Commission
consider
howare
the proposed
additionnot
will
alterinor
affect the historic
and surrounding
neighborhood.
of the
modest
only
appearance,
but alsobuilding
in size. Compact
homes that
appear cozyEach
when
buildings in
German
is unique,
and each
is part of aaccumulate
distinct setting
and streetscape.
purchased
have
a way Village
of becoming
crowded
as possessions
or families
The existence
a similar
addition
elsewhere
German
doesbuilding,
not indicate
that a
expand.
Beforeofyou
convince
yourself
that youinmust
add Village
onto your
consider
proposed
addition
is
appropriate
in
a
different
location
and
context
or
if
undertaken
other options such as rearranging the interior space, using basement areas, or findingat a
time. Consider
Additionsalso
willthat
be carefully
considered
as individual
casesarea
with
regard by
to the
adifferent
larger house.
the zoning
code may
limit the land
covered
existing lot, existing structures and neighboring properties.
buildings on your lot. See the chapter about zoning for information about getting a
variance.

When proposing an addition, applicants should carefully consider the style, size, historic
character, and context of the existing building and nearby structures. In keeping with German
While
your addition,
consider
thesebuildings
factors:are modest in appearance,
Village’splanning
original working-class
origins,
many historic
detail, and size. The historic context is an important part of the design of any addition;
•therefore,
Context: aBegin
by really
looking
at your
building
and nearby
structures.
Disregarding
proposed
addition
should
not alter
the essential
character
of a building.
The
recent
additions,
look
at
the
original
relationships
of
the
building
to
the
site
and
to
German Village Commission reviews additions on a case by case basis and gives careful
other buildings.
How
are the side yards?
buildings
set close
to the
sidewalk?
consideration
to the
size wide
and square-footage
of theAre
existing
structure.
While
larger
homes may
offer
more
design
options,
homes
mayAre
posethe
difficult
architectural
challenges.
There
How
much
do they
seemsmaller
to fill up
the lot?
buildings
close together
or spaced
areout?
veryMake
few early
cottages
in
German
Village
that
remain
in
their
original
condition
without
sure to observe these elements of the original context and maintain them
additions
or alterations.
Additions to these properties are strongly discouraged. To maintain the
when building
your addition.
historic character of these buildings, proposed additions will require more careful consideration
the Commission.
•byPlacement:
Place the addition as far to the rear of your building as possible. In this way

you do not disrupt the principal street view of the original structure.

• Scale: Scale the addition to your original structure rather than overwhelming it with
an addition which is too big. Allow the size of your building to govern the size of
your addition. For example, a two-story addition to a small cottage would be totally
out of scale.
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Location
• Materials and Textures: Select compatible materials and textures for your addition;
duplicating
thebeappearance
of the
structure
is not
necessary.
fact, frame
Additions
should
set well back
fromoriginal
the principal
façade
of an
historic In
structure,
typically
in excess
of halfway.
An addition for
should
substantially
the existing
additions
are generally
recommended
bothnot
brick
and framealter
structures.
Choose
streetscape
view) from
any elevation.
If the addition
is visible
other
public
materials(street
and textures
similar
to those traditionally
used:
brick,from
beveled
siding,
rights
way,and
including
alleys,
the rough-sawn
impact of thecedar
addition
should be
considered
fromorthose
cut of
stone,
shingles.
Avoid
or redwood
siding,
varnished
views as well. An addition should not obscure or hide the original structure when viewed
unpainted exterior woodwork, or artificial stone veneers.
from any angle.

[One- And Two-Story Additions]

Scale and Proportion

The scale of a proposed addition should be considered in relation to the historic structure.
If you
need more
and your
site permits,
consider
oneIn
reviewing
scale,space
the German
Village
Commission
willbuilding
consider athe
sizeoroftwo-story
the original
additionstructure,
rather than
dormers.
many
of the original
owners
used a
historic
andadding
may consider
theBecause
size of any
contributing
historic
structures,
compared
to the size
the proposed
addition. than on the original buildings, you should
different material
or of
siding
on their additions

do the same. Generally, housing or garage additions are structurally separate, built to the

Additions
smaller
than the
historic
to which they
are attached.
The
side or rearshould
of thebe
main
structure,
have
their building
own foundations,
and often
lack basements.
total size of all of the additions existing and proposed, considered as a whole, should
not exceed the total size of the historic structure. The length, width and height of all
Recommendations
additions,
considered as a whole, should be less than that of the historic structure.
An
considered
the original
structure
and
any
existing
as a whole,
1. Itaddition,
should be
clear thatwith
additions
are later
features
and
not
part ofadditions
the original
should
be
in
scale
with
the
size
of
the
lot/property/parcel
on
which
it
is
located.
If the
structure. There should be no confusion as to what was original and what was
added
existing
structures
on
the
lot
conform
to
the
maximum
lot
coverage
requirements
of the
later, and additions should be clearly subsidiary to the original building. This can
be
zoning code, then the proposed addition should not increase the size of the building
accomplished by providing a clear visual break between the original building and the
to exceed the maximum lot coverage. If the existing structures do not conform to the
addition,lotbycoverage
setting the
facade of the
addition
the original,
or by
maximum
requirements
of the
zoningback
code,from
thenthat
the of
proposed
addition
constructing
a recessed
at building
the pointtothe
addition
and the original
building
should
not increase
the sizearea
of the
exceed
the maximum
lot coverage
by join
more
than
the existing
condition.18, 19 and 20.
together.
See drawings

Height
and
2. Change
of Width
materials is another way visually to distinguish an addition. On a brick
Thebuilding,
additionfor
should
be shorter
than
the historic
building:
lower inway
overall
height, andthis
the
example,
a frame
addition
is a very
appropriate
to accomplish
highest
point of theSee
roofthe
onSiding
an addition
should besections
lower than
the highestonpoint
of theofroof
differentiation.
and Masonry
for guidance
selection
of the historic structure. The addition should be narrower and shallower than the historic
treatments.

structure: the exterior walls should step in from the walls of the historic structure; the length
of the addition should not exceed the length of the historic structure.

height approach
of an addition
will an
alsoaddition
be considered
in respect is
toto
neighboring
properties.
3.The
Another
to make
“read” separately
use different
detailing.The
addition
should
not block
access
to light and
and door
air totrim
adjacent
or neighboring
Simplified
cornice
details,
or window
of a slightly
differentproperties,
dimensionor
reduce the privacy available to neighboring properties.

from that on the original building, for example, can provide subtle visual clues as to
where
the addition
begins.
The
German
Village Commission
may consider alterations to the height of existing non-

historic buildings or additions. Alterations to height will be considered in cases where the

4.existing
A creative
approach
could be
to make an addition
essentially
a freestanding
structure,
building
or addition
is non-historic,
and where
the change
in height does
not
obscure,
damage,
destroy building
any significant
architectural
featuresconnector
of the historic
building
connected
to theororiginal
by a modest
glass-walled
designed
to
orbe
adjacent
properties.
as transparent and unobtrusive as possible. This same approach should be used to
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link adjacent existing buildings as an alternative to building an addition. When such
Materials and Details
connectors are used, they should be placed as far toward the rear as possible, not at
New
beand
differentiated
from
historic
and all
additions
the additions
front partshould
of a lot,
they should
be only
oneconstruction,
story high. They
should
be simply
should be clearly distinct from the historic structure. Simple materials should be used
detailed, with no attempt at ornamentation, and they should be painted to match the
on the addition, for example, wood siding on an addition to a brick house. The addition
building’
color
make them
blend
in the
as much
possible.The addition may have
should
haves trim
simpler,
lesstoornate
detailing
than
main as
structure.
a different type or pitch of roof than the main structure. A recessed connector may be

separate
addition
structure.
5.considered
Additionstoshould
bethe
placed
to thefrom
rearthe
of aoriginal
building
wherever possible. An extension
(See
the existing
Connectors
sectionlines
for further
on construction
of connectors.)
along
building
toward information
the rear usually
does not require
a zoning

variance, though it could if too much of the lot area is covered by the building. See
the Zoning chapter.

Recommendations

1. New additions should not obscure, damage, or destroy significant architectural features
of historic buildings.
2. New additions should be differentiated from the historic building, and all additions
should be clearly distinct from the original structure.
3. An addition should not substantially alter the existing streetscape (street view) from any
elevation, and should be located as far to the rear of the lot as possible.
4. The scale of the proposed addition should be considered in relationship to the historic
building and adjacent properties.
5. Simple materials and details should be used on the addition.

Connectors
A connector is a structure that joins together two distinct building elements while
maintaining a visual separation between the two. The three types of connectors—historic/
historic, historic/new, and new/new—often require different design approaches.
Connectors, particularly connectors between historic buildings, are not encouraged;
however, a connector may be approved if the visual impact is minimal and creates an
enclosed porch-like effect between two buildings. A visible connector between an historic
house and garage is strongly discouraged.
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[Drawing 18 ]
Recommendations

Perspective view of an appropriately designed addition on a wide building lot. Note how a small
connecting
link,ofsetawell
back fromshould
the frontbeof proportional
the building, maintains
the profile ofitthe
original
1.
The scale
connector
to the elements
is connecting:
the
building.
of the addition,
frontthe
wallsmallest
of the original
building,
helps to and the
lengthThe
of setback
a connector
shouldbehind
be lessthethan
element
it isalso
connecting,
heighttheshould
be shorter
lowest.
maintain
older building
as thethan
most the
important
element of the design.
2. The location should utilize an existing opening toward the rear of the building to
minimize visibility. Installation of a fence or plantings may also diminish the visibility
of a connector.
3. The design should be simple and open, and minimize the visual mass of the connector.
The visual appearance of a connector should resemble an enclosed porch or garden
structure, achieved through the use of a low-pitched roof, and the incorporation of the
maximum amount of window space possible. The details of a connector should be less
ornate than the elements it connects.
4. When connecting to an historic building, the connector should be reversible so it can
be removed, and the building returned to its original state.
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[Drawing
[Drawing18
19]]
Perspective
Perspectiveview
viewofofan
anappropriately
appropriatelydesigned
designedaddition
additionononaawide
narrow
building
building
lot. lot.
NoteHere
howthe
a small
addition is kept
connecting
entirely to link,
the rear
set well
so it back
does from
not crowd
the front
andofoverwhelm
the building,
themaintains
original building.
the profile
In of
thisthecase,
original
a narrow connecting
building.
link is not
The
necessary
setbackasof the important
addition, behind
elevations
the front
of thewall
original
of thebuilding
originalare
building,
not obscured
also helps
by the
to addition.
maintain the older building as the most important element of the design.

[Drawing 20 ]
Perspective view of an appropriately designed addition on a corner lot. As in Drawing 19, the idea is to
avoid obscuring or overwhelming the original building. This is accomplished by placing the addition along the
elevation farthest from the corner.
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[Drawing 19]
[Roofline
Additions: Dormers And Skylights]
Perspective view of an appropriately designed addition on a narrow building lot. Here the addition is kept

[Drawing 19]
entirely to the
so appropriately
it does not crowd
andaddition
overwhelm
the original
building.
In this
a narrow
Perspective
viewrear
of an
designed
lot. Here
thecase,
is keptconnecting
Most Village
residents—especially
ownersonofa narrow
small building
cottages—try
toaddition
put each
square
entirely
to the
rear so itasdoes
crowd and
overwhelm
originalbuilding
building.are
In this
case, a narrow
link is not
necessary
the not
important
elevations
of thetheoriginal
not obscured
by theconnecting
addition.
inch of their homes to good use. They have found that dormers and skylights can add
link is not necessary as the important elevations of the original building are not obscured by the addition.

light, ventilation, and space.

Although some small cottages originally had dormers, most are additions designed to
make slope-ceilinged upper floors more useful and habitable. Typically, dormers are a
single window wide. Even though they do not add appreciably to floor space, they do
add light and ventilation.
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Village residences have two types of dormers: roof and wall. When small cottages have
dormers, they are most commonly roof dormers. Structurally separate, roof dormers are
part of the roof; typically they fall below the roof ridge and are set back from the eaves.
Sometimes they are placed symmetrically, but often their placement appears random,
dictated by light and space needs.
Wall dormers are a continuation of the wall above the roof eaves. Occasionally, small
earlier buildings have wall dormers. More commonly, later structures feature wall
dormers as an important part of the eclectic assembly of elements that make up the
Queen Anne style.
[Drawing
[Drawing20
20] ]
An
effective
to dormers,
skylights
and
ventilation.
Perspective
view
ofofananappropriately
designed
addition
on aonprovide
corner
lot. light
As
19, the
isidea
to isare
Perspective viewalternative
appropriately
designed
addition
a corner
lot.inAsDrawing
in Drawing
19,idea
theThey
to less
avoid
ororoverwhelming
thethe
original
building.
This
is accomplished
placing
the addition
along the
expensive
and
less
intrusive,
but
still
must
beThis
designed
andbyplaced
carefully.
Appropriate
avoidobscuring
obscuring
overwhelming
original
building.
is accomplished
by placing
the addition
along the
elevation
farthest
from
the
corner.
skylights
are
flat
and
extend
no
more
than
six
inches
above
the
roof
’
s
surface.
elevation farthest from the corner.

Recommendations
1. Surviving historic dormers should be preserved intact as much as possible.
2. Dormers added to a roof should be narrow, preferably only one window wide like
historic dormers. Every effort should be made to accommodate space and light needs
with traditional gable-roofed dormers before considering shed-roofed (flat) dormers.
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Dormers and Skylights

3. If dormers are to be added, they should have the following features:
German Village residences have two types of dormers: roof and wall. Structurally separate, roof dormers

t Dormer design should be kept in scale with the original building and should not be
are part of the roof; typically they fall below the roof ridge and are set back from the eaves. Sometimes
in size. but often their placement appears random, dictated by light and space
theyoverwhelming
are placed symmetrically,
needs. When small cottages have dormers, they are most commonly roof dormers. Occasionally, small

earlier
buildings have wall dormers. More commonly, later structures feature wall dormers as an important
t
.BYJNVNEPSNFSMFOHUITIPVMEOFWFSCFNPSFUIBOPOFIBMGUIFSPPGTMFOHUI
part of the eclectic assembly of elements that make up the Queen Anne style.

t /FXEPSNFSTTIPVMECFSPPGEPSNFST OPUXBMMEPSNFSTɩFJSXBMMTTIPVMECF
Although some small cottages originally had dormers, most are additions designed to make the attic story
held back from the roof eave at least one foot. Dormer roofs should join main
more useful and habitable. Typically, dormers are a single window wide. Even though they do not add
house roofs
below
ridge.
appreciably
to floor
space,the
they
do add light, ventilation, and height.
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An effective
alternative to dormers, skylights provide light and ventilation. They are less UP
expensive and less
t
/FXEPSNFSTTIPVMECFQMBDFEUPUIFSFBSPGUIFIPVTFBTNVDIBTQPTTJCMF
intrusive,
but
still
should
be
designed
and
placed
carefully.
Appropriate
skylights
are
flat
and extend no
minimize their visibility from the street.
more than six inches above the roof ’s surface.

Recommendations

t %PSNFSTTIPVMECFVTFEGPSUIFJSPSJHJOBMQVSQPTF JOTUFBEPGBTBNFBOTUPBEE
an extra floor to a building. Extremely large dormers should not be installed; a
ground-level
addition
if more
floorasspace
is desired.
1. Surviving
historic
dormersshould
shouldbe
be considered
preserved intact
as much
possible.
2. Dormers added to a roof should be narrow, preferably only one window wide like historic dormers.

t Every
%PSNFSXJOEPXTTIPVMECFUSBEJUJPOBMXJOEPXTBWPJEGVMMIFJHIUXJOEPXT

effort should be made to accommodate space and light needs with traditional gable-roofed
dormers
shed-roofed
(flat) dormers.
all-glassbefore
walls,considering
or windows
out of proportion
to the dormer.
3. If dormers are to be added, they should have the following features:

• Dormer design should be kept in scale with the original building and should not be overwhelming
t 6TFIPSJ[POUBMXPPETJEJOHPSSPPmOHNBUFSJBMPOEPSNFSTJEFT
in size.
•
Maximum
dormer
length should
be more than
thefrom
roof ’sthe
length.
4. Skylights
should
be carefully
placednever
to minimize
theirone-half
visibility
street.
• New dormers should be roof dormers, not wall dormers. Their walls should be held back from the
Use as few as possible, and avoid placing them on main roof slopes; set them as
roof eave at least one foot. Dormer roofs should join main house roofs below the ridge.
far• back
theshould
front of
building
as possible,
preferably
on secondary
New from
dormers
be the
placed
to the rear
of the house
as muchonly
as possible,
to minimize their
(rear)
elevations.
visibility
from the street.
• Dormers should be used for their original purpose, instead of as a means to add an extra floor to
a building.
dormers
should
not benot
installed;
a ground-level
addition
5. Skylights
mustExtremely
be flat inlarge
design,
and they
should
be clustered
in a row,
side byshould be
considered
if
more
floor
space
is
desired.
side.
• Dormer windows should be traditional windows: avoid full-height windows, or all-glass windows
out of proportion to the dormer.
• Use horizontal wood siding or roofing material on dormer sides.
4. Skylights should be carefully placed to minimize their visibility from the street. Use as few as possible,
and avoid placing them on main roof slopes; set them as far back from the front of the building as
possible, preferably only on secondary (rear) elevations.
5. Skylights should be flat in design, and they should not be clustered in a row, side by side.
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[Photos 48 and 49]
Appropriate dormers such as these older ones are small, fall at or below the roof ridge, have traditional
windows, and use the same roofing material as the main roof.
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Entryways
and Porch Enclosures
New
Buildings

Front porches are considered significant, contributing architectural features of an historic
building,
and should
be preserved.
The construction
of new entry
vestibules
the
New
buildings
aren’t just
a characteristic
of the ever-expanding
suburbs,
foror
despite
enclosure of existing porches is not recommended because of the significant visual impact
the Village’s density, new buildings continue to appear. Naturally, residents welcome
that such alterations have on the character of historic buildings. In the case of a side
compatible
newthe
structures
historic architectural
design
concepts.
To existing
maintain
or rear porch,
German based
Villageon
Commission
may consider
alterations
to an
the
Village’The
s appearance
character,
the design
of each new
structure
critically
entryway.
design ofand
a new
entry vestibule
or enclosure
of an
existing isside
or rear porch
important.
should complement the existing historic building, and not impact significant historic
architectural features.

If you plan to build in the Village, use the design concepts of historic architecture
explained in this section, rather than simply copying historic styles or designs. The
Village’s most successful new buildings blend these concepts with modern construction
materials
and techniques;
resulting
contemporary
have cleara roots
1. Investigate
whether thethe
porch
you intend
to enclosebuildings
will be considered
new in the
permanentpast.
interior space under the zoning code, in which case it may require a Zoning
architectural
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Recommendations

variance. (See the Zoning Guidelines section for further information regarding zoning
and variances.)
Whether
you are building a home or garage, early in the planning stage read the chapter

2. Enclosures
should
leave code
the original
porch
as intact
possible
to maintain
its original
about
zoning. The
zoning
regulates
setbacks,
sideasyard
minimums,
maximum
character.
Enclosures
should
have
as
much
window
space
as
possible,
rather
solid
building coverage of a lot, building height, and parking requirements. You maythan
discover
walls. They should be constructed behind any original porch columns, so that the
that you will need a zoning variance; the city’s Building Regulation Department can
columns remain visible from the exterior. Enclosures should be reversible so they can be
answer
your in
questions
about
removed
the future
and zoning.
the porch returned to its original appearance.
3. Enclosures should be of frame construction. They should clearly “read” as additions.

Also, consider going to the German Village Commission for a “concept discussion”
4. Roofs should be similar to porch roofs. Avoid gable roofs and similar designs that make
about
your proposed building’s design. The Commission can assist you early in the
the roofs visually competitive with the main building.
design process so that applying for a certificate of appropriateness later on is as easy as
5. On porch enclosures, use single doors similar to those originally used on the building.
possible.
6. Avoid the use of decorative features installed to embellish the porch enclosure.

Awnings
Fabric awnings were historically used on commercial buildings, where they shaded
windows and storefronts from the sun, kept the interiors cool, and provided shelter from
bad weather. Awnings were not common on residential buildings in German Village.
Aluminum and metal awnings on residential structures are generally not considered an
historic feature, unless original to the building.
Generally homes and storefronts have flat fabric awnings that angle downward to shed
water, either with open ends or triangular end pieces. Fixed or retractable metal pipe frames
support these fabric awnings. Awning fabric can range from a solid color to contrasting
stripes, but should relate to the color of the building and adjacent structures.
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Recommendations
1. Avoid rounded or “bullnose” awning shapes on both residences and commercial
buildings unless documentation shows they were used on that building in the past.
Bullnosed shapes were fairly rare; the simple flat type, which was much more common,
is more appropriate.
2. Avoid removing the original mounting hardware. If possible, retain and repair any
original hardware; if it must be replaced, match the hardware as closely as possible.
Avoid drilling holes in masonry; attach frames in existing mounting holes or into
mortar.
3. Avoid awning fabric that has too complex a design: use a minimum of colors, keyed
to the body and trim colors of the building. If a scalloped edge is desired, use a simple
scallop. Avoid drapes and swags that hang below the scalloped edge.

[Photos 48 and 49]
Appropriate dormers such as these older ones are small, fall at or below the roof ridge, have traditional
windows, and use the same roofing material as the main roof.

[Historic
Architectural
Design Concepts]
New Buildings:
Residential

and Commercial

Begin planning your new building by taking a good long look at adjacent buildings and
those in your neighborhood. Take your time; combining new materials and building
The designwith
of new
(i.e.offreestanding
not attached
to an
existing
techniques
thebuildings,
architecture
another agebuildings
takes careful
thought.
While
you are
historic
building)
in
an
historic
district
is
extremely
challenging.
The
goal
is
to
create
surveying your neighborhood, look for the following predominant design concepts.
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compatible, yet contemporary buildings. This means that new construction should
complement the existing contributing or architecturally significant buildings in the area,
Building
Plan the existing buildings. New construction should reflect current design
but not mimic
The
building
plan is related
concept
of massing—the
boxlikehistoric
forms that
are fitted
trends, and complement
buttobethe
readily
discernible
from the existing
buildings.
This is ato
challenging
requires of
skills
of observation,
together
create the design
overallproblem,
shape andthat
“footprint”
a building.
Simpleinterpretation
rectangular
and design
to produce
a newporches,
structure
relatesare
tovery
bothsimple
its location
within
the historic
cottages
without
additions,
orthat
dormers
in plan
and massing.
district
and
its
construction
in
the
contemporary
period.
Other buildings may be more complex, such as L-shaped Italianate houses; some of

the later Queen Anne structures feature many intersecting masses as well as porches,
The design of a new building can be divided into three elements: massing, materials
balconies,
and
bayGerman
windows.
and details.
The
Village Commission considers all three elements in reviewing
a proposal for new construction. To design a new structure that is compatible with an
historic neighborhood,
one must
generally
vary from
the historic
context
one of it
these
Although
your new building
should
have similar
complexity
in plan
and in
massing,
elements.
Varying two
elements
acceptable.
Varying all three elements is
need
not duplicate
designs
foundisinoccasionally
adjacent and
nearby buildings.
rarely, if ever, appropriate.

The planning process for a new building begins with an evaluation of adjacent buildings
and buildings in the surrounding neighborhood: these buildings are known as the
“streetscape.” The three elements—massing, materials, and details—on existing historic
buildings along the streetscape should be assessed, and some of those characteristics
integrated into the design of the new construction. The new design must not be an
exact replica, and should maintain a contemporary identity. For example, by making
the massing similar to the surrounding structures, but varying materials and/or details, a
building can be designed that is contemporary yet compatible to the historic streetscape.
A conceptual review of preliminary designs by the German Village Commission is
recommended for all proposed new construction in the historic district. Conceptual
review provides feedback to applicants prior to seeking final design review. Applicants
should be advised that approval for new construction typically requires more than one
review by the German Village Commission, and applicants should plan construction
timetables with this in mind. The Commission also recommends that applicants consult
with the City of Columbus Historic Preservation Office staff to gain guidance for their
application. The German Village Commission encourages excellence in design that
enhances the historic fabric of the community.

[Photo 52]
This typical Village streetscape has consistent building spacing, roof heights, window openings, level of
detailing, roof shapes, and building setbacks. All of these are important design considerations when planning
new construction.
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Massing

On a typical street, most of the buildings observe the same shallow or nonexistent front
setback, thus creating the Village’s dense, intimate character. Generally, Village setbacks
are
close tothe
themost
sidewalks
and element
very often
with them. Occasionally
there
streets
Massing,
important
in flush
new construction
design, includes
theare
overall
where
setbacks
vary.
shape, size and proportion of the structure. In addition, massing involves how the
building is positioned on the lot, the building setbacks, lot coverage, and the spacing
between
buildings
on the
street.
Commission
typicallyin
begins
its review
Your
newthe
building
should
follow
theThe
historic
setback patterns
the area,
even ifofaa new
construction project by discussing massing, and will evaluate the massing of the new
zoning variance is necessary to achieve this. If you cannot follow the historic setback,
structure in terms of its relationship to the specific project site and within the overall
place
your
behind rather than in front of the area’s general setback.
context
of structure
the neighborhood.

Although
facades are generally parallel to the line of setback, check the angling of nearby
Front Setback
facades
in relation
thedistance
setback between
line. Youra building
this design
element
The front
setback to
is the
building’sshould
façadefollow
and a public
right-ofinway.
addition
to
the
actual
setback
distance.
Setbacks are controlled by the zoning code, which allows some flexibility through
DESIGN GUIDELINES NEW CONSTRUCTION

variances.

Building Spacing

Residential structures in German Village have a very shallow setback, while commercial
structures are typically set on the public walk. These minimal setbacks are an important
The Village is known for its feeling of urban density, and this is due in part to the
part of the Village’s dense, intimate character and should be respected.

shallow—or nonexistent—front setback of the area’s buildings. Similarly, the close
spacing
betweenshould
buildings
is an
element
of the in
area’
Typically,
sideeven
New buildings
follow
theimportant
historic setback
patterns
thes density.
neighboring
vicinity,
yards
are very
narrow.is Zoning
stipulate
theIfside
setback;
they
regulate
how
if a zoning
variance
necessarylaws
to achieve
this.
the yard
historic
setback
cannot
be followed,
the structure
shouldcan
be be
placed
behind,
than
in front
of, thethe
area’s
close
your building
to your
side rather
property
lines,
and thus,
sizegeneral
of yoursetback.
side
yard. Designs for new construction should observe the overall rhythm of building
Although façades of buildings in German Village are generally parallel to the existing
spacing along the street.
property lines, check the alignment of nearby façades in relation to the setback line. New
construction should follow the common pattern of surrounding façades.

Rhythm of Building Openings

Building Spacing
Rhythm
is determined
architectural
style as
as by practical
considerations.
Close spacing
between by
buildings
contributes
to well
the historic
density of
German Village,
Itresulting
refers not
to the
of window
doorcodes
openings
in a side
building
but also to
in only
narrow
sidepattern
yards. Zoning
and and
building
regulate
yard setback,
the
areasclose
of wall
surface can
between
or how
a building
be to openings.
the side property lines. These restrictions include
any overhangs or projections. In general, following the side yard setbacks required in
the example,
zoning code
will
maintain
spacing
to that
between
structures.
For
most
early
cottages
have asimilar
few small
windows
in existing
their facades
with aNew
great
construction should observe the overall rhythm of building spacing along the street. In the
deal of wall area. A new building with large expanses of floor-to-ceiling windows and
case of an extra wide or double lot, it is preferable to build to one side on the lot.

little exterior wall area would, therefore, be inappropriate.

Other rhythms you should watch for include the symmetrical placement of windows
and doors in many brick doubles; the offset entrances and large living room windows
found in many Queen Anne structures; and the repeated patterns of display windows
and doors in some commercial buildings.
Your new construction design should contribute to the predominant rhythms in
adjacent and nearby buildings, without duplicating them.
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Lot
Coverage
and Green Space
Roof
Shapes
Although the building pattern in German Village is generally very dense, the historic
plan
of the neighborhood
some sgreen
open yard
on mix
mostoflots.
Typical
An important
componentincluded
of the Village’
visualorappeal
is itsspace
eclectic
historic
roof
uses
of
yard
space
include
gardens,
patios,
planted
or
grass
areas.
The
typical
pattern
shapes. Gable roofs are most common, with hipped or pyramidal roofs running a close
was that residential structures had a small setback from the front and side yards, and a
second. Many commercial buildings and rowhouses have nearly invisible, almost flat
larger setback from the rear lot line. In many cases a secondary structure, such as a barn
roofs.
Twowas
uncommon
rooftoshapes
areand
gambrel
roofs,
haveplan
barnlike
double-pitch
or
garage,
located close
the rear
side rear
lot which
lines. This
allowed
for an
gables,
and
mansard
roofs
that
are
sometimes
found
on
porches.
open yard space left in the center of the property. A few exceptions to this plan occur in
German Village, mostly with commercial buildings, which may take up the entire lot
leaving
only roof
a small
service
in more
the rear.
These by
buildings
located along
Often basic
shapes
arearea
made
complex
originalare
ortypically
added dormers,
major
commercial
streets
or
on
commercial
corner
nodes.
intersecting roofs on ells and additions, and porch roofs. The Queen Anne architectural

style combines different roof shapes. Your construction design should reflect the

New structures should be designed to have a similar proportion and pattern of structure
predominant
of roof
shapes
in the
area.
A flat- orit mansard-roofed
house,
for
versus
open orpatterns
yard space.
While
this will
vary
somewhat,
is important to pay
attention
example,
would
be
inappropriate
on
a
street
of
houses
with
their
gable
ends
facing
to the existing conditions on the block and in the area. Maximizing lot coverage withthe
new
construction and leaving little outdoor space is not in accordance with traditional,
street.
historical development patterns in the neighborhood, and is not appropriate for new
construction in German Village.

Building Shape
Typical shapes in German Village range from simple rectangles (like cottages without
additions, porches, or dormers) to more complex ones (such as L-shaped Italianate houses
or some of the later Queen Anne structures) which feature many intersecting masses as
well as porches, balconies, and bay windows.
Where shape is the compatible element in new construction, keep in mind that a new
building does not need to be identical in shape to those around it; however, its shape
should have a similar complexity to the adjacent and nearby buildings. For example, a
complex Queen Anne shape will look out of place on a street full of simple cottages.

[Photo 53]
Note how this new building reflects the Size, massing, window
and door patterns, and roof shape of historic buildings in the
Village. Although its design resembles historic structures, this
building does not attempt to copy them.
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together to create the overall shape and “footprint” of a building. Simple rectangular
cottages without additions, porches, or dormers are very simple in plan and massing.
Other buildings may be more complex, such as L-shaped Italianate houses; some of
the later Queen Anne structures feature many intersecting masses as well as porches,
balconies, and bay windows.
Although your new building should have similar complexity in plan and massing, it
need not duplicate designs found in adjacent and nearby buildings.

Relationship of Materials, Textures, and Colors
Just as Village street patterns, lot sizes, building styles, and setbacks affect
appearance and visual quality, so do the materials, textures, and colors that make up
architecture—both old and new.
Varied materials include stone foundations; brick walls, walks, driveways, and
streets; wood doors, window frames, siding, and trim; slate roofs; concrete walks
and patios; and metal cornices, gutters, downspouts, and roofing.
Each of these materials has its own texture: stone foundations can be smooth-cut or
rough-faced; brick walls can be smooth 19th-century brick or rough-surfaced wirecut brick from the 20th-century; wood siding might be flush siding or overlapped
beveled siding, or one of the turn-of-the-century sidings.
Whether a hue is natural to a particular material or applied through painting or
finishing, color is another important element. Dominant natural colors in the
Village52]
are the light gray of stone, the warm red of brick, and the cool gray of slate.
[Photo
Painted
frames,has
doors,
walls,
and spacing,
trim employ
a variety
colorslevel
thatof can
This typicalwindow
Village streetscape
consistent
building
roof heights,
windowof
openings,
be changed
fairlyand
easily.
detailing,
roof shapes,
building setbacks. All of these are important design considerations when planning
new construction.
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Observe the relationship of materials, textures, and colors in your block. On one
hand,
if buildings
in your area were built with only one or two principal materials,
Scale and
Proportion
then
your design should stay within that limitation. On the other hand, if your
Scale refers to the size of a building in relation to adjacent and nearby structures. A
block
hasthat
a variety
of materials
textures,
your
design
should
of similar
building
is significantly
largerand
or smaller
than
those
around
it willbeappear
out of
complexity.
Choose
for compatibility
existing
colors.
Your
new structure
scale, and thereby
notcolors
compatible.
For example,with
a small,
one room
wide,
story-and-ahalf cottage
willthe
look
inappropriate
on a street
which is
lined with
should
reflect
relationship
between
materials,
texture,
and wider
color structures
already with
two
stories
and
full
attics.
The
scale
of
a
house
can
be
varied
to
make
it
appear
more
established in the area.
compatible with surrounding structures, even if it is not the same height or width. One
option is to step down the first floor inside a house or an addition to gain more ceiling
height, or a low second story within the same volume; another might be to break up a
structure, so that a prominent element matches the typical width of houses along a street,
Off-street
parking,
especially
forback
more
than one
car,
is atwhile
a premium
in the
Village.
while another
element
set farther
provides
more
width
appearing
to be
an
addition.
In
recent years many residents have built garages with varying degrees of success in

[New Garages And Outbuildings]
terms of visual impact and compatibility.

Proportion is the relationship between the height and width of a structure. While the
typical structures in German Village vary somewhat in proportion, most of them appear
When
planning a garage or outbuilding, remember that in the Village these almostto be taller than they are wide or to have vertical proportions. Structures with excessively
invisible
are(appearing
simple andsignificantly
functional.wider
Keepthan
these
clearly
subordinant
horizontalbuildings
proportions
they
are tall)
are generally not
structures
in scale,
materials,
and add
little have
ornamentation.
appropriate.modest
Proportions
mayuse
varyinexpensive
with style. Existing
Italianate
houses
much more
vertical proportions than American Foursquares, and single cottages will appear more
vertical than double cottages.
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The
proportions of individual elements can affect the apparent proportions of a structure.
Recommendations
For example, two “Dutch-double” cottages might have the same height and width, but
one with a shallower roof pitch may appear more horizontal than one with a steeper pitch.
1. Garagesinand
other outbuildings
located where
they in
were
historically:
Windows
the Village
typically haveshould
verticalbe
proportions,
but those
an Italianate
at the
rearvery
of properties,
with
access to
from
alleys.
Where
alley exists
house
appear
tall and thin
compared
those
in some
earlyno
cottages.
Evenand
the access
thickness
porch columns
their height
of a house.
is by a of
driveway
off the compared
street, thetogarage
shouldcan
be alter
set asthe
farproportions
back as possible,
Thepreferably
porch columns
of tall,
Italianate buildings tend to be more slender than those on
obscured
by thin
the house.
less vertical appearing Foursquares, which often have rather thick, chunky columns.

2. Most historic garages were frame with shallow-pitch hipped or gable roofs and

The proportions of a new building design can often be improved by experimenting with
simple
siding and
details. Some
new garages
are being
built
8/12 roof
various
elements.
For example,
if the proposed
structure
appears
to with
be tooanhorizontal,
pitch
(anto8-inch
in a more
12-inch
run).might
Because
the a8/12
pitch
roof becomes
very
some
ways
make itrise
appear
vertical
include
steeper
roofline,
more vertical
windows,
or recessing
of thegarage,
building
create a vertical
line where
thehave
façade
large when
placed aonportion
a two-car
anytomultiple-car
garages
should
flat
steps
back.Other historic roof examples also provide a variety of appropriate design
roofs.

possibilities.
Rhythm of Building Openings
Another
important aspect of design is the creation of rhythm by the combination
of
3. /FXHBSBHFTBOEPVUCVJMEJOHTTIPVMEiSFBEwBTTFDPOEBSZTUSVDUVSFT
BTUIFZEJE
façade
elements.
The
most
obvious
and
important
example
of
this
is
the
pattern
of
in the past. Avoid large structures that overwhelm or compete with the house—
window and door openings in a building and the amount of repetition of wall surface
keep roof ridges well below those of the house. Consider a flat, sloping roof
between the openings. This pattern, established by the relationship of window or door
rather to
than
gable roof; wall
avoidarea,
mansards
and other
high roofs; and
keep overall
openings
the asurrounding
should respect
the neighboring
structures.
The
dimensions
as
small
as
possible.
percentage of glass to wall should approximate that of neighboring structures. For
example, most early cottages have a few small windows in their façades with a great deal
of
A new garage
building
with rather
large expanses
of floor-to-ceiling
windows
and little the
4. wall
Use area.
two single
doors
than a single
double door.
This maintains
exterior
wall
area
would,
therefore,
be
inappropriate.
scale and rhythm of older structures, making even a two-car garage seem smaller

and more modest.

Other rhythms to consider include the symmetrical placement of windows and doors in
many brick doubles; the offset entrances and large living room windows found in many
5. BuildAnne
in frame,
not brick,
because
relatively
garageswindows
and outbuildings
Queen
structures;
and the
repeated
patternsfew
of display
and doors inwere
some
commercial
of brick. buildings.
The most appropriate siding for garages is horizontal beveled wood

siding. Garages and outbuildings, and their doors, should be painted. Stains and
Height
varnishes on doors are not appropriate. See drawing 21.
Building heights vary considerably throughout German Village. The design of a new
building
shouldordinance
take into consideration
height of construction
adjacent structures,
as well
as to
6. The zoning
requires newthe
residential
on vacant
lots
thehave
rangetwo
of heights
of
structures
on
the
block.
Most
blocks
in
German
Village
have
off-street parking spaces per unit, unless a variance is granted. Careful
continuity of building height, although some blocks have more consistency than others.
location of these spaces can ensure that the traditional streetscape pattern
The height of a new building should fall at or below the average height
of dominant
houses,
and not garages,
is maintained.
Remember
also that
to
(This
requires further
discussion.)
of the surrounding
structures.
The overall
height
a garage
an apartment
above
it, your
building
must beshould
at least
of aconstruct
building will
affectwith
its proportion,
so the
maximum
height
of thelotbuilding
be
considered
when feet—9,000
planning the massing
of the
building.
6,000 square
square feet
if your
lot already has two living units on it.

See the Zoning chapter.

Roof Shapes and Elements
An important component of German Village’s character is its eclectic mix of historic
roof shapes. Gable roofs are most common, and hipped or pyramidal roofs also occur
frequently. Many commercial buildings and row houses have barely visible, almost flat
roofs. Other roof shapes do occur in German Village, but are most commonly associated
with specific elements, such as mansard roofs on porches.
Basic roof shapes are made more complex by dormers, intersecting roofs, and porch roofs.
The Queen Anne architectural style combines many different roof shapes. A flat- or
mansard-roofed house, for example, would be inappropriate on a street of houses with
their gable ends facing the street.

DESIGN GUIDELINES NEW CONSTRUCTION

Elements of the roof, such as chimneys and ridge cap detail, are important design
considerations. Historically, German Village buildings did not have projecting chimneys
outside of the wall; thus, new construction in the historic district should maintain the
chimney within the exterior envelope of the building.

Recommendations
[Photo 54]
1. New construction should observe the overall rhythm of building spacing on the block.
A garage that fits in well with other Village architecture. It has a gable roof, a single-width door, and is
2. New buildings should follow the historic setback patterns in the area.
designed in materials similar to those used in historic garages.
3. New construction should take design cues from the range of proportions found on
surrounding structures.
4. New construction design should contribute to the existing rhythms of the adjacent and
nearby buildings, without duplicating them.
5. The height of a new building should be no higher than the average heights of the
surrounding structures.
6. Roof shapes and elements such as dormers and chimneys should reflect the
predominant patterns of buildings in the area and should relate to the style of the
house.
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[Photo 55]
This classic frame building could serve as a model for new
garage construction in the Village.

gables, and mansard roofs that are sometimes found on porches.
Often basic roof shapes are made more complex by original or added dormers,
intersecting roofs on ells and additions, and porch roofs. The Queen Anne architectural
style combines different roof shapes. Your construction
should
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predominant patterns of roof shapes in the area. A flat- or mansard-roofed house, for
example, would be inappropriate on a street of houses with their gable ends facing the
street.
[Drawing 21]
An appropriate design for a new garage in the Village. Note how the design employs traditional massing,
roofline, dimensions, and materials. Using only single-width garage doors is important. See Drawing 17 on
page 78 for trim details.

[Photo 53]
Note how this new building reflects the Size, massing, window
and door patterns, and roof shape of historic buildings in the
Village. Although its design resembles historic structures, this
building does not attempt to copy them.

Materials and Awnings
Entryways
Materials are an important design consideration, along with massing and details. The
[Entry
Vestibules And Porch Enclosures ]
materials, textures, and colors found throughout German Village combine to create the
character of both old and new architecture.

Because of their significant visual impact, entry vestibules and porch enclosures are not
encouraged;
however, if either is undertaken, it requires careful planning. Such additions
Types of Materials
may
involve
permanent
removal
or alteration
of original
architectural
Also,steps,
Traditional materials found
throughout
German
Village include
stone features.
(foundations,
these
enclosures
affected brick
by zoning
requirements.
lintels,
slate roofsmay
andbe
dormers),
(walls,code
walks,
and streets), wood (doors, windows,
siding, and trim), and metal (cornices, gutters, downspouts, and roofing). New materials
such as
composite
shingles,
stone,
and aluminum
gutters
have been
added
to
Once
again,
don’t rely
on thesynthetic
precedent
of vestibules
and porch
enclosures
built
in the
German
Village
over
time.
past. Experience has shown that many of these are inappropriate.
DESIGN GUIDELINES NEW CONSTRUCTION

The German Village Commission encourages the creative use of traditional materials

When
or porches
enclosed,
they should
their(For
buildings.
in newvestibules
construction
and willare
carefully
consider
the use complement
of new materials.
specificFor
instance,
if your
buildinguses
hasofa very
design,
a simple
enclosure
devoid
of
information
on historic
these simple
materials,
referadd
to the
Preservation
section
of the
German VillageorGuidelines
Preserving
Historic
ornamentation
decorativefor
features
that dress
up Architecture.)
or call attention to it. Inappropriate
enclosures confuse the architectural record by imposing false histories on buildings.
Traditional Materials
The use of traditional materials such as stone, brick, and wood in new construction is
Recommendations

encouraged. The continuity of materials helps to maintain compatibility between new
historic structures. The innovative or creative use of traditional materials is also
1.and
Investigate
whether the porch you intend to enclose will be considered a new
encouraged. New construction has typically replicated the traditional choices of building
permanent
space
themain
zoning
code. In brick
the case
a front porch, it may
materials, andinterior
generally
fallsunder
into two
categories:
andofframe.

fall forward of the required minimum setback and require a zoning variance. (See the

Zoning
chapter.)
Brick
is German
Village’s predominant exterior wall material, and therefore, much new
construction is of brick or brick veneer. Many compatible bricks are available. When
brick, avoid
used brick,
neworiginal
brick “distressed”
to look
old, and to
variegated
2.choosing
Porch enclosures
should
leave the
porch as intact
as possible
maintainbrick
its
colors.
open feeling. Enclosures should have as much window space as possible, rather than
walls.
They should
be constructed
behind singly
any original
porchgroups
columns,
so that
Insolid
German
Village,
frame houses
are interspersed
or in small
among
brick
the columns
from
the exterior.
Andrecommendations
enclosures shouldinbe
reversible
buildings.
Selectremain
sidingvisible
materials
carefully
using the
theasSiding
as possible,
they can
be removed
easily in the future and the porch returned to its
Section
of theso
German
Village
Guidelines.
original use.
Other choices of materials will be reviewed based upon the standards of durability,
longevity, reparability, and compatibility with surrounding structures.

3. Enclosures and vestibules should be of frame construction. They should clearly “read”
as additions; masonry construction should be avoided. Also avoid brick steps, as
discussed in the section about porches and stoops. Horizontal siding such as beveled
siding is the appropriate exterior material.
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New
Materials
4. Vestibule
roofs should be compatible—porchlike and usually low pitched. Avoid
gable
roofs
similar
designs that
tooavailable,
massive range
and visually
New materials,and
defined
as materials
thatmake
were the
not vestibule
historically
from vinyl
siding
to synthetic
or synthetic
wood products. Successful new buildings can blend
competitive
withstone
the main
building.

new materials and techniques with the design concepts of historic architecture to produce
new
structures
that
are clearly
contemporary,
yet still
compatible
with
German
double
doors
and doors
that are heavily
carved
or overly
ornate.
OnVillage’s
both
5. Avoid,
historic buildings.

porch enclosures and vestibules, use single doors similar to those originally used on
thematerials
building.should not attempt to replicate or imitate other materials. For example,
New
stamped concrete should not be used to replicate brick, and textured metal should not
be
used to imitate
a new trim,
product
to replicate
an historic
material,
the
coachwood.
lamps,Ifornate
andattempts
other decorative
features
installed
to dress
6. Shutters,
Commission
approve
use withare
thenot
determination
dimensions,
up a porchmay
enclosure
orits
vestibule
appropriate.that
Thethe
original
buildingtexture,
is what
color
and quality
of addition
the product
trulybereplicate
the historic materials
matters,
and the
should
clearly subordinate
to it. as intended.
In these cases, the Commission’s approval of new materials will depend on two factors:
how well the new product blends with the old, and whether there is a balance between
contemporary and historic elements. The Commission may also consider whether the
massing and details vary from the historic context and streetscape. If the massing and
details of the proposed new building are compatible, it may be acceptable to use new
materials.

All new materials or traditional materials used in unusual ways will be reviewed on a caseby-case basis. On occasion, the Commission may allow a test application of a particular
material before issuing approval for its use in German Village.

Mix of Materials
Most of the buildings in German Village are comprised of a mix of materials. New
construction in the historic district should consider the mix of materials in the adjacent
area. If buildings in the area were built with only one or two principal materials, then
the design should maintain that mix; however, if the block has a variety of materials and
textures, the design should be of similar complexity. A few of the larger houses in German
Village have a mix of several materials, including brick, stone and wood. Most of these
houses are located along major streets or Schiller Park. In general, new construction
should be as simple as or simpler than the existing structures in the area. When
constructing a new house on a street of simple cottages, maintain continuity in the mix
of materials, such as a stone foundation and brick or frame walls. With more elaborate
houses there may be the flexibility to use more materials and more ornate details.

[Photo 50]
This historic German Village side porch is a prime candidate for being
enclosed to create extra interior space. Enclosing such porches is not
recommended because significant original architectural detail can be
altered or lost.

Color
[Handicapped
Access]

Whether a hue is natural to a particular material or applied through painting or finishing,
color is an important characteristic of the historic district. Dominant natural colors in
In recent years building owners have become more aware of the need to provide easily
the Village are the light gray of stone, the warm red of brick, and the cool gray of slate.
accessible
entrances
for handicapped
fora ramps
in the
Village
Painted window
frames,
doors, walls, persons.
and trimSpace
employ
varietyisoflimited
colors that
can
be
and
some
doorways
are
high
above
the
sidewalk.
When
adding
a
handicapped-accessible
changed fairly easily.

entry to your building, place the ramp where it will have a minimal visual impact and be
Observe
the relationship
of materials, textures, and colors in the vicinity. Choose colors
sure
it meets
all safety requirements.
for compatibility with existing colors. New structures should reflect the relationship
between materials, texture, and color already established in the area.

Recommendations

Recommendations

1. Where possible, a handicapped-accessible entry should be made at grade from the
DESIGN GUIDELINES NEW CONSTRUCTION

1.existing
Creatively
use traditional
materials
to differentiate
construction
from old.
sidewalk
level. This
is probably
most easilynew
achieved
in commercial
buildings
2.that
The often
use ofhave
brick,
stone,
and/or
wood
in
new
construction
is
encouraged.
their entrance doors at grade or at most one or two steps above grade.
3. New materials can be successfully integrated into the historic district and their use may
be considered; however, the use of new materials will be reviewed on a case-by-case
many front entrances are too high and placed too close to the sidewalk to
2. Because
basis, and will be evaluated in terms of the overall design.

accommodate ramps, consider ramps to side or rear entrances.

Details

3. Try to use compatible materials when constructing ramps. For example, avoid placing
a brick ramp adjacent to a high cut-stone foundation. Handrails should be as simple

Details
help distinguish
one style
In general,
as possible,
and landscaping
canofbebuilding
used tofrom
lessenanother.
the visual
impact. new construction
should use details similar to those that exist in the surrounding structures and maintain
consistency with the overall design of the structure. New construction should also
consider the relationship and proportions of solids (such as walls) to voids (such as
windows) on the new building.

[Awnings]

Fabric awnings are frequent on commercial buildings, where they shade windows and
Typical details
German
Village
friezes
(where
thebad
roofweather.
meets
storefronts
frominthe
sun, keep
the include
interiorscornice
cooler,lines
and and
provide
shelter
from
the
walls),
gutters
and
downspouts,
window
and
door
lintels,
sills,
casings,
porches,
Awnings are much less common on residential buildings, as was true in the past.

railings, masonry details such as brick or stone quoins, and wood siding details such as
trim boards. Details can be decorative or functional, and may be simple or more elaborate
Generally
have flat awnings that slope downward at a sharp angle
dependinghomes
on theand
stylestorefronts
of the building.

either with open ends or triangular end pieces. Fixed or retractable metal pipe frames
support
theseoffabric
choosing
a solidstructures.
color or contrasting
stripes,
The details
a newawnings.
building Whether
should relate
to adjacent
For example,
if nearby
buildings
have high foundations
of that
light-colored
stone,your
a proposed
building
design
select
an appropriate
awning fabric
complements
building.
See photo
51.

should not have an all brick façade down to ground level. To re-create the detail typical
of the area, use rough-faced concrete block, cast concrete block, or a stone veneer as a
foundation. If the design of a new structure matches the massing and materials of an
historic building, the detailing should be more contemporary than that found in historic
structures, but of a similar quality and craftsmanship.
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Recommendations
New
Buildings: Garages and
1. Garages
Avoid rounded
and other
or “bullnose”
outbuildings
awning
should
shapes
beon
located
both residences
where they
and
were
commercial
historically:
Outbuildings
at
buildings
the rearunless
of properties,
documentation
with access
showsfrom
they alleys.
were used
Where
on that
no alley
building
exists
in and
the access
is
past.
by Bullnosed
a drivewayshapes
off thewere
street,
fairly
therare;
garage
the simple
shouldflat
be set
type,aswhich
far back
wasasmuch
possible,
more

Historically garages and outbuildings were basic and functional in design. Intended to
common,
isobscured
more
appropriate.
bygarages
the house.
be preferably
subordinate
structures,
and outbuildings were modest in scale and made of
simple materials with little ornamentation. Historically and today, the style of a garage
2. outbuilding
Most
Avoid historic
removing
garages
original
mounting
frame
with
hardware,
shallow-pitch
if possible.
hipped
Try to retain
or gable
androofs
or
depends
onwere
existing
historical
evidence,
the architectural
style
ofrepair
the and
main
residence,
and
the
streetscape.
simple
any original
siding
hardware;
and
details.
if it Some
must benew
replaced,
garagestryare
to being
matchbuilt
it as with
closelyanas8/12
possible,
roof

pitch
especially
(an the
8-inch
retractable
rise in atype.
12-inch run). Because the 8/12 pitch roof becomes very

As subordinate structures, garages and outbuildings were detached from residences and
large when placed on a two-car garage, any multiple-car garages should have flat
placed at the rear of the property to be accessed from alleys. When alley access was not
3. roofs.
Avoid
awning
fabric
that
too at
complex
design:
a minimum
of colors,
keyed to
historic
roofhas
examples
also
ause
variety
of appropriate
design
an
option,Other
garages
were often
placed
the
rearaprovide
of
the property
and
obscured
by the
the
body
and
trim
colors
of
the
building.
(See
the
Color
section.)
If
a
scalloped
edge
possibilities.
residence. The location of historic garages and outbuildings often resulted in a central
is desired,
simple
drapes and swags that hang below the scalloped
portion
of theuse
lot abeing
leftscallop.
open asAvoid
yard space.
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Historic
were typically
one car tothat
one-and-a-half
wide, andwith
theirthe
roof
had a
in thegarages
past. Avoid
large structures
overwhelm cars
or compete
house—
shallow pitch. Flat roof garages were also common throughout German Village. Historic
keep roof ridges well below those of the house. Consider a flat, sloping roof
garages typically had single-bay doors.

rather than a gable roof; avoid mansards and other high roofs; and keep overall
dimensions as small as possible.

Recommendations

4. Use two single garage doors rather than a single double door. This maintains the

1. N
ew garages
and outbuildings
should bemaking
built to even
complement,
notgarage
mimicseem
or compete
scale
and rhythm
of older structures,
a two-car
smaller
with, the main structure. A new garage may indicate its modern construction with
and
more
modest.
detailing such as overhead doors and lighting.
2. Garages and outbuildings should be located toward the rear of the property, detached
5. Build in frame, not brick, because relatively few garages and outbuildings were
from the residence with access from alleys. Where no alley exists, a garage should be set
of brick.
appropriate
garages is horizontal beveled wood
back
fromThe
and most
preferably
obscuredsiding
by thefor
house.

siding. Garages and outbuildings, and their doors, should be painted. Stains and

3. The decision to build a garage in brick or frame should be based upon several factors
varnishesthe
on historic
doors are
not of
appropriate.
See
including
record
the property,
thedrawing
design or21.
style of the main house, and
the materials commonly used along the alley or street. Materials and detailing should be
6. simpler
The zoning
ordinance
requires new residential construction on vacant lots to
than the
main structure.

two garages,
off-streettheparking
spaces persiding
unit, unless
a variance
is granted.
4. Fhave
or frame
most appropriate
is horizontal
beveled
wood; forCareful
brick
locationthe
ofmost
theseappropriate
spaces canbrick
ensure
that the traditional streetscape pattern
garages
is common.
ofarages
dominant
and not
garages, iswhich
maintained.
Remember
alsoor
that
to
5. G
shouldhouses,
have a visible
foundation
may be built
of split face
molded
constructblock.
a garage with an apartment above it, your building lot must be at least
concrete
6,000
square feet—9,000
feet ifdoors
yourshould
lot already
has two living
units
6. T
rim elements,
service doors,square
and garage
be constructed
of wood
andon
of it.
a
See the
Zoning to
chapter.
style
appropriate
the principal structure.

[Photo 51 ]
Appropriate use of fabric awnings on a commercial building.

7. The alley side of a garage should have a simple exterior light for security purposes.
[Handicapped
[Guidelines
For
Access]
Building Sites]

8. Attaching a new garage to an historic structure is rarely appropriate. Attached garages
may be considered for newly constructed residences if they are designed and sited to
In recent
years building owners have become more aware of the need to provide easily
be sensitive to the historic streetscape and if massing is handled in a way that gives the
accessible
entrances
handicapped
Spaceclear
for ramps
is limited
the house,
Village
appearance
of an for
detached
garage. persons.
In such cases,
separation
of the in
main
andconnector
some doorways
are
high
above
the
sidewalk.
When
adding
a
handicapped-accessible
and garage should be evident. (See New Construction, Connectors section for
more
information
onplace
designing
connectors.)
Even
though
this
book
emphasizes
buildings
maintenance,
andbe
entry
to your
building,
the ramp
where itand
willtheir
haveconstruction
a minimal visual
impact and

Exterior Considerations
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rehabilitation,
are only
Villagethe
scene.
Ourpattern
unique of
neighborhood
sure
meetsshould
allbuildings
safety
requirements.
9. Gitarages
be located
andpart
sizedoftothe
maintain
historic
open space in
German
Village. with sites that may have fences, lighting, paving, plantings, and
combines
architecture
Recommendations
yards.
buildings
and their
must complement
to preserve
the
10. GClearly,
arages and
outbuildings
thatsites
overwhelm
or compete each
with other
the residence
or nearby
Village’
s historic
structures
arecharacter.
not subordinate and therefore should be avoided. Keep overall
dimensions
as small
as possible.
1. Where
possible,
a handicapped-accessible
entry should be made at grade from the
existing
Thisconsider
ischanges
probably
most
achieved
inpitch
commercial
buildings
Whenever
you
consider
making
youreasily
building
site,
carefully
whether
11.
When sidewalk
building
alevel.
garage,
thein
relationship
of
the
roof
toweigh
the garage
width
and
height.
Consider
adoors
flat orat
low-sloping
to
keep
yoursteps
garage
into
scale
that
often
have
their
entrance
grade or
atroofs
mostLook
one
or
two
grade.
these
changes
would
follow
established
historic
patterns.
beyond
yourabove
lot
the
with
the
surrounding
streetscape.
immediate neighborhood; ask yourself if these changes would blend in with existing
12.
For site
new
garages
use
single
garage
doors
rather
maintain
Because
many
front
entrances
are in
too
high
and than
placed
toodouble-wide
close
to theifdoor
sidewalk
to is
2.
historic
features.
The
guidelines
this
section
can one
help
you
decide
yourtochange
the
scale
and
rhythm
of
older
structures.
Double-wide
doors
are
only
consider
in
accommodate
ramps, consider
rampsbytothe
side
or rear entrances.
appropriate,
and therefore,
approvable
Commission.
unique situations arising from maneuverability issues. If a double-wide door is
approved, it should appear as two separate doors through the use of applied trim.

Try to use compatible
materials when constructing ramps. For example, avoid placing
[Fences
3.
And Walls]
13.
Approval
construction
of any
structure
larger thanHandrails
a single story
two-car
a brick
rampforadjacent
to a high
cut-stone
foundation.
should
be asgarage
simple
will depend on the overall character of the alley; the proposed construction of any
Villagers
commonly
used cast- can
and be
wrought-iron
fences
to separate
their yards from
as possible,
and landscaping
used to lessen
the visual
impact.
structure larger or more elaborate than a single story two-car garage will require the
streets
and
neighbors’
yards.
Many
of
these
fences
are
still
standing;
typically
they are
submission of a streetscape drawing.

[Awnings]
three feet high or less and provide physical rather than visual separation.
14. Every effort should be made to site a garage in a manner that avoids zoning variances.
The City of Columbus Zoning Ordinance contains specific technical requirements
Fabric
awnings
frequent
commercial
buildings,
where
shade windows
In15.the
late
19th are
century
and on
early
20th century,
villagers
usedthey
less expensive
wire toand
for parking spaces for each unit on a lot with residential use. The code also regulates
storefronts
sun,
keep
the
interiors
cooler,
and
provide
shelter
from
badadditional
weather.
fencethe
in minimum
sidefrom
yardsthe
and
backyards.
Even
though
it
was
less
durable
than
cast
or
wrought
lot size and the maximum lot coverage allowed when adding
Awnings
much
common
residential
was true in
past. of
iron,living
someare
yards
still
have
originalonwire
fencing.
space.
Allless
code
requirements
must
be buildings,
met when as
considering
thethe
addition
living space above a garage.

Generally
homes
storefronts
have
flat
awnings
that
downward
at simple
aoften
sharpinangle
Villagers
also
usedand
simple
wood
or common
picket
fences;
16. Garden
sheds
and
other
smallboard
outbuildings
should
beslope
small
inboth
scale were
and
either
with
open
ends
or
triangular
end
pieces.
Fixed
or
retractable
metal
pipe
frames
stained
or
painted.
Varying
considerably
in
height
and
design,
such
fences
afforded
detail; they should be sited in a manner that respects the dominance of the main
structure
and
be limited
in floor
area
the
Building
and
Zoning Codes.
support
these
fabric
awnings.
Whether
choosing
a solid
color
or contrasting
stripes,
backyard
privacy
ormay
separated
yards
from
alleysbyand
other
yards.
select an appropriate awning fabric that complements your building. See photo 51.
Unlike iron, wire, and wood fences, the original villagers built very few masonry walls. In
recent years some masonry walls have been added by residents desiring to increase their
security and privacy in backyards and side yards.
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Recommendations

DESIGN GUIDELINES NEW CONSTRUCTION

1.
1. Garages
Repair and
andmaintain
other outbuildings
historic fencing
should
materials,
be located
especially
where
castthey
and
were
wrought-iron
historically:
fences.
at
the rear of properties, with access from alleys. Where no alley exists and access
is by a driveway off the street, the garage should be set as far back as possible,
Try to solveobscured
privacy and
needs with traditional wood or metal materials, as
2. preferably
by security
the house.
well as through landscaping. Avoid masonry walls.
2. Most historic garages were frame with shallow-pitch hipped or gable roofs and
In fencesiding
construction,
use traditional
picket
fencesbuilt
are appropriate,
as are
3. simple
and details.
Some newforms:
garages
are being
with an 8/12
roofplain
board (an
fences
(vertical
nailedrun).
side by
side onthe
parallel
side yards,
pitch
8-inch
rise boards
in a 12-inch
Because
8/12stringers).
pitch roofFor
becomes
very
traditional
wire
fencing garage,
is both available
and appropriate,
is simple
large
whenloop-top
placed on
a two-car
any multiple-car
garages as
should
haveiron
flat
fencingOther
in historic
designs.
roofs.
historic
roof examples also provide a variety of appropriate design
possibilities.
4. Wood fences should be painted or stained with an opaque stain compatible with the
house’s colors and should not be left to weather.
3. /FXHBSBHFTBOEPVUCVJMEJOHTTIPVMEiSFBEwBTTFDPOEBSZTUSVDUVSFT
BTUIFZEJE
in the past. Avoid large structures that overwhelm or compete with the house—
Avoidroof
inappropriate
designs
as house.
chain link,
stockade,
shadow
board,
5. keep
ridges wellfence
below
thosesuch
of the
Consider
a flat,
sloping
roofbasket
[Photo
54]
weave, and
contemporary
rather
thanother
a gable
roof; avoid designs.
mansards and other high roofs; and keep overall
A garage
that fits in as
wellsmall
with other
Village architecture. It has a gable roof, a single-width door, and is
dimensions
as possible.
designed
in materials
similar
to those
in historic
place the
front
sideused
of the
fence garages.
toward the street; the structural posts and
6. Always
stringers
be on the
inside
of the
fence.
4. Use
two should
single garage
doors
rather
than
a single double door. This maintains the
scale and rhythm of older structures, making even a two-car garage seem smaller
Keepmore
high modest.
fencing at the rear of the property, with lower fences near the front of the
7. and
lot. Avoid obscuring views of the building; consider holding the fence back somewhat
from the
street ornot
sidewalk,
and providing
a small
stripoutbuildings
to soften the were
visual
5. Build
in frame,
brick, because
relatively
few planting
garages and
impact
the fence.
A maximumsiding
fence height
of three
to four feetbeveled
along thewood
street is
of
brick.ofThe
most appropriate
for garages
is horizontal
most appropriate;
rearoutbuildings,
yard fences should
be adoors,
maximum
of six
high. Stains and
siding.
Garages and
and their
should
be feet
painted.
varnishes on doors are not appropriate. See drawing 21.
8. Remember that any fence over six feet in total height is considered to be a structure
and will
require
a zoningrequires
variance.
6. The
zoning
ordinance
new residential construction on vacant lots to
have two off-street parking spaces per unit, unless a variance is granted. Careful
location of these spaces can ensure that the traditional streetscape pattern
of dominant houses, and not garages, is maintained. Remember also that to
construct a garage with an apartment above it, your building lot must be at least
6,000 square feet—9,000 square feet if your lot already has two living units on it.
See the Zoning chapter.
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[Photo 55]
This classic frame building could serve as a model for new
garage construction in the Village.

GARAGES AND OUTBUILDINGS
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[Handicapped Access]

[Drawing 21]
An appropriate design for a new garage in the Village. Note how the design employs traditional massing,
roofline, dimensions, and materials. Using only single-width garage doors is important. See Drawing 17 on
In recent years building owners have become more aware of the need to provide easily
page 78 for trim details.

accessible entrances for handicapped persons. Space for ramps is limited in the Village
and some doorways are high above the sidewalk. When adding a handicapped-accessible
entry to your building, place the ramp where it will have a minimal visual impact and be
sure it meets all safety requirements.

Recommendations
1. Where possible, a handicapped-accessible entry should be made at grade from the
I GG
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S ENS E BWU C

existing sidewalk level. This is probably most easily achieved in commercial buildings
that often have their entrance doors at grade or at most one or two steps above grade.

2. Because many front entrances are too high and placed too close to the sidewalk to
accommodate ramps, consider ramps to side or rear entrances.

3. Try to use compatible materials when constructing ramps. For example, avoid placing
a brick ramp adjacent to a high cut-stone foundation. Handrails should be as simple
as possible, and landscaping can be used to lessen the visual impact.

[Awnings]
Fabric awnings are frequent on commercial buildings, where they shade windows and
storefronts from the sun, keep the interiors cooler, and provide shelter from bad weather.
Awnings are much less common on residential buildings, as was true in the past.
Generally homes and storefronts have flat awnings that slope downward at a sharp angle
either with open ends or triangular end pieces. Fixed or retractable metal pipe frames
support these fabric awnings. Whether choosing a solid color or contrasting stripes,
select an appropriate awning fabric that complements your building. See photo 51.

[Photos 56 and 57]
Picket fences and hedges are traditional forms of fencing in the Village.
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Recommendations
[Guidelines For Building Sites]
1. Repair and maintain historic fencing materials, especially cast- and wrought-iron
fences.
Exterior
Considerations

Trythough
to solvethis
privacy
security buildings
needs withand
traditional
wood or metal
materials,and
as
2.
Even
bookand
emphasizes
their construction
maintenance,

well as through
landscaping.
masonry
walls.scene. Our unique neighborhood
rehabilitation,
buildings
are onlyAvoid
part of
the Village
combines architecture with sites that may have fences, lighting, paving, plantings, and
In fence
construction,
use their
traditional
forms:
picket fences
areother
appropriate,
as are
3.
yards.
Clearly,
buildings and
sites must
complement
each
to preserve
theplain
boards historic
fences (vertical
boards nailed side by side on parallel stringers). For side yards,
Village’
character.
traditional loop-top wire fencing is both available and appropriate, as is simple iron
fencing in
historic
designs.
Whenever
you
consider
making changes in your building site, carefully weigh whether
these changes would follow established historic patterns. Look beyond your lot to the

DESIGN GUIDELINES BUILDING SITES

4.
Wood fences
should be ask
painted
or stained
an opaque
with the
immediate
neighborhood;
yourself
if thesewith
changes
wouldstain
blendcompatible
in with existing

house’site
s colors
and The
should
not be left
to weather.
historic
features.
guidelines
in this
section can help you decide if your change is
appropriate, and therefore, approvable by the Commission.
5. Avoid inappropriate fence designs such as chain link, stockade, shadow board, basket
weave, and other contemporary designs.

[Fences And Walls]

Alwayscommonly
place the front
thewrought-iron
fence toward fences
the street;
the structural
postsfrom
and
6.
Villagers
used side
cast-ofand
to separate
their yards

stringers
should be yards.
on theMany
insideofofthese
the fence.
streets
and neighbors’
fences are still standing; typically they are
three feet high or less and provide physical rather than visual separation.
7. Keep high fencing at the rear of the property, with lower fences near the front of the
obscuring
of the
building;
consider
theexpensive
fence back
somewhat
In lot.
the Avoid
late 19th
centuryviews
and early
20th
century,
villagersholding
used less
wire
to
from
the
street
or
sidewalk,
and
providing
a
small
planting
strip
to
soften
the
visual
fence in side yards and backyards. Even though it was less durable than cast or wrought
impact
the fence.
A maximum
fence
height of three to four feet along the street is
iron,
someofyards
still have
original wire
fencing.
most appropriate; rear yard fences should be a maximum of six feet high.
Villagers also used simple wood board or common picket fences; both were often

8.
Remember
that Varying
any fenceconsiderably
over six feetininheight
total height
is considered
to beafforded
a structure
stained
or painted.
and design,
such fences
and willprivacy
requireoraseparated
zoning variance.
backyard
yards from alleys and other yards.

Unlike iron, wire, and wood fences, the original villagers built very few masonry walls. In
recent years some masonry walls have been added by residents desiring to increase their
security and privacy in backyards and side yards.
[Photos 48 and 49]
Appropriate dormers such as these older ones are small, fall at or below the roof ridge, have traditional
windows, and use the same roofing material as the main roof.
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Recommendations
1. Repair and maintain historic fencing materials, especially cast- and wrought-iron
fences.

2. Try to solve privacy and security needs with traditional wood or metal materials, as
well as through landscaping. Avoid masonry walls.

3. In fence construction, use traditional forms: picket fences are appropriate, as are plain
board fences (vertical boards nailed side by side on parallel stringers). For side yards,
traditional loop-top wire fencing is both available and appropriate, as is simple iron
fencing in historic designs.
DESIGN GUIDELINES BUILDING SITES

4. Wood fences should be painted or stained with an opaque stain compatible with the
house’s colors and should not be left to weather.

5. Avoid inappropriate fence designs such as chain link, stockade, shadow board, basket
weave, and other contemporary designs.

6. Always place the front side of the fence toward the street; the structural posts and
stringers should be on the inside of the fence.

7. Keep high fencing at the rear of the property, with lower fences near the front of the
lot. Avoid obscuring views of the building; consider holding the fence back somewhat
from the street or sidewalk, and providing a small planting strip to soften the visual
impact of the fence. A maximum fence height of three to four feet along the street is
most appropriate; rear yard fences should be a maximum of six feet high.

8. Remember that any fence over six feet in total height is considered to be a structure
and will require a zoning variance.

[Photos 56 and 57]
Picket fences and hedges are traditional forms of fencing in the Village.
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Recommendations
1. Repair and maintain historic fencing materials, especially cast- and wrought-iron
fences.

2. Try to solve privacy and security needs with traditional wood or metal materials, as
well as through landscaping. Avoid masonry walls.

3. In fence construction, use traditional forms: picket fences are appropriate, as are plain
board fences (vertical boards nailed side by side on parallel stringers). For side yards,
traditional loop-top wire fencing is both available and appropriate, as is simple iron
fencing in historic designs.
DESIGN GUIDELINES BUILDING SITES

4. Wood fences should be painted or stained with an opaque stain compatible with the
house’s colors and should not be left to weather.

5. Avoid inappropriate fence designs such as chain link, stockade, shadow board, basket
weave, and other contemporary designs.

6. Always place the front side of the fence toward the street; the structural posts and
stringers should be on the inside of the fence.

7. Keep high fencing at the rear of the property, with lower fences near the front of the
lot. Avoid obscuring views of the building; consider holding the fence back somewhat
from the street or sidewalk, and providing a small planting strip to soften the visual
impact of the fence. A maximum fence height of three to four feet along the street is
most appropriate; rear yard fences should be a maximum of six feet high.

8. Remember that any fence over six feet in total height is considered to be a structure
and will require a zoning variance.

[Photos 48 and 49]
[Photos 56dormers
and 57]such as these older ones are small, fall at or below the roof ridge, have traditional
Appropriate
Picket
fences
and
areroofing
traditional
formsasofthefencing
the Village.
windows, and use hedges
the same
material
main in
roof.
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DESIGN GUIDELINES BUILDING SITES

[Drawing 21]
An appropriate design for a new garage in the Village. Note how the design employs traditional massing,
roofline, dimensions, and materials. Using only single-width garage doors is important. See Drawing 17 on
page 78 for trim details.

[Photo 58 and 59]
[Photos
56 iron
and fencing,
57] both cast and wrought, is still abundant in German Village.
Traditional
Picket fences and hedges are traditional forms of fencing in the Village.
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ture

Recommendations
1. Avoid large, ornate light fixtures with large amounts of applied detail. Fixture heads
should be twelve inches high at most, and mounted about six to seven feet high.
Avoid excessively bright lights; use ordinary incandescent household bulbs. Mounting
on posts or on buildings is appropriate; do not damage masonry walls when
mounting on buildings.

2. For area lighting, consider small, contemporary flood- or spotlights mounted near

DESIGN GUIDELINES BUILDING SITES

DESIGN GUIDELINES BUILDING SITES

the eaves or in a gable of the house. Mount these lights so they are not excessively
bright and do not disturb any neighbors; they can be an effective alternative to polemounted lights.

3. Keep lighting devices and street furniture simple in design and modest in size.
Remember that one of the Village’s most appealing features is its intimate character
and avoid benches, planters, and other items that are the wrong size. Designs should
be simple without excessive decoration; avoid items with theme decorations, such as
[Photo
[Photo
60] 60]
eagles, and Bavarian or Swiss Chalet designs.

WoodWood
privacy
privacy
fencesfences
can becan
cutbesquare
cut square
at theattoptheand
topshould
and should
not exceed
not exceed
six feetsixinfeet
overall
in overall
height.height.
The structural
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5. Exercise care in adding accessories. Historically, not every house had a pole lamp,
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Recommendations
1. Avoid large, ornate light fixtures with large amounts of applied detail. Fixture heads
should be twelve inches high at most, and mounted about six to seven feet high.
Avoid excessively bright lights; use ordinary incandescent household bulbs. Mounting
on posts or on buildings is appropriate; do not damage masonry walls when
mounting on buildings.

2. For area lighting, consider small, contemporary flood- or spotlights mounted near
the eaves or in a gable of the house. Mount these lights so they are not excessively
bright and do not disturb any neighbors; they can be an effective alternative to polemounted lights.
DESIGN GUIDELINES BUILDING SITES

3. Keep lighting devices and street furniture simple in design and modest in size.
Remember that one of the Village’s most appealing features is its intimate character
and avoid benches, planters, and other items that are the wrong size. Designs should
be simple without excessive decoration; avoid items with theme decorations, such as
eagles, and Bavarian or Swiss Chalet designs.

4. Preserve and repair any surviving original street furniture such as mounting blocks
and hitching posts.

5. Exercise care in adding accessories. Historically, not every house had a pole lamp,
hitching post, bench, and planter. Observe what is already in place on the street and
try to provide a similar complement of accessories.

6. Remember that pools, fountains, and gazebos were not common historically and
are discouraged. If such features are installed, they should be kept to the rear of the
lot and made as invisible as possible from the street. Consider using landscaping to
screen these features rather than walls and fences.

[Photos 56 and 57]
Picket fences and hedges are traditional forms of fencing in the Village.
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Recommendations
1. Avoid large, ornate light fixtures with large amounts of applied detail. Fixture heads
should be twelve inches high at most, and mounted about six to seven feet high.
Avoid excessively bright lights; use ordinary incandescent household bulbs. Mounting
on posts or on buildings is appropriate; do not damage masonry walls when
mounting on buildings.

2. For area lighting, consider small, contemporary flood- or spotlights mounted near
the eaves or in a gable of the house. Mount these lights so they are not excessively
bright and do not disturb any neighbors; they can be an effective alternative to polemounted lights.
DESIGN GUIDELINES BUILDING SITES

3. Keep lighting devices and street furniture simple in design and modest in size.
Remember that one of the Village’s most appealing features is its intimate character
and avoid benches, planters, and other items that are the wrong size. Designs should
be simple without excessive decoration; avoid items with theme decorations, such as
eagles, and Bavarian or Swiss Chalet designs.

4. Preserve and repair any surviving original street furniture such as mounting blocks
and hitching posts.

5. Exercise care in adding accessories. Historically, not every house had a pole lamp,
hitching post, bench, and planter. Observe what is already in place on the street and
try to provide a similar complement of accessories.

6. Remember that pools, fountains, and gazebos were not common historically and
are discouraged. If such features are installed, they should be kept to the rear of the
lot and made as invisible as possible from the street. Consider using landscaping to
screen these features rather than walls and fences.

[Photos 48
61 and
and 49]
62 ]
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[Photos 56 and 57]
Picket fences and hedges are traditional forms of fencing in the Village.
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[Photos 63 and 64]
Contemporary site lighting fixtures can be concealed in
landscaping or placed unobtrusively under a building’s
eaves.
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2. It is important
that the correct kind
of brick be used for paving. Avoid using salvaged
[Walks,
Sidewalks,
Driveways,
brick from demolished buildings for paving because they do not have the hard
Patios,
And
Lots]
exterior surface
andParking
necessary durability.
Be sure to use only brick designed for use as

DESIGN GUIDELINES BUILDING SITES

paving. Paving brick measures four-by-four-by-eight inch. It should be laid in a bed
Creating
a good
part ofaits
visual appeal
the Village’
s traditional
streets
and
of sand.
Sometimes
concrete
base isare
installed
beneath
the sand brick
bed. Any
surviving
sidewalks.
Even though
streets have
repaved
in other
and a few
stone curbing
should some
be preserved
whenbeen
brick
walks are
beingmaterials
laid.
walks are concrete, brick is the most widely used, appropriate paving material in the
Village.
3. Whenever possible, curb cuts for driveways should be avoided, and alleys should be
used for access to a parking area or garage at the rear of the lot.
In contrast to its brick streets, only a few of the neighborhood’s patios are very old;
many
haveshould
been installed
during
years as
as possible,
part of the
s
be kept as
far tothe
thelast
reartwenty-five
of the property
andVillage’
preferably
not
4. Patios
rehabilitation.
in side yardsSimilar
at all. to their predecessors, many side yard and backyard patios are
either dry-laid brick or brick in mortar beds. Some backyards have poured concrete
patios.
5. Parking lots should not be built if demolition of existing historic buildings is
required. Parking lots should be screened with plantings rather than masonry walls to
“When
thethem
clip-clop
of horses’
hooves
heard on Village streets, drive-ways were
conceal
and lessen
their
visualwas
impact.
virtually unknown. Up to the mid-20th century, relatively few curbs were cut to
accommodate driveways. Recently, the need for off, street parking spaces has increased
requests for this suburban design element. The Village’s few parking lots have helped
alleviate some of its parking problems; each lot is designed for minimal visual impact.

Recommendations
1. When paving work is being done for driveways, walks and patios, use the
recommended brick patterns shown in photos 65, 66 and 67. Other paving
materials can be used, subject to German Village Commission approval. Most
walks are paved with dry-laid brick (no mortar), making them easy to remove for
utility repairs and easy to repair when damage occurs. If you are installing new
paving adjacent to old, match the patterns in the already-existing paving.

[Photos 48 and 49]
Appropriate dormers such as these older ones are small, fall at or below the roof ridge, have traditional
windows, and use the same roofing material as the main roof.
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2. It is important that the correct kind of brick be used for paving. Avoid using salvaged
brick from demolished buildings for paving because they do not have the hard

2. It
is important
correctdurability.
kind of brick
be used
foronly
paving.
Avoid
usingfor
salvaged
exterior
surfacethat
and the
necessary
Be sure
to use
brick
designed
use as
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brick
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demolished
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for paving because they
havebethe
paving.
Paving
brick measures
four-by-four-by-eight
inch.do
It not
should
laidhard
in a bed
exterior
surface
and
necessary
durability.
Be
sure
to
use
only
brick
designed
for use as
of sand. Sometimes a concrete base is installed beneath the sand bed. Any surviving
paving.
Pavingshould
brick measures
four-by-four-by-eight
inch.
It should
stone curbing
be preserved
when brick walks are
being
laid. be laid in a bed
of sand. Sometimes a concrete base is installed beneath the sand bed. Any surviving
curbing
shouldcurb
be preserved
when brick
walksbeare
being laid.
3. stone
Whenever
possible,
cuts for driveways
should
avoided,
and alleys should be
used for access to a parking area or garage at the rear of the lot.
3. Whenever possible, curb cuts for driveways should be avoided, and alleys should be
See the July 25, 2005, Amendments on page 175 for additional guidance on curb cuts.
accessbetokept
a parking
orrear
garage
at the
rear ofasthepossible,
lot. and preferably not
Patiosforshould
as far area
to the
of the
property
4. used
in side yards at all.
4. Patios should be kept as far to the rear of the property as possible, and preferably not
side yards
at all. not be built if demolition of existing historic buildings is
Parking
lots should
5. in
required. Parking lots should be screened with plantings rather than masonry walls to
lots should
not be
built
if demolition
5. Parking
conceal them
and lessen
their
visual
impact. of existing historic buildings is
required. Parking lots should be screened with plantings rather than masonry walls to
conceal them and lessen their visual impact.

[Photos 56 and 57]
Picket fences and hedges are traditional forms of fencing in the Village.
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2. It is important that the correct kind of brick be used for paving. Avoid using salvaged
brick from demolished buildings for paving because they do not have the hard
exterior surface and necessary durability. Be sure to use only brick designed for use as
paving. Paving brick measures four-by-four-by-eight inch. It should be laid in a bed
of sand. Sometimes a concrete base is installed beneath the sand bed. Any surviving
stone curbing should be preserved when brick walks are being laid.

3. Whenever possible, curb cuts for driveways should be avoided, and alleys should be
used for access to a parking area or garage at the rear of the lot.

4. Patios should be kept as far to the rear of the property as possible, and preferably not
in side yards at all.
DESIGN GUIDELINES BUILDING SITES

5. Parking lots should not be built if demolition of existing historic buildings is
required. Parking lots should be screened with plantings rather than masonry walls to
conceal them and lessen their visual impact.

Basket Weave

Running Bond

[Photos 65, 66, and 67]
Traditional brick paving pattens are appropriate for sidewalks. Be sure to use four-by-four-by-eight inch paving bricks to make this pattens work out correctly.

[Photos 48 and 49]
Appropriate dormers such as these older ones are small, fall at or below the roof ridge, have traditional
windows, and use the same roofing material as the main roof.
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Herringbone

[Photos 56 and 57]
Picket fences and hedges are traditional forms of fencing in the Village.
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Accessibility
Making the nation’s historic buildings, sites, and structures accessible to people with
disabilities has become an important and challenging task. Accessibility modifications to
historic structures within the district should be undertaken in a manner compatible in
both scale and appearance to the building. Additionally, alterations should be designed as
reversible changes that allow future removal without damage to the form of the building.
Prior to construction, the property owner must insure that the modifications meet all
necessary Federal, State, and local accessibility requirements.

Recommendations
1. Maintain access to an historic building through the primary entrance whenever
possible. If the existing conditions at the primary façade preclude installation of an
accessible entry, consider accessibility through a side or rear entrance.
2. Retain historic materials and features when new features are incorporated for
accessibility.
3. Use compatible materials when constructing new accessibility features.
4. Install accessibility modifications that are in scale with the historic property, visually
compatible, and whenever possible, reversible. Reversible means if the new feature were
later removed, the essential form and integrity of the property would be unimpaired.
5. Consider the character-defining features of the property when designing for
accessibility.
6. Use handrails of simple design.
7. Consider landscaping to minimize the visual impact of new accessibility features.
8. Maintain barrier-free walks. Planters, bins, signage, seating, and other features on
sidewalks should allow unobstructed access.

[Photos 48 and 49]
Appropriate dormers such as these older ones are small, fall at or below the roof ridge, have traditional
windows, and use the same roofing material as the main roof.

Satellite Dishes, Amateur
Radio Antennas and Other
Communication Devices

DESIGN GUIDELINES BUILDING SITES

Federal communications laws regulate and protect citizen access to communications,
including satellite dishes and amateur radio antennas. These federal laws also recognize
local governmental interests in promoting and protecting historic preservation and its role
in addressing aesthetic concerns. Therefore local governmental rules may address satellite
dishes and amateur radio stations so long as the federal laws are not violated and local
rules are not applied in a discriminatory manner.

Recommendations
1. Select the smallest and least obtrusive device necessary and available.
2. Locate satellite dishes, radio antennas, and other communication apparatus in an area
where the device is functional with the least visibility from the street.
3. Install communications devices in a manner that is reversible and does not permanently
alter or damage historic building materials. When communications devices are
removed, wall and roof surfaces must be repaired and restored to eliminate evidence of
removed material.

[Photos 56 and 57]
Picket fences and hedges are traditional forms of fencing in the Village.
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[Guidelines For Graphics And Signage]

• Specific location on the building or premises: Wall and projecting signs are favored over
signsyou
resting
on the ground.
The code
controls
placement
above,eateries
and projection
Have
ever wondered
why several
of the
Village’
s well-known
do not have
into,
the
public
right-of-way.
Banners
and
signs
placed
in
windows
must
meet
pulsating rooftop signs to attract patrons? The reason is simple: such signs also
would
violate
specifications
and be reviewed
by the
Commission.
Awnings maytocarry
signsthe
or
thesize
German
Village Graphics
Guidelines
adopted
by the Commission
preserve
graphics
if
they
have
been
approved
by
the
Commission.
Village’s residential charm. Therefore, before you put up a sign, or sketch out a wall
mural, call the Commission’s Secretary or Assistant. Ask for a copy of the “Graphics
Guidelines for German Village.” After reading it, you will be able to plan a sign or
graphic that is appropriate to the Village’s residential character.

DESIGN GUIDELINES GRAPHICS AND SIGNAGE

In evaluating signs and graphics, the Commission uses the following design
considerations as criteria for approval:

• Harmony and appropriateness of sign material, texture, lettering style and size in relation to the
building: Signs and graphics can contain only the name and function of the business.
Although interior sign illumination is not allowed, exterior illumination of signs or
graphics may be approved by the Commission.

• Style, size, scale, proportions, and design in relation to both the building and the surrounding
environment: Signs and graphics are limited in size, must have a pedestrian orientation,
emphasize the area’s residential character, and be compatible with its architecture and
character.

• Appropriateness of color: Sign and graphic colors should complement the building and
its trim colors.

• Manner of attachment: The installation of signs must be reversible and cannot
permanently alter or damage historic building materials. Signs should not obscure
architectural detail; for a good example of this, see the sign on a bracket in photo 70.
When signs are removed, wall surfaces must be repaired and restored to eliminate
any evidence of the removed material. Wall murals, large advertising and co-op signs,
and rooftop signs, are not permitted.

[Photo 68 and 69]
Two examples—one modern and one old—of signage applied to the building surface, a
traditional form of signage.
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must
also meet
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and be reviewed
by the
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carry signs
the size
German
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Village’s residential charm. Therefore, before you put up a sign, or sketch out a wall
mural, call the Commission’s Secretary or Assistant. Ask for a copy of the “Graphics
Guidelines for German Village.” After reading it, you will be able to plan a sign or
graphic that is appropriate to the Village’s residential character.

DESIGN GUIDELINES GRAPHICS AND SIGNAGE

In evaluating signs and graphics, the Commission uses the following design
considerations as criteria for approval:

• Harmony and appropriateness of sign material, texture, lettering style and size in relation to the
building: Signs and graphics can contain only the name and function of the business.
Although interior sign illumination is not allowed, exterior illumination of signs or
graphics may be approved by the Commission.

• Style, size, scale, proportions, and design in relation to both the building and the surrounding
environment: Signs and graphics are limited in size, must have a pedestrian orientation,
emphasize the area’s residential character, and be compatible with its architecture and
character.

• Appropriateness of color: Sign and graphic colors should complement the building and
its trim colors.

• Manner of attachment: The installation of signs must be reversible and cannot
permanently alter or damage historic building materials. Signs should not obscure
architectural detail; for a good example of this, see the sign on a bracket in photo 70.
When signs are removed, wall surfaces must be repaired and restored to eliminate
any evidence of the removed material. Wall murals, large advertising and co-op signs,
and rooftop signs, are not permitted.

[Photo 68 and 69]
Two examples—one modern and one old—of signage applied to the building surface, a
traditional form of signage.
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• Specific location on the building or premises: Wall and projecting signs are favored over

DESIGN GUIDELINES GRAPHICS AND SIGNAGE

signs resting on the ground. The code controls placement above, and projection
into, the public right-of-way. Banners and signs placed in windows must also meet
size specifications and be reviewed by the Commission. Awnings may carry signs or
graphics if they have been approved by the Commission.

[Photo 68 and 69]
[Photo 70]
Two examples—one modern and one old—of signage applied to the building surface, a
Individually crafted signs suspended from brackets area traditional, appropriate form of signage in
traditional form of signage.
the Village.
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[Guidelines For Graphics And Signage]
Have you ever wondered why several of the Village’s well-known eateries do not have
pulsating rooftop signs to attract patrons? The reason is simple: such signs would violate
the German Village Graphics Guidelines adopted by the Commission to preserve the
Village’s residential charm. Therefore, before you put up a sign, or sketch out a wall
mural, call the Commission’s Secretary or Assistant. Ask for a copy of the “Graphics
Guidelines for German Village.” After reading it, you will be able to plan a sign or
graphic that is appropriate to the Village’s residential character.

DESIGN GUIDELINES GRAPHICS AND SIGNAGE

In evaluating signs and graphics, the Commission uses the following design
considerations as criteria for approval:

• Harmony and appropriateness of sign material, texture, lettering style and size in relation to the
building: Signs and graphics can contain only the name and function of the business.
Although interior sign illumination is not allowed, exterior illumination of signs or
graphics may be approved by the Commission.

• Style, size, scale, proportions, and design in relation to both the building and the surrounding
environment: Signs and graphics are limited in size, must have a pedestrian orientation,
emphasize the area’s residential character, and be compatible with its architecture and
character.

• Appropriateness of color: Sign and graphic colors should complement the building and
its trim colors.

• Manner of attachment: The installation of signs must be reversible and cannot
permanently alter or damage historic building materials. Signs should not obscure
architectural detail; for a good example of this, see the sign on a bracket in photo 70.
When signs are removed, wall surfaces must be repaired and restored to eliminate
any evidence of the removed material. Wall murals, large advertising and co-op signs,
and rooftop signs, are not permitted.

[Photo 71]
A simple, traditional, and inexpensive form of signage is to paint or apply individual
letters and numbers on display windows.
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Zoning Guidelines

Today the Village’s successful revitalization has increased pressure for more intensive
commercial development. Its proximity to the county courthouse complex makes the
Village an attractive office area for lawyers and other professionals. The neighborhood’s
Are you are
to add
to ideal
your location
building,for
to restaurants
build a newand
structure,
or toIts
change
character
andplanning
charm make
it an
retail uses.
property
the
use
of
your
building?
If
so,
you
will
want
to
understand
not
only
how
to
obtain
values are quite affordable when compared to downtown property. These factors have
a zoning
variance, but
the underlying
issue. Because
it is aofvery
led
to the conversion
of also
residential
buildingszoning
to commercial
uses. One
thecomplex
greatest
issue,
this
chapter
can
only
introduce
the
basic
concepts
of
zoning
and
variances.
challenges facing the Village today is how to integrate commercial development The
Commission
urges you
to while
consult
the city Building
whenever
sensitively
in certain
areas,
maintaining
a viableRegulation
residential Department
neighborhood.
you contemplate adding, changing, or building.

Your Responsibilities as a Property Owner

As you will see in this chapter, the zoning variance process involves many participants.
Plan
ahead Village
and allow
sufficient
timeshare
for review.
example, a land
use variance can
All
German
property
owners
these For
responsibilities
regarding
take several months
neighborhood
zoning:because it includes reviews by the Commission and the Building
Regulation Department zoning staff, preparation of a council ordinance, and scheduling
a hearing.
And then,
thirty more
elapsecode
before
the own
ordinance
takes
effect.
are responsible
for complying
with days
the zoning
for your
property.
•ofYou
Before
purchasing property, do some research to verify zoning. At the same time, you can
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Why
We
Zoning
identify
anyNeed
variances
required for proposed additions, new construction, or charge of
land use. Then follow the zoning variance processes described in this chapter.

• Property owners need zoning as a protection against the unrestricted development
thatarewould
allow,forforunderstanding
example, thethat
construction
of an
office or
building
• You
responsible
decisions about
variances
cancommercial
affect your property
andin
a residential
neighborhood.
have
implications
for the entire neighborhood. For example, the expansion of a commercial
use could result in more noise and traffic congestion that might have an adverse effect
Property
needproperties.
zoning to ensure that unregulated construction does not cause
• on
adjacentowners
residential
property values to plummet when the character of the neighborhood changes.

• You are responsible for being involved in the zoning process, by reporting any suspected zoning
PropertyThe
owners
zoning to
restrictthe
noise,
pollution,
commercial
traffic, and land
• violations.
city need
government
enforces
zoning
code. To
assist in enforcement,
use density,
thusviolations
maintaining
their
healthy,Regulation
safe residential
neighborhoods.
report
suspected
to the
Building
Department.

If the city Variances
of Columbus had not introduced zoning ordinances in the 1920s, the whole
Zoning

might to
have
businesses
and
industries
cheek-by-jowl
with
residences.
By regulating
Incity
addition
regulating
land
use,
the city zoning
code sets
certain
standards
for the
private
property
rights
through
zoning,
the
city
saw
to
it
that
neighborhoods
developed
development of property; these involve minimum lot sizes, building setbacks, building
after
1923
have
fairly
clear
cut
districts
for
commercial
or
residential
uses.
Therefore,
height, and parking requirements. A zoning variance gives a property owner permission
these neighborhoods
have to in
deal
with the same
issues
facingmay
German
tofew
doofsomething
not usually allowed
a particular
zonedzoning
district.
Owners
request
Village
today.
two types of variances: land use variances or standards variances.
Because the Village developed before zoning controls, commercial buildings are
scattered throughout the area rather than being concentrated along a single street or in
a small compact area. Rarely are there two or more commercial buildings in any single
block. Because the commercial uses were originally neighborhood-oriented, the scale is
compatible with the predominantly residential neighborhood.
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• ledA to
permission
to vary
established
standards
variance grants
the conversion
of residential
buildings
tofrom
commercial
uses.development
One of the greatest
standardsfacing
regarding
setback,today
side is
and
reartoyard
minimum
sizes, and
maximum
challenges
the Village
how
integrate
commercial
development
coverage of
building
lot.while
Fences
over six feeta viable
high, for
example,neighborhood.
are considered
sensitively
in acertain
areas,
maintaining
residential
structures and require a variance.

Your Responsibilities as a Property Owner

To receive a variance, applicants must show true hardship, that is, a condition of the
All German
Village
property
owners
share these
regarding
land
that makes
conforming
with
the zoning
code responsibilities
difficult or impossible.
The owner’s
neighborhood
zoning:
personal
financial
condition or preferences are not considered in evaluating hardship.

• You are responsible for complying with the zoning code for your own property. Before
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How
to Obtain
a Standards
Variance
purchasing
property,
do some research
to verify zoning. At the same time, you can
identify any variances required for proposed additions, new construction, or charge of
Most
of German
zoned
R-2F
for residential
this zoning
limits
residential
land
use. ThenVillage
followisthe
zoning
variance
processesuse;
described
in this
chapter.
development to single and two-family units and allows very few other uses. The Village’s
• You
are responsible
for understanding
that decisions
about variances
canall
affect
yourcurrent
property and
only
commercial
zoning
(C-4) is on Livingston
Avenue.
Therefore,
of the
have implications
for uses
the entire
neighborhood.
example,
the expansion
of a commercial
commercial
and office
in the
Village are For
either
nonconforming
uses that
have
use could
resulttointhe
more
noisecode,
and or
traffic
congestion
thatzoning
might have
an adverse
effect
acquired
variances
zoning
preceded
the R-2F
in 1972.
As in any
adjacent
properties.
city,on
some
illegalresidential
uses have ignored
the zoning code.

• Youusearevariances
responsibledofornot
being
involved
in the zoning
reporting
any suspected
Land
rezone
a property;
theyprocess,
simplybygrant
permission
to usezoning
violations.
government
zoning
code. To
property
in a The
very city
specific
way. Thisenforces
specific the
license
continues
in assist
effect in
as enforcement,
the property
report
violations
to the
Building
Department.
passes
fromsuspected
one owner
to the next,
as long
as noRegulation
changes take
place. However, if the
property is left vacant for two years, or is returned to a conforming residential use, or
Zoning
any
change isVariances
made in use, the variance becomes invalid. (Changing an insurance office
to regulating
land use,
the city
zoningincode
certain
for the
toIna addition
dentist’s office
is an example
of such
a change
use.)sets
When
anystandards
of these things
development
of property;
these returns
involve to
minimum
sizes,use.
building setbacks, building
happen,
once again
the property
its zonedlotR-2F
height, and parking requirements. A zoning variance gives a property owner permission
to do something
not usually
allowed
in a particular
zoned district.
Owners
may request
Before
the Commission
reviews
your request
for a variance,
be sure to
do your
two types of
variances
or standards will
variances.
homework.
Invariances:
reviewingland
youruse
request,
the Commission
want to know how the land
has been used in the past, whether or not a variance is currently in place, and when it
was granted. The German Village Commission’s top priority is preserving the residential
quality of the Village. Therefore, requests for more nonconforming commercial uses
and conversion of residential buildings to office or retail uses are not likely to receive
favorable recommendations.
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• Land
variance
deals withrevitalization
changes in use,
of nonconforming
uses, and
Today
theuse
Village’
s successful
hasexpansion
increased pressure
for more intensive
increaseddevelopment.
density of residential
unitstoallowed
in a zoning
district.
For example,
commercial
Its proximity
the county
courthouse
complex
makes the
construction
of an
apartment
a garage
increases
the density
land use and s
Village
an attractive
office
area forabove
lawyers
and other
professionals.
Theofneighborhood’
may require
a variance.
character
and charm
make it an ideal location for restaurants and retail uses. Its property
values are quite affordable when compared to downtown property. These factors have
• to
permission
to vary
from established
development
A standards
variance
led
the conversion
of grants
residential
buildings
to commercial
uses. One
of the greatest
standards
regarding
setback,
side
and rear
yard minimum
sizes,development
and maximum
challenges
facing
the Village
today
is how
to integrate
commercial
coverage
a building
Fences
over six feet
high,residential
for example,
are considered
sensitively
inof
certain
areas,lot.
while
maintaining
a viable
neighborhood.
structures and require a variance.

Your Responsibilities as a Property Owner

To receive a variance, applicants must show true hardship, that is, a condition of the
All
German
Village
property owners
these
responsibilities
regarding The owner’s
land
that makes
conforming
with theshare
zoning
code
difficult or impossible.
neighborhood
zoning:
personal financial
condition or preferences are not considered in evaluating hardship.

• You are responsible for complying with the zoning code for your own property. Before
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How
to Obtain
purchasing
property,adoStandards
some researchVariance
to verify zoning. At the same time, you can

identify any variances required for proposed additions, new construction, or charge of
Most
German
Villagethe
is zoned
for residential
use; this zoning
residential
landofuse.
Then follow
zoningR-2F
variance
processes described
in this limits
chapter.
development to single and two-family units and allows very few other uses. The Village’s
•only
Youcommercial
are responsiblezoning
for understanding
decisions Avenue.
about variances
can affect
(C-4) is onthat
Livingston
Therefore,
all ofyour
theproperty
currentand
have implications
for theuses
entire
Foreither
example,
the expansion
a commercial
commercial
and office
in neighborhood.
the Village are
nonconforming
usesofthat
have
use could
result intomore
noise and
traffic
congestion
have
an adverse
acquired
variances
the zoning
code,
or preceded
the that
R-2Fmight
zoning
in 1972.
As ineffect
any
on some
adjacent
residential
properties.
city,
illegal
uses have
ignored the zoning code.

•Land
You are
involveda in
the zoningthey
process,
by reporting
any suspected
zoning
useresponsible
variances for
dobeing
not rezone
property;
simply
grant permission
to use
violations.
cityspecific
government
enforces
thelicense
zoningcontinues
code. To in
assist
in as
enforcement,
property
inThe
a very
way. This
specific
effect
the property
reportfrom
suspected
violations
the as
Building
passes
one owner
to theto
next,
long asRegulation
no changesDepartment.
take place. However, if the
property is left vacant for two years, or is returned to a conforming residential use, or
Zoning
any changeVariances
is made in use, the variance becomes invalid. (Changing an insurance office
Intoaddition
regulating
use,of
thesuch
cityazoning
setsWhen
certainany
standards
the
a dentist’tos office
is an land
example
changecode
in use.)
of thesefor
things
development
property;
these involve
minimum
lot sizes,
setbacks, building
happen, onceofagain
the property
returns
to its zoned
R-2Fbuilding
use.
height, and parking requirements. A zoning variance gives a property owner permission
toBefore
do something
not usually
allowed
a particular
district.
Owners
may request
the Commission
reviews
yourinrequest
for a zoned
variance,
be sure
to do your
two
types of variances:
land
userequest,
variances
standards variances.
homework.
In reviewing
your
theorCommission
will want to know how the land
has been used in the past, whether or not a variance is currently in place, and when it
was granted. The German Village Commission’s top priority is preserving the residential
quality of the Village. Therefore, requests for more nonconforming commercial uses
and conversion of residential buildings to office or retail uses are not likely to receive
favorable recommendations.
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• Land
variance
changes in use, expansion of nonconforming uses, and
If you
thinkuse
you
need adeals
land with
use variance:
increased density of residential units allowed in a zoning district. For example,
the zoning
staff
in the Columbus
Building
Regulation
Department
1. Contact
construction
of an
apartment
above a garage
increases
the density
of land(BRD)
use and
for may
a preliminary
require a zoning
variance.clearance review. They can assist you by identifying the
required variances you need.
• A standards variance grants permission to vary from established development
requireregarding
a variance,setback,
go to the
Building
Department.
The
zoning staff
2. If you
standards
side
and rearRegulation
yard minimum
sizes, and
maximum
there
will give
an application
andover
fee information.
coverage
of you
a building
lot. Fences
six feet high, for example, are considered
structures and require a variance.
3. Submit a completed variance application to the BRD. With the application you must
submit
a lista variance,
of the names
and addresses
of all
property
owners
125 feetofofthe
the
To receive
applicants
must show
true
hardship,
that within
is, a condition
perimeter
of yourconforming
property. Also
a list ofcode
property
owners
to your application
land that makes
withattach
the zoning
difficult
or impossible.
The owner’s
for
German
Villagecondition
Commission
review. TheareCommission
Secretary
will notify
all
personal
financial
or preferences
not considered
in evaluating
hardship.
the property owners on your list of the date of the Commission meeting where your
zoning variance request will be discussed.
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How to Obtain a Standards Variance

4. At the Commission meeting be sure you know exactly which variances you are
requesting
Most of German
to avoidVillage
delaysisinzoned
review,R-2F
or tabling
for residential
of the variance
use; this
forzoning
furtherlimits
information.
residential
After
development
reviewing
toyour
singlezoning
and two-family
request, the
units
Commission
and allowsforwards
very fewits
other
recommendation
uses. The Village’s
for
only
approval
commercial
or denial
zoning
to the
(C-4)
zoning
is onstaff
Livingston
in the BRD.
Avenue. Therefore, all of the current
commercial and office uses in the Village are either nonconforming uses that have
5. BRD’
s zoning
staff to
reviews
both the
application
andthe
theR-2F
Commission’
acquired
variances
the zoning
code,
or preceded
zoning ins 1972. As in any
recommendation.
Next,
they
forward
application,
city, some illegal uses
have
ignored
theyour
zoning
code. along with the Commission’s
and their own recommendations to the Columbus City Council. BRD notifies all
affected
property
owners
advance
of the council
Land use
variances
do notinrezone
a property;
they meeting.
simply grant permission to use
property in a very specific way. This specific license continues in effect as the property
6. City
council
zoning
cases
every
Monday
August.
passes
from reviews
one owner
to the
next,
as long
as no except
changesduring
take place.
However, if the
property is left vacant for two years, or is returned to a conforming residential use, or
7. After
you have
received
a land
variance,
secureinvalid.
the necessary
use an
permits
required
any change
is made
in use,
theuse
variance
becomes
(Changing
insurance
office
by
change
of use.is an example of such a change in use.) When any of these things
to the
a dentist’
s office
happen, once again the property returns to its zoned R-2F use.
Direct any questions regarding zoning to the Building Regulation Department, which is
described
A. reviews your request for a variance, be sure to do your
Before in
theAppendix
Commission
homework. In reviewing your request, the Commission will want to know how the land
has been used in the past, whether or not a variance is currently in place, and when it
was granted. The German Village Commission’s top priority is preserving the residential
quality of the Village. Therefore, requests for more nonconforming commercial uses
and conversion of residential buildings to office or retail uses are not likely to receive
favorable recommendations.
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Today
s successful
revitalization
has increased pressure for more intensive
HowthetoVillage’
Obtain
a Standards
Variance
commercial development. Its proximity to the county courthouse complex makes the
Village
an attractive
office area
lawyers
other aprofessionals.
The
neighborhood’
Whether
you are planning
on for
building
anand
addition,
garage, or new
construction
on s
character
and
charm
make
it
an
ideal
location
for
restaurants
and
retail
uses.
Its
property
a vacant lot, you may need a standards variance. The most common variances in the
values
quitestandards
affordableregarding
when compared
downtown
property.
Thesesizes,
factors
Villageareaffect
setback, to
side
and rear yard
minimum
andhave
led
to
the
conversion
of
residential
buildings
to
commercial
uses.
One
of
the
greatest
maximum coverage of a building lot. See drawings 22, 23 and 24.
challenges facing the Village today is how to integrate commercial development
sensitively
in city
certain
areas,
while
maintaining
a viable
residential
Because the
wrote
these
standards
with the
suburbs
in mind,neighborhood.
some of them are not
consistent with the character of German Village. For instance, the setback for a new
Your
Responsibilities
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a Property
Owner
residential
building is calculated
on the setback
of adjacent property and cannot
be less than ten feet. Yet one of the Village’s most distinctive features is the way the
All
German
Village
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owners
shareorthese
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adjacent
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sidewalk,
withresponsibilities
very small frontregarding
yards. In this case, the
neighborhood
Commission iszoning:
likely to make a favorable recommendation to the city’s Board of Zoning
Adjustment which considers most standards variances.
• You are responsible for complying with the zoning code for your own property. Before
property,
some research
to verify zoning. At the same time, you can
If purchasing
you think you
need ado
standards
variance:
identify any variances required for proposed additions, new construction, or charge of
use. Then
followstaff
the in
zoning
variance processes
this chapter. (BRD)
1.land
Contact
the zoning
the Columbus
Building described
RegulationinDepartment
for a preliminary zoning clearance review. They can assist you by identifying the
• You
are responsible
foryou
understanding
that decisions about variances can affect your property and
required
variances
need.
have implications for the entire neighborhood. For example, the expansion of a commercial
could
resulta in
more noise
congestion
thatDepartment.
might have an
adverse
effect
If you
require
variance,
go toand
thetraffic
Building
Regulation
The
zoning
staff
2.use
on
adjacent
residential
properties. and fee information.
there
will give
you an application

•3.You
are responsible
for being
involved
in the zoning
process,
byWith
reporting
suspected you
zoning
Submit
a completed
variance
application
to the
BRD.
theany
application
must

violations.
code.owners
To assistwithin
in enforcement,
submit aThe
list ofcity
thegovernment
names and enforces
addressesthe
of zoning
all property
125 feet of the
report
suspected
the attach
Building
Regulation
Department.
perimeter
of yourviolations
property.toAlso
a list
of property
owners to your application
for German Village Commission review. The Commission Secretary will notify all
Zoning
Variances
the property
owners on your list of the date of the Commission meeting where your
In addition
to
regulating
land
city zoning code sets certain standards for the
zoning variance request
willuse,
be the
discussed.
development of property; these involve minimum lot sizes, building setbacks, building
height,
andCommission
parking requirements.
zoning
gives which
a property
owneryou
permission
4. At the
meeting beAsure
you variance
know exactly
variances
are
to do
something
usually
in aorparticular
district.for
Owners
request
requesting
to not
avoid
delaysallowed
in review,
tabling ofzoned
the variance
furthermay
information.
twoAfter
typesreviewing
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land
use
variances
or
standards
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your zoning request, the Commission forwards its recommendation
for approval or denial to the zoning staff in the BRD.
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• Land use 5.
variance
withstaff
changes
in use,
of nonconforming
uses, ands
BRD’sdeals
zoning
reviews
bothexpansion
the application
and the Commission’
recommendation.
Next,
forward
application,
along
with the Commission’s
increased density
of residential
unitsthey
allowed
in ayour
zoning
district. For
example,
and
own recommendations
the Board
Zoning
construction
of their
an apartment
above a garage to
increases
theof
density
of Adjustment
land use and(BZA). BRD
all affected property owners in advance of the BZA meeting.
may requirenotifies
a variance.
[Drawing
• A standards
grants permission to vary from established development
variance22]

considerations
forside
a newand
single-family
on a vacant
lot. and maximum
standardsZoning
regarding
setback,
rear yardhouse
minimum
sizes,
coverage of a building lot. Fences over six feet high, for example, are considered
structures and require a variance.

To receive a variance, applicants must show true hardship, that is, a condition of the
land that makes conforming with the zoning code difficult or impossible. The owner’s
personal financial condition or preferences are not considered in evaluating hardship.

ZONING GUIDELINES

How to Obtain a Standards Variance
Most of German Village is zoned R-2F for residential use; this zoning limits residential
development to single and two-family units and allows very few other uses. The Village’s
only commercial zoning (C-4) is on Livingston Avenue. Therefore, all of the current
commercial and office uses in the Village are either nonconforming uses that have
acquired variances to the zoning code, or preceded the R-2F zoning in 1972. As in any
city, some illegal uses have ignored the zoning code.
Land use variances do not rezone a property; they simply grant permission to use
property in a very specific way. This specific license continues in effect as the property
passes from one owner to the next, as long as no changes take place. However, if the
property is left vacant for two years, or is returned to a conforming residential use, or
any change is made in use, the variance becomes invalid. (Changing an insurance office
to a dentist’s office is an example of such a change in use.) When any of these things
happen, once again the property returns to its zoned R-2F use.
Before the Commission reviews your request for a variance, be sure to do your
homework. In reviewing your request, the Commission will want to know how the land
has been used in the past, whether or not a variance is currently in place, and when it
was granted. The German Village Commission’s top priority is preserving the residential
quality of the Village. Therefore, requests for more nonconforming commercial uses
and conversion of residential buildings to office or retail uses are not likely to receive
favorable recommendations.
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23]s successful revitalization has increased pressure for more intensive
Today[Drawing
the Village’
Zoning development.
considerations forIts
additions
to existing
buildings.
commercial
proximity
to the
county courthouse complex makes the
Village an attractive office area for lawyers and other professionals. The neighborhood’s
character and charm make it an ideal location for restaurants and retail uses. Its property
values are quite affordable when compared to downtown property. These factors have
led to the conversion of residential buildings to commercial uses. One of the greatest
challenges facing the Village today is how to integrate commercial development
sensitively in certain areas, while maintaining a viable residential neighborhood.

Your Responsibilities as a Property Owner
All German Village property owners share these responsibilities regarding
neighborhood zoning:

• You are responsible for complying with the zoning code for your own property. Before
ZONING GUIDELINES

purchasing property, do some research to verify zoning. At the same time, you can
identify any variances required for proposed additions, new construction, or charge of
land use. Then follow the zoning variance processes described in this chapter.

• You are responsible for understanding that decisions about variances can affect your property and
have implications for the entire neighborhood. For example, the expansion of a commercial
use could result in more noise and traffic congestion that might have an adverse effect
on adjacent residential properties.

• You are responsible for being involved in the zoning process, by reporting any suspected zoning
violations. The city government enforces the zoning code. To assist in enforcement,
report suspected violations to the Building Regulation Department.

Zoning Variances
In addition to regulating land use, the city zoning code sets certain standards for the
development of property; these involve minimum lot sizes, building setbacks, building
height, and parking requirements. A zoning variance gives a property owner permission
to do something not usually allowed in a particular zoned district. Owners may request
two types of variances: land use variances or standards variances.
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• [Drawing
Land use24]
variance deals with changes in use, expansion of nonconforming uses, and
Zoning
considerations
new garage tounits
be built
at the rear
a lot withdistrict.
an existing
house.
increased
densityforofaresidential
allowed
in ofa zoning
For
example,

construction of an apartment above a garage increases the density of land use and
may require a variance.

• A standards variance grants permission to vary from established development
standards regarding setback, side and rear yard minimum sizes, and maximum
coverage of a building lot. Fences over six feet high, for example, are considered
structures and require a variance.
To receive a variance, applicants must show true hardship, that is, a condition of the
land that makes conforming with the zoning code difficult or impossible. The owner’s
personal financial condition or preferences are not considered in evaluating hardship.

ZONING GUIDELINES

How to Obtain a Standards Variance
Most of German Village is zoned R-2F for residential use; this zoning limits residential
development to single and two-family units and allows very few other uses. The Village’s
only commercial zoning (C-4) is on Livingston Avenue. Therefore, all of the current
commercial and office uses in the Village are either nonconforming uses that have
acquired variances to the zoning code, or preceded the R-2F zoning in 1972. As in any
city, some illegal uses have ignored the zoning code.
Land use variances do not rezone a property; they simply grant permission to use
property in a very specific way. This specific license continues in effect as the property
passes from one owner to the next, as long as no changes take place. However, if the
property is left vacant for two years, or is returned to a conforming residential use, or
any change is made in use, the variance becomes invalid. (Changing an insurance office
to a dentist’s office is an example of such a change in use.) When any of these things
happen, once again the property returns to its zoned R-2F use.
Before the Commission reviews your request for a variance, be sure to do your
homework. In reviewing your request, the Commission will want to know how the land
has been used in the past, whether or not a variance is currently in place, and when it
was granted. The German Village Commission’s top priority is preserving the residential
quality of the Village. Therefore, requests for more nonconforming commercial uses
and conversion of residential buildings to office or retail uses are not likely to receive
favorable recommendations.
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Today
6. Thethe
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Village’
meets
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the deadline
has increased
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fivemore
weeksintensive
before the
commercial
meeting.development. Its proximity to the county courthouse complex makes the
Village
7. Afteranyou
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have received
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a standards
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variance,
and other
secure
professionals.
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The
permits
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Today
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complex
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values are quite affordable when compared to downtown property. These factors havethe
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anquestions
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and
other Regulation
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Direct
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Building
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led
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ofregarding
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of the
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maketoday
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to integrate
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development
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are
quite
affordable
when
compared
to
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property.
These factors have
Working
in Your
Home
sensitively
in certain
areas,
while maintaining a viable residential neighborhood.
led to the conversion of residential buildings to commercial uses. One of the greatest
facing
theatVillage
today
is how
to integrate
commercial
development
Your
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you intend
Responsibilities
to work
home,as
youa need
Property
to read
the
Owner
Columbus
Home
Occupation Code
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in
certain
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while
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a
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in Appendix E. Home occupation use allows Columbus residents to use a portion of
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All
German
Village
property owners
shareorthese
responsibilities
regarding
their
primary
residences—not
the yards
separate
structures—as
places of business
Your
Responsibilities
as
a
Property
Owner
neighborhood
zoning:
without requiring
a change of zoning or a zoning variance. Home occupation use is
allowed only if it (1) is clearly incidental and secondary to residential occupancy; (2)
All
German
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owners
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responsibilities
are responsible
for complying
with the
zoningthese
codecharacter;
for
your own
property.
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Before
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verify
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At the same
you can
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adverse effect
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The to
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Codetime,
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identify any variances required for proposed additions, new construction, or charge of
following:
areThen
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the zoning
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your owninproperty.
• Youuse.
Before
land
followforthe
zoningwith
variance
processes
described
this chapter.
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do some research to verify zoning. At the same time, you can
• Nopurchasing
retail or wholesale
identify
any
variances
requiredthat
for proposed
additions,
new
or charge
• You are responsible for understanding
decisions about
variances
canconstruction,
affect your property
and of
use. Then
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zoning
variance
processesthe
described
in this
implications
forfollow
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example,
expansion
of achapter.
commercial
• have
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alterations
of
the
building’
s interior
or
use could result in more noise and traffic congestion that might have an adverse effect
•Limited
You
areexterior
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decisions about variances can affect your property and
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identification
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residential
have implications for the entire neighborhood. For example, the expansion of a commercial
result
more
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and
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process,
reporting
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business.The city government enforces the zoning code. To assist in enforcement,
report suspected violations to the Building Regulation Department.
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a change
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do something
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development
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property;
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minimum
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sizes,
building
setbacks,
building
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two
types of variances: land use variances or standards variances.
height, and parking requirements. A zoning variance gives a property owner permission
do something
AtoLot
Split not usually allowed in a particular zoned district. Owners may request
two types of variances: land use variances or standards variances.
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A lot split does just what it says-it splits one land parcel into two or more distinct lots.
Having two houses on a single lot is not unusual in the Village. Lot splits are granted
rather routinely if two houses are on a single lot. Otherwise, each newly created lot must
have at least 3,000 square feet for each dwelling unit and meet all other zoning code and
subdivision requirements. This means, for example, that the owner of a single residence

A LOT SPLIT
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Themay
Commission
reviews all requests for lot splits and makes recommendations to the
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permissiontakes
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development
requests
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Commission
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setback,You
sideareand
rearlikely
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which
the property
is located.
more
get a lot sizes,
split ifand
thatmaximum
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coverage
of a building
lot. Fences
over sixinfeet
high, zoning
for example,
are considered
trend
historically
on the block.
Remember,
all cases
is a serious
matter, so
structures
andcity
require
a variance.
consult
with the
before
taking any action.
[Drawing
To receive25a ]variance, applicants must show true hardship, that is, a condition of the
Zoning
considerations
when a lot split
is sought.
land that
makes conforming
with
the zoning code difficult or impossible. The owner’s

personal financial condition or preferences are not considered in evaluating hardship.

ZONING GUIDELINES

How to Obtain a Standards Variance
Most of German Village is zoned R-2F for residential use; this zoning limits residential
development to single and two-family units and allows very few other uses. The Village’s
only commercial zoning (C-4) is on Livingston Avenue. Therefore, all of the current
commercial and office uses in the Village are either nonconforming uses that have
acquired variances to the zoning code, or preceded the R-2F zoning in 1972. As in any
city, some illegal uses have ignored the zoning code.
Land use variances do not rezone a property; they simply grant permission to use
property in a very specific way. This specific license continues in effect as the property
passes from one owner to the next, as long as no changes take place. However, if the
property is left vacant for two years, or is returned to a conforming residential use, or
any change is made in use, the variance becomes invalid. (Changing an insurance office
to a dentist’s office is an example of such a change in use.) When any of these things
happen, once again the property returns to its zoned R-2F use.
Before the Commission reviews your request for a variance, be sure to do your
homework. In reviewing your request, the Commission will want to know how the land
has been used in the past, whether or not a variance is currently in place, and when it
was granted. The German Village Commission’s top priority is preserving the residential
quality of the Village. Therefore, requests for more nonconforming commercial uses
and conversion of residential buildings to office or retail uses are not likely to receive
favorable recommendations.
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Ohio Preservation Alliance
297 South High Street
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Appendix
C
Appendix
C
German
Village
Commission
Application
German
Village
Application
• Land use variance dealsCommission
with changes
in use, expansion of nonconforming uses, and
increased density of residential units allowed in a zoning district. For example,
construction of an apartment above a garage increases the density of land use and
City of Columbus
require
a variance.
Citymay
of Columbus
German Village Commission
Mayor Michael B. Coleman
Mayor Michael
B. Coleman

German Village Commission

50 West Gay Street / Columbus, Ohio 43215/614- 645-7562
50 West
Gay Street / Columbus, Ohio 43215/614- 645-7562

• A standards variance grants permission to vary from established development

standards regarding setback, side and rear yard minimum sizes, and maximum
coverage of a building lot. Fences over six feet high, forAgenda
example,Date______________________
are considered
Agenda Date______________________
Agenda Item No.___________________
structures and require a variance.
Agenda Item No.___________________

FOR Aapplicants
CERTIFICATE
APPROPRIATENESS
ToAPPLICATION
receive a variance,
mustOFshow
true hardship, that is, a condition of the
land that makes conforming with the zoning code difficult or impossible. The owner’s
No. ____________________
personal
financial
condition or preferences are not considered in evaluating hardship.
(supplied
by secretary)

APPLICATION FOR A CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
No. ____________________
(supplied by secretary)
Property Information

ZONING GUIDELINES

How
toCertiﬁed
Obtain
a Standards
Variance
Location:
House
No._____________
Street______________________________________
Property
Information
Location: Certiﬁed House No._____________ Street______________________________________

Most
of German
is zoned
R-2F for residential use; this zoning limits residential
Located
betweenVillage
cross streets
of _____________________________________________________
development to single and two-family
units and allows very few other uses. The Village’s
and _____________________________________________________
Located between cross streets of _____________________________________________________
only commercial zoning (C-4) is on Livingston Avenue. Therefore, all of the current
and _____________________________________________________
Applicant/Owner
Information
commercial
and office
uses in the Village are either nonconforming uses that have
Applicant
Name _________________________________Telephone
acquired
variances
to the zoning code, or preceded the R-2F zoning(O)__________(H)__________
in 1972. As in any
Applicant/Owner Information
city,
someAddress___________________________________________________________________
illegal uses have ignored the zoning code.
Mailing
Applicant Name _________________________________Telephone
(O)__________(H)__________
Street
City
Zip

use variances do not rezone a property; they simply grant permission to use
MailingLand
Address___________________________________________________________________
Street
Zip H)__________
Owner Name
(if different)
________________________Telephone
(O)__________(
property
in a very
specific way.
This specific licenseCity
continues in effect
as the property
passes
from
one owner to the next, as long as no changes take place. However, if the
Mailing
Address___________________________________________________________________

Street
Zipor
Ownerproperty
Name (ifisdifferent)
(O)__________(
H)__________
left vacant________________________Telephone
for two years, or is returned to a City
conforming
residential use,

any change is made in use, the variance becomes invalid. (Changing an insurance office

Mailing Address___________________________________________________________________
Project
Contacts
toOther
a dentist’
s office
is an example of such a change inCity
use.) When any of these things
Street
Zip

Author once
of drawing________________________________Telephone
happen,
again the property returns to its zoned R-2F use. (O)__________(H)__________

Contractor,
if known______________________________Telephone (O)__________(H)__________
Other Project
Contacts

the Commission reviews your request for a variance, be sure
to do your
AuthorBefore
of drawing________________________________Telephone
(O)__________(H)__________
homework. In reviewing your request, the Commission will want to know how the land

Contractor,
if known______________________________Telephone
has been
used in the past, whether or not a variance is currently(O)__________(H)__________
in place, and when it

was granted. The German Village Commission’s top priority is preserving the residential
quality of the Village. Therefore, requests for more nonconforming commercial uses
and conversion of residential buildings to office or retail uses are not likely to receive
favorable recommendations.
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German Village Commission
Page 3.
German Village Commission
Requires recommendation for a variance, re-zoning:
Page 2.
___ Council use variance
___ Council density variance
___ Board of Zoning Adjustment
variance
APPLICATION
CHECKLIST (to be completed by Commission Secretary)
___ Development Commission
re-zoning
__ Application,
completed
__ Site plan
__ Photos of building, overall views

__ Building elevations, ﬂoor plans-3

ZONING STAFF CHECKLIST
be completed by zoning administrator for projects
zoning variancesliterature
may be required)
__ Detail(tophotos
__where
Manufacturers
___ No variances appear
to be required
__ Streetscape
photos
__ Paint color chips
If variance
is requested,
also#S____________________________________
Include:
If lot split is requested, also include:
___ Possible required variances
include:
Section
__
Name
&
address
of
property
__
Sketch
of lots, including dimensions
Description_____________________________________________________________________
owners within 125’
__ Engineers maps showing surrounding lot
______________________________________________________________________________
__ Statement of hardship
NOTE: -If variance is required, a zoning application
must accompany this application.
_____ Zoning administrator’s initials

Note: Applications and supporting data must be on ﬁle by 5:00 PM two Tuesdays prior to the Commission

APPENDIX C

at check
which application
heard. The
Commission
meets at
4:00 PM
on the ﬁrst Tuesday of
WORK SUMMARYmeeting
- Please
the areaswill
of be
proposed
work
and explain
below
as needed.
of workareproposed
Explain
necessary)
each month.Type
No meetings
held on Election
Day, (continue
holidays,onorseparate
the daysheet
afterif a
holiday. The speciﬁc date
(check
all
that
apply)
and location of the meeting may be obtained by contacting this ofﬁce.
DEMOLITION
_____
_____________________________________
The applicant’s plans that are intended to be submitted to the Superintendent of Building Regulations, City
REHABILITATION OF EXISTING STRUCTURE (House/outbuilding)
of Columbus, are ﬁrst to be presented to the Commission at this meeting for purpose of review. Building
Foundation
_____ requires that plans be_____________________________________
permit application
stamped and signed by the Commission.
Masonry
_____
_____________________________________
Consultation with the German Village Commission Assistant prior to application submission is encouraged.
Siding
_____
_____________________________________
Also, the German Village Design Guidelines is available for reference at the German Village Society
Roof, gutters, downspouts _____
_____________________________________
Ofﬁce, 588 South Third Street, or the Commission Ofﬁce, City of Columbus, 50 West Gay Street. Plan to
Chimney
_____
_____________________________________
attend the Commission meeting prepared to answer questions about the proposal.
Doors and entrances
_____
_____________________________________
Storm/security doors
_____
_____________________________________
Basic Information
Windows
_____
_____________________________________
Desires a lot split _____ Yes _____No
Storm/security windows
_____
_____________________________________
If_____
yes: Existing lot size _________
x _________
Porch or stoop
_____________________________________
New lot A size _________ x _________
Cornice or frieze
_____
_____________________________________
New lot B size
_________ x _________
Ornamentation
_____
_____________________________________
Desires
change
in
use:
(i.e.
change
from
residential single to multifamily, to ofﬁce, to retail, to
Awning or canopy
_____
_____________________________________
home
occupation)
Explain:
____________________________________________________
Storefront
_____
_____________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Painting (specify color)
_____
_____________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Other (explain below)
_____
_____________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
ADDITIONS TO BUILDING
Dormer
_____
_____________________________________
Skylight
_____
_____________________________________
Penthouse
_____
_____________________________________
146
Chimney
_____
_____________________________________

A P P L I C AT I O N

German
Villageuses,
Commission
• Land use variance deals with changes in use, expansion
of nonconforming
and
Page 3. density of residential units allowed in a zoning district. For example,
increased
Requires recommendation for a variance, re-zoning:
construction of an apartment above a garage increases the density of land use and
___ Council use variance
may
variance.
___require
Counciladensity
variance
___ Board of Zoning Adjustment variance

• A ___
grants permission
standards
varianceCommission
Development
re-zoningto vary from established development

standards regarding setback, side and rear yard minimum sizes, and maximum
(to beover
completed
zoning
administrator
for projects where
zoning variances may be required)
ZONING
CHECKLIST
coverage
of aSTAFF
building
lot. Fences
six byfeet
high,
for example,
are considered
___
No
variances
appear
to
be
required
structures and require a variance.

___ Possible required variances include: Section #S____________________________________
Description_____________________________________________________________________
To receive
a variance, applicants must show true hardship, that is, a condition of the
______________________________________________________________________________
land that makes conforming with the zoning code difficult or impossible. The owner’s
NOTE: -If variance is required, a zoning application
personal financial condition or preferences are not considered in evaluating hardship.
must accompany this application.
_____ Zoning administrator’s initials
WORK SUMMARY - Please check the areas of proposed work and explain below as needed.
Explain (continue on separate sheet if necessary)
(check all that apply)
DEMOLITION
_____
_____________________________________
Most of German Village is zoned R-2F for residential use; this zoning limits residential
REHABILITATION OF EXISTING STRUCTURE (House/outbuilding)
development to single and two-family units and allows very few other uses. The Village’s
Foundation
_____
_____________________________________
only Masonry
commercial zoning (C-4) _____
is on Livingston Avenue.
Therefore, all of the current
_____________________________________
commercial
Village are either nonconforming
uses that have
Siding and office uses in the
_____
_____________________________________
acquired
variances
to
the
zoning
code,
or
preceded
the
R-2F
zoning
in 1972. As in any
Roof, gutters, downspouts _____
_____________________________________
city, some
illegal uses have ignored
the zoning code. _____________________________________
Chimney
_____
Doors and entrances
_____
_____________________________________
_____
_____________________________________
LandStorm/security
use variancesdoors
do not rezone
a property; they simply
grant permission to use
Windows
_____________________________________
property
in a very specific way. _____
This specific license continues
in effect as the property
Storm/security
windows
_____
_____________________________________
passes from one owner to the next, as long as no changes take place. However, if the
Porchisorleft
stoop
_____or is returned to a_____________________________________
property
vacant for two years,
conforming residential use, or
Cornice
or
frieze
_____
_____________________________________
any change is made in use, the variance becomes invalid. (Changing an insurance office
Ornamentation
_____
_____________________________________
to a dentist’
s office is an example
of such a change in use.)
When any of these things
Awning or canopy
_____
_____________________________________
happen, once again the property returns to its zoned R-2F use.
Storefront
_____
_____________________________________
Painting (specify color)
_____
_____________________________________
Before
the (explain
Commission
your request for a variance,
be sure to do your
Other
below)reviews_____
_____________________________________

ZONING GUIDELINES

Type of work
proposed
How to Obtain a Standards
Variance

homework. In reviewing your request, the Commission will want to know how the land
ADDITIONS TO BUILDING
has been
used in the past, whether
or not a variance is_____________________________________
currently in place, and when it
Dormer
_____
was granted.
The
German
Village
Commission’
s
top
priority
is preserving the residential
Skylight
_____
_____________________________________
quality
of the Village. Therefore,
requests for more nonconforming
commercial uses
Penthouse
_____
_____________________________________
and conversion
of
residential
buildings
to
office
or
retail
uses
are
not
likely to receive
Chimney
_____
_____________________________________
favorable recommendations.
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German Village Commission
Page 3.
Page 4.for a variance, re-zoning:
Requires recommendation
ADDITION TO BUILDINGS (continued)
___ Council use variance
___ Council density variance
story/garage
_____
___ Board of ZoningOne/two
Adjustment
variance
Entry vestibule/porch enclosure
_____
___ Development Commission re-zoning

German Village Commission

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
Porch/deck
_____ _____________________________________
Greenhouses
_____ _____________________________________
ZONING STAFF CHECKLIST (to be completed by zoning administrator for projects where zoning variances may be required)
Handicapped access
_____ _____________________________________
___ No variances appear to be required
Other (explain below)
_____ _____________________________________

___ Possible required variances include: Section #S____________________________________
Description_____________________________________________________________________
NEW STRUCTURE
______________________________________________________________________________
House
_____ _____________________________________
NOTE: -If varianceGarage
is required, a zoning application
Outbuilding/shed
_____ _____
_____________________________________
must accompany
this application.
Zoning administrator’s initials
Other (explain below

_____

_____________________________________

APPENDIX D

WORK SUMMARY - Please check the areas of proposed work and explain below as needed.
SITE WORK
Type of work proposed Explain (continue on separate sheet if necessary)
Fence or (check
wall all that apply)
_____ _____________________________________
Site lighting
_____ _____________________________________
DEMOLITION
_____
_____________________________________
Street furniture
_____ _____________________________________
REHABILITATION OF EXISTING STRUCTURE (House/outbuilding)
Special feature (swimming
Foundation
_____________________________________
pool, hot_____
tub, etc.)
_____ _____________________________________
Masonry
_____compressor
_____________________________________
Air conditioner
_____ _____________________________________
Paving
(walks,
drives,
patios)
_____ _____________________________________
Siding
_____
_____________________________________
Other (explain below)
_____ _____________________________________
Roof, gutters, downspouts _____
_____________________________________
Chimney
_____
_____________________________________
GRAPHICS
or SIGNAGE
_____ _____________________________________
Doors and entrances
_____
_____________________________________
_____ _____________________________________
Storm/security doorsMAINTENANCE
_____ (explain below) _____________________________________
Windows
_____
_____________________________________
EXPLAIN PROPOSED WORK: (attach continuation sheets as needed)
Storm/security windows
_____
_____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Porch or stoop
_____
_____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Cornice or frieze
_____
_____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Ornamentation
_____
_____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Awning or canopy ______________________________________________________________________________
_____
_____________________________________
Storefront
_____
_____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Painting (specify color)
_____
_____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Other (explain below)
_____
_____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
ADDITIONS TO BUILDING
Dormer
_____
_____________________________________
______________________________________
___________________________________
Skylight
_____ Signature of Applicant
_____________________________________
Date
Penthouse
_____
_____________________________________
Chimney
_____
_____________________________________
(Rev. 12-15-88)
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ZONING GUIDELINES

ZONING CODE

134
150
154

brick laidof
upnonconforming
in common header
bond
3325.05
Definitions.
•Appendix
Land
use variance
deals with changes in use,red
expansion
uses,
andwith
D:
brick
exceeding
theFor
combined
door and
For the The
purposes
of this
chapter
the
following
increased
density
of residential
units
inareas
a zoning
district.
example,
German
Village
Chapter
of
theallowed
Columbus
Zoning
Code
window
area.the
Doors
and windows
areand
located
terms, phrases,
words and
derivationsabove
shall a garage
construction
oftheir
an apartment
increases
density
of land use
3325 of the Columbus Zoning Code created
3325.04
Village”
district created.
from the
corner“German
of the structure
a distance
as
have theChapter
meaning
givenaherein:
may require
variance.
the historical district of German Village as well as its
There is hereby created in the City of Columbus a
great as or greater than their width. Typical
Commission.
historical district to be known as the “German Village”
Commission—”German
Village Commission” is
windows
are
double-hung
with
a height to
• A standards variance grants permission to vary
from
established
development
bounded
and described
as follows:
defined as in C.C.3325.01.
ratioarea
of approximately
two
to one
andona the
standards
regarding
setback,and
side
and rear width
yard minimum
sizes, generally
and maximum
The
bounded
by Pearl
Street
3325.01
Creation,
members
terms.
single
vertical
muntin
inare
the
center
of each
Structure—”Structure”
a combination
ofover
west;for
East
Livingston
Avenue
on the
north;sash.
Lathrop
coverage
ameans
building
lot. Fences
six feet
high,
example,
considered
The
German of
Village
Commission,
consisting
of seven
Street,
Brust
Street,
Grant
Avenue,
Jaeger
Street
(7)
members,
is
hereby
established.
All
members
shall
Most windows and doors have cut stone lintels and
materials,structures
to form a construction
is safe and
and requirethat
a variance.
Blackberry
Alley on the brick
east; and
by Nursery
be
appointed
by
the
Mayor
and
shall
serve
without
and sills
with Roman-arch
heads
being Lane on
stable; including among others, stadia, gospel and
the south; being approximately 232.5 acres and being
compensation. Council recommends that appointments
employed
above
theis,smaller
attic windows
circus tents,
reviewing
stands, platforms,
To receive
a variance,
applicantsstagings,
must show true
hardship,
that
a condition
of the of the
more particularly described as follows:
to the German Village Commission be made from
one
and
one-half
story
houses.
Many
the
observation
towers,
radioconforming
towers, billboards,
land
that
makes
with
the
zoning
code
difficult
or
impossible.
The
s stone
Beginning at the southeast cornerowner’
of of
Pearl
professions and individuals such as, but not limited to,
lintels
contain
relief
various
designs
sheds, personal
coal
fences
and
display
signs.
The
financial
condition
or preferences
not considered
in evaluating
hardship.
Street
andincised
relocated
Eastof
Livingston
Avenue;
one bins,
(1) member
of
the
administrative
staff of the are
faces.easterly
Doorsalong
are usually
four-panel
term “structure”
shall
construed
as if followed
Thence
relocatedofEast
Livingston
Mayor, one
(1) be
member
of Council,
one (1) architect on their
East Livingston
to Lathrop
and two
persons
a listdistinction
of four (4) persons designAvenue
with anand
occasional
use ofAvenue
glass and
with aStreet;
by the words
“or(2)
part
therefrom
of.” The
Thence
southerly
along
Lathrop
Street
to
Beck
recommended
by
the
German
Village
Society.
Two
(2)
height to width ratio of approximately 2.3 to
1. Street;
between
“structure”
and “building”
should be noted.Variance
How
to Obtain
a Standards
members shall be appointed for an initial term of one (1) Thence westerly along Beck Street to Brust Street;
Foundations are constructed of large cut stone
“Structure” is the broader term; “building” is a
Thence southerly along Brust Street to Sycamore Street;
year; two (2) members shall be appointed for an initial
laid in Thence
mortar.
Wrought
fences,
simple
in
restricted
form
of
“structure.”
For the
purposeR-2F
of for residential
Most
of
German
Village
is
zoned
use;westerly
this zoning
limits
residential
alongiron
Sycamore
Street
to Grant
term of two (2) years; and three (3) members shall be
character,
bordered
the uses.
brick The
walks,
whichs
abatement
of nuisances,
a structure,
in addition
tounits
development
single
and
two-family
and
allows
very fewon
other
Village’
Avenue;
appointed
for antoinitial
term
of three
(3) years.
Vacancies
in most
casesTherefore,
extend toalong
theof
cutthe
stone
curbing
the above,
iscommercial
defined:
structure
shall
Thence
southerly
Grant
Avenue
to Frankfort
only
zoning
(C-4)
isinclude
onshall
Livingston
Avenue.
all
current
caused
by death,Any
resignation
or
otherwise,
be filled
Street;
for
the
unexpired
term
in
the
same
manner
as
original
the street,
are erected uses
at thethat
front
of most of
buildings,
outhouses,and
barns,
scaffolds,
commercial
office
uses inash
thepits,
Village are at
either
nonconforming
have
Thence
southerly
15-foot
alley
west of Ebner
appointments
are
made.
3325 code,
of the Columbus
the properties.
Inzoning
somealong
cases,
the As
iron
wagons,acquired
auto trailers,
junk,
rubbish,
excavations,
variances
to Chapter
the zoning
or preceded
the R-2F
in a1972.
infences
any
Street to Kossuth Street;
Zoning Code created the historical district of German
walls orcity,
anysome
objectillegal
or thing
used
or maintained
uses
have
ignored the zoningcompletely
code. surround the property. The brick
Thence westerly along Kossuth Street to Jaeger Street;
Village as well as its Commission.
walks are
laidsoutherly
in herringbone
andStreet
basket
weave Street;
above or below the ground, or any part of such
Thence
along Jaeger
to Whittier
Cut easterly
stone steps
carved
structure.
Land
use variances
do not rezone a property;patterns.
they simply
grant
permission
toStreet
usestone
Thence
along with
Whittier
to Blackberry
3325.02
Organization.
cheek
blocks
are
found
at
the
front
entrances
of
Alley;
property
in
a
very
specific
way.
This
specific
license
continues
in
effect
as
the
property
soon as convenient,
after the
appointment by the
ExteriorAs
Architectural
Feature—The
architectural
Thence
southerly
along
Blackberry
Alley
to
Nursery
of the larger
houses.
The general
scale of
passes
one owner
tomeet
the next,
as longtheassome
no changes
take place.
However,
if the
Mayor, from
the Commission
shall
and organize
treatment and general arrangement of such portion
Lane,
saidwithin
Nurserythe
Lane
being anVillage
18 foot
alley south of
election ofisa Chairman
andfor
Secretary.
Theyor
may
the structures
German
property
left vacant
two years,
is adopt
returned
to
a conforming
residential
use,
orand
of the exterior
of
a
structure
as
is
designed
to
be
Thurman
Avenue;
ruleschange
or procedures
of the
and provide
for
theirinvalid.
relationship
one toan
another,
is intimate.
any
is made
in Commission
use, the variance
becomes
(Changing
insurance
office The
Thence westerly along Nursery Lane to Pearl Street;
exposedregular
to public
and view,
specialincluding
meetings.kind, color and
typicalin
house
is
approximately
16
feet
18southeast
feet
to a dentist’s office is an example of such a change
use.)
When
any
of
these
things
Thence northerly along Pearl Street totothe
texture of the building material of such portion and
30 feet
toof40Pearl
feet.Street
Many
areEast
located
at
happen, once again the property returns to itsbyzoned
R-2F
use.
corner
andhouses
relocated
Livingston
type of 3325.03
all windows,
doors, lights, signs and other
Duties.
the front
of a 30
90 foot lot.
Avenue,
the foot
pointby
of beginning.
duties of the
German
Village Commission shall be
fixtures The
appurtenant
to such
portion.
Before
the Commission reviews your request for a variance, be sure to do your
as follows:
Building Inspector— “Building Inspector” means
Exteriorhomework.
Architectural
Characteristics
of German
In
reviewing
your
request,
the Commission will want to know how the land
(a)
To study the
problems
andTypical
determine
the needs
the officer charged with the administration
of the
Cityused
in furthering
theVillage
purpose
of restoring
Village has
Houses—Typical
architecture
been
inGerman
the past,
whether
or not and
a variance is currently in place, and when it
of the Building Code, or his
preserving
area
ofGerman
the
City known
the German ands enforcement
is characterized
bytheone
and
one-half
story as
brick
was
granted.
The
Village
Commission’
top priority is preserving the residential
regularly authorized deputy.
Village.
housesquality
with
gray
gabled roofs
pitchedrequests
at
of slate,
the Village.
Therefore,
for more nonconforming commercial uses
(b) To determine what legislation, if any, is necessary to
approximately
forty-fiveof
degrees
to the buildings
horizontal to office or retail uses are not likely to receive
and
conversion
residential
preserve, restore and develop the German Village area3325.06 Limitation on issuance of building
and two
andtoone-half
story
brick houses
with hip
favorable
recommendations.
and
recommend
legislation
to the Council.
permit.
roofs of(c)
similar
character.
Chimneys
extending
to provide
for regular
and special
meetings to
/PQFSNJUTIBMMCFJTTVFECZUIF#VJMEJOH
of paragraphs
(a) and (b)
from theaccomplish
ridge linethe
of purposes
roofs predominate.
Most
Inspector for the construction of any structure
herein.
roofs have
moderate overhangs with hanging
in the German Village or the reconstruction
gutters. All facades of the houses are simple in
of any structure in the German Village or the
composition, composed of areas of soft, burned
reconstruction, alteration, or demolition of

149

ZONING CODE

155
151

APPENDIX D

proposed construction,
reconstruction,
alteration
or bond with
red brick
laid up in common
header
any structure now3325.05
or hereafter
Definitions.
in said German
demolition of thebrick
structure
exterior architectural
areasorexceeding
the combined door and
Village, except in cases
For the
excluded
purposes
by Section
of this chapter
3325.11the following
features
will be appropriate
to and
the preservation
area. Doors
windows are located
C.C., unless the application
terms, phrases,
for such
words
permit
and shall
their derivations
shallinvolved window
of German Village
pursuant
to the
of this
from
the corner
of purposes
the structure
a distance as
be certified under have
Section
the3325.08
meaningC.C.
giventhat
herein:
no
Chapter and whether,
not
that itwidth.
may Typical
great as
orwithstanding
greater than their
exterior architectural feature is involved or shall
Commission—”German Village Commission” is
be inappropriatewindows
owing toare
conditions
especially
double-hung
with a height to
be accompanied by a certificate of appropriateness
defined as in C.C.3325.01.
affecting the structure
but not affecting
width involved,
ratio of approximately
two to one and a
issued under Section 3325.08 C.C.
the German
Village
generally,
a
single
vertical failure
muntintoinissue
the center
of each sash.
Structure—”Structure” means a combination
of
will
involve
substantial
Most windows
and
doorsahave
cut stone lintels
3325.07 Certificate
materials,
of non-applicability
to form a construction
of
that iscertificate
safe and of appropriateness
and Roman-arch
such a certificate
and sills with
brick heads being
Chapter 3325. stable; including among others, stadia, hardship
gospel andto the applicant,
may
be issued without
substantial
detriment
to the
employed
above the
smaller attic
windows of the
Except in cases excluded
circus tents,
by C.C.
reviewing
3325.11,stands,
every platforms,
stagings,
public welfare and
substantial
onewithout
and one-half
storyderogation
houses. Many of the stone
person who appliesobservation
for a building
towers,
permit
radio
to towers, billboards,
from
and purpose
this Chapter.
containof
incised
relief of In
various designs
construct any structure
sheds,incoal
thebins,
German
fences
Village
and display
or
signs.
Thethe interestlintels
the Commission
on their faces. Doors
are usuallyshall
of four-panel
to alter, change theterm
exterior
“structure”
color ofshall
or demolish
be construed as ifpassing
followedupon appropriateness,
consider, in addition
to with
any other
pertinentuse
factors,
design
an occasional
of glass and with a
any structure nowby
or the
hereafter
wordsin
“orsaid
partGerman
there of.” The distinction
thebeexterior
style,
general
height toarchitectural
width ratio of
approximately
2.3 to 1.
Village shall deposit
between
with the
“structure”
secretaryand
of “building”
the
should
noted. significance,
design,
texture, material
and color
thecut stone
Foundations
are constructed
of of
large
German Village Commission
“Structure” is
histhe
application
broader term; “building”
is a arrangement,
exteriorofarchitectural
involved
andiron
the fences,
relationsimple in
laid infeature
mortar.
Wrought
for such building permit
restricted
together
form of
with
“structure.”
all plansFor the purpose
architectural
of other
character,
bordered features
on the brick
walks, which
and specifications abatement
for the workofinvolved.
nuisances,
Within
a structure, in thereof
additiontotothe exterior
structures
most casesneighborhood.
extend to the cut stone curbing
thirty days, the Commission
the above, isshall
defined:
consider
Anysuch
structure shall
include in theinimmediate
at the street, are erected at the front of most of
application, plans and
buildings,
specifications
outhouses,
andbarns,
determine
scaffolds, ash pits,
3325.09 Issuance
certificate.
theofproperties.
In some cases, the iron fences
whether any exterior
wagons,
architectural
auto trailers,
feature
junk,
is rubbish, excavations,
If the Commission
determines
that the
completely
surround
theproposed
property. The brick
involved. If the Commission
walls or anydetermines
object or thing
that no
used or maintained
reconstruction
of the
walks are laidorinalteration
herringbone
and basket weave
exterior architectural
above
feature
or below
is involved,
the ground,
it shallor any partconstruction,
of such
exterior architectural
features
willwith
be carved stone
patterns.
Cut involved
stone steps
cause its secretary structure.
to endorse on the building permit
appropriate or, although
inappropriate
cheek blocks
are foundowing
at the to
front entrances of
application, certification of such determination and
Exterior Architectural Feature—The architectural
conditions aforesaid,
issuehouses.
a certificate
of
somefailure
of the to
larger
The general
scale of
return the application plans and specifications to the
treatment and general arrangement of such portion
appropriateness the
willstructures
result in substantial
within thehardship
German Village and
applicant.
of the exterior of a structure as is designed to be
to the applicant and
thereof
be madeis intimate. The
theirissuance
relationship
onemay
to another,
exposed to public view, including kind, color and
without substantial
detriment
derogation as 16 feet to 18 feet
typical
house isorapproximately
3325.08 Certificate of appropriateness.
texture of the building material of such portion and
aforesaid, or if the
makehouses
the are located at
byCommission
30 feet to 40 fails
feet.to
Many
No person shall construct any exterior architectural
type of all windows, doors, lights, signs and other
determination hereinbefore
the front of prescribed,
a 30 foot bythe
90secretary
foot lot. of
features in the German Village, or reconstruct,
fixtures appurtenant to such portion.
the Commission shall forthwith issue to the applicant
alter, change the exterior color of or demolish any
Building Inspector— “Building Inspector” means
a certificate
such feature now or
Exterior
hereafter
Architectural
in said district,
Characteristics
until Typical
of German of appropriateness. If the Commission
the officer charged with the administration
that a certificate of appropriateness should
such person shall have:
Village(1)
Houses—Typical
filed with the secretary
German Villagedetermines
architecture
and enforcement of the Building Code, or his
not brick
issue, the Commission shall forthwith spread
of the Commissionis an
characterized
application by
forone
a certificate
and one-half story
regularly authorized deputy.
uponatits records the reasons for such determination
of appropriatenesshouses
in suchwith
formgray
andslate,
withgabled
such roofs pitched
may include recommendations respecting the
plans, specifications
and other material
as the
approximately
forty-five
degrees to theand
horizontal
3325.06 Limitation on issuance of building
proposed
Commission may and
fromtwo
time
to one-half
time prescribe;
and
story brick houses
with hipconstruction, reconstruction or alteration.
permit.
Thereupon the secretary of the Commission shall
and (2) a certificateroofs
of appropriateness
shall Chimneys extending
of similar character.
/PQFSNJUTIBMMCFJTTVFECZUIF#VJMEJOH
forthwith
have been issued asfrom
hereinafter
in this
the ridgeprovided
line of roofs
predominate.
Most notify the applicant of such determination
Inspector for the construction of any structure
transmitting to him an attested copy of the reasons
section. Within forty-five
roofs have
days
moderate
after theoverhangs
filing of with hanging
in the German Village or the reconstruction
150
and recommendations,
of the Commission.
an application for gutters.
a certificate
All facades
of appropriateness,
of the houses are simple
in
of any structure in the German Village or the
the Commission shall
determinecomposed
whether the
composition,
of areas of soft, burned
reconstruction, alteration, or demolition of
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ZONING CODE

134
150
156

151

proposed
reconstruction,
alteration
or
brick laidconstruction,
upnonconforming
in common
header
bond
with
3325.05
any structure
Definitions.
now
or hereafter
saidchanges
Germanin use,red
• Land
use variance
dealsinwith
expansion
of
uses,
and
demolition
of the
structure
or
exterior
architectural
brick
exceeding
theFor
combined
door
and
For
Village,
the purposes
except
inofcases
this
excluded
chapter
the
by following
Sectionunits
3325.11
increased
density
of residential
allowed
inareas
a zoning
district.
example,
features
involved
willand
be windows
appropriate
the preservation
window
area.
Doors
aretoand
located
terms,
C.C., unless
phrases,
thewords
application
and
derivations
such permit
shall
shalla garage
construction
oftheir
anforapartment
above
increases
the
density
of land use
of German
Village
pursuant
to athe
purposes
from
the corner
of the
structure
distance
as of this
have
be certified
the meaning
under
given
Section
3325.08 C.C. that no
may
require
aherein:
variance.
Chapter
whether,
not withstanding
great
as or and
greater
than their
width. Typicalthat it may
exterior architectural feature is involved or shall
Commission—”German Village Commission” is
befrom
inappropriate
owing
towith
conditions
windows
are
double-hung
a heightespecially
to
be accompanied
by a certificate
of appropriateness
• A standards
permission to vary
established
development
variance grants
defined as in C.C.3325.01.
affecting
structure
involved,
butone
notand
affecting
ratiothe
of approximately
two to
a
issued under
Sectionregarding
3325.08 C.C.
standards
setback, side and rear width
yard
minimum
sizes, and
maximum
thehigh,
German
Village in
generally,
failure
to issue
single
vertical
muntin
theconsidered
center
of each
sash.a
Structure—”Structure”
a combination
coverage of ameans
building
lot. Fencesofover six feet
for example,
are
certificate
of appropriateness
willstone
involve
a substantial
Most
windows
and doors have cut
lintels
materials,
3325.07structures
toCertificate
form a construction
of non-applicability
is safe and
of
and
requirethat
a variance.
hardship
to Roman-arch
the applicant,brick
and such
certificate
and
sills with
headsa being
stable;
Chapter
including
3325.among others, stadia, gospel and
may
be issued
without
substantial
to the
employed
above
theis,smaller
attic windows
circus
Except
tents,
cases
reviewing
excluded
stands,
by C.C.
platforms,
3325.11,
stagings,
everyshow true
Toinreceive
a variance,
applicants
must
hardship,
that
a condition
ofdetriment
the of the
public
welfareorand
without
substantial
derogation
and
one-half
story
houses.
Many
of the
observation
personland
whothat
towers,
applies
radio
for aconforming
towers,
buildingbillboards,
permit
makes
withtothe zoningone
code
difficult
impossible.
The
owner’
s stone
from
the interest
purpose
of thisdesigns
Chapter. In
lintels
contain
incised
relief
of various
sheds,
construct
coal any
bins,structure
fences
and
incondition
the
display
German
signs.
The or are
personal
financial
orVillage
preferences
not considered
inand
evaluating
hardship.
uponDoors
appropriateness,
thefour-panel
Commission shall
onpassing
their faces.
are usually of
term
to alter,
“structure”
changeshall
the exterior
be construed
color of
as or
if followed
demolish
consider,
to any
pertinent
design
withinanaddition
occasional
use other
of glass
and withfactors,
a
by
any
thestructure
words “ornow
partorthere
hereafter
of.” The
in said
distinction
German
the exterior
significance,
architectural2.3
style,
general
height
to width
ratio of approximately
to 1.
between
VillageHow
shall
“structure”
deposit
and
with
“building”
the secretary
shouldofbethe
noted.Variance
to Obtain
a Standards
design, arrangement,
texture,
color of the
Foundations
are constructed
ofmaterial
large cutand
stone
“Structure”
German Village
is the Commission
broader term;his
“building”
application
is a
exterior
architectural
feature
involved
andin
the relation
laid
in mortar.
iron
fences,
simple
restricted
for such
building
form
“structure.”
permit Village
together
For the
purpose
all plans
of for residential
Most
of ofGerman
iswith
zoned
R-2F
use; Wrought
this zoning
limits
residential
thereof
the exterior
architectural
features
character,
bordered
the
brick The
walks,
whichs of other
abatement
and specifications
of nuisances,
fortothe
a structure,
workand
involved.
in addition
Withintounits and
development
single
two-family
allowsto
very
fewon
other
uses.
Village’
inextend
the immediate
neighborhood.
instructures
most
casesTherefore,
to all
theof
cutthe
stone
curbing
the
thirty
above,
days,
iscommercial
defined:
the Commission
Anyzoning
structure
shall(C-4)
consider
shall isinclude
such
only
on
Livingston
Avenue.
current
the street,
are erected uses
at thethat
front
of most of
buildings,
application,
outhouses,
plans and
barns,
specifications
scaffolds,
and
ash
pits,
commercial
and
office
uses in
thedetermine
Village are at
either
nonconforming
have
3325.09
Issuance
of cases,
certificate.
the
properties.
Inzoning
some
the As
ironinfences
wagons,
whether
auto
any trailers,
exterior
junk,
architectural
rubbish,
feature
excavations,
is
acquired
variances
to the zoning
code,
or preceded
the R-2F
in 1972.
any
If the Commission
determines
proposed
surround the
property.that
Thethe
brick
walls
involved.
orcity,
any
Ifsome
object
the Commission
or thing
used
determines
or maintained
thatthe
no zoningcompletely
illegal
uses
have
ignored
code.
construction,
or alteration
of the
walks
are laid inreconstruction
herringbone and
basket weave
above
exterior
or below
architectural
the ground,
feature
orisany
involved,
part of itsuch
shall
exterior
architectural
features
involved
will be
Cut
stone steps
with carved
structure.
cause Land
its secretary
to endorse
therezone
building
permit patterns.
use variances
doonnot
a property;
they
simply
grant
permission
to usestone
appropriate
or, found
although
inappropriate
owing
cheek
blocks
are
at the
frontproperty
entrances
of to
application,
certification
such determination
and license
property
in a veryofspecific
way. This specific
continues
in effect
as the
Exterior Architectural Feature—The architectural
conditions
aforesaid,
failure
issue
ascale
certificate
of
of the larger
houses.
Thetogeneral
of
returnpasses
the application
andtospecifications
the assome
from oneplans
owner
the next, astolong
no
changes
take place.
However,
if the
treatment and general arrangement of such portion
appropriateness
willthe
result
in substantial
hardship
the
structures
within
German
Village
applicant.
property is left vacant for two years, or is returned
to a conforming
residential
use, orand
of the exterior of a structure as is designed to be
to invalid.
the
applicant
and to
issuance
thereof
may beThe
made
their
relationship
one
another,
is intimate.
any change is made in use, the variance becomes
(Changing
an
insurance
office
exposed to public view, including kind, color and
without
substantial
detriment
derogation
typical
isWhen
approximately
16orfeet
to 18 feetas
3325.08
of appropriateness.
to a Certificate
dentist’s office
is an example of such a change
inhouse
use.)
any
of these
things
texture of the building material of such portion and
aforesaid,
the Commission
to makeatthe
30 feetR-2F
toor40ifuse.
feet.
Many housesfails
are located
No person
shallonce
construct
architectural
happen,
againany
theexterior
property
returns to itsbyzoned
type of all windows, doors, lights, signs and other
determination
prescribed,
the secretary of
the
front of a 30 hereinbefore
foot by 90 foot
lot.
features in the German Village, or reconstruct,
fixtures appurtenant to such portion.
theaCommission
forthwith
alter, change
color ofreviews
or demolish
Beforethe
theexterior
Commission
yourany
request for
variance, be shall
sure to
do yourissue to the applicant
Building Inspector— “Building Inspector” means
a certificate
of want
appropriateness.
If the
Exterior
such feature
Architectural
now orIn
Characteristics
hereafter
in said
Typical
of German
until
homework.
reviewing
yourdistrict,
request,
the Commission
will
to know how
theCommission
land
the officer charged with the administration
determines
that a certificate
of appropriateness
should
Village
such person
Houses—Typical
shallused
have:inGerman
(1)
Village
with
thearchitecture
secretary
has
been
thefiled
past,
whether
or not a variance
is currently
in place, and
when it
and enforcement of the Building Code, or his
issue,
the Commission
isofcharacterized
thewas
Commission
by one
an
and
application
one-halffor
story
a certificate
brick
granted.
The
German
Village
Commission’not
s top
priority
is preservingshall
theforthwith
residentialspread
regularly authorized deputy.
uponnonconforming
its records the reasons
for such
determination
houses
of appropriateness
with gray
such
gabled
form
roofs
and
pitched
with such
at
quality
of slate,
theinVillage.
Therefore,
requests
for more
commercial
uses
recommendations
respecting the
plans,and
specifications
andof
other
material
as the to officeand
approximately
forty-five
degrees
to the buildings
horizontal
conversion
residential
or may
retailinclude
uses are
not likely to receive
3325.06 Limitation on issuance of building
proposed construction, reconstruction or alteration.
Commission
may
from
time
to time
prescribe;
and
two
and one-half
story
brick
houses
with hip
favorable
recommendations.
permit.
Thereupon the secretary of the Commission shall
and (2)
a certificate
of appropriateness
shall
roofs
of similar
character.
Chimneys extending
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forthwith notify the applicant of such determination
havethe
been
issued
provided Most
in this
from
ridge
lineasofhereinafter
roofs predominate.
Inspector for the construction of any structure
transmitting to him an attested copy of the reasons
roofs
section.
haveWithin
moderate
forty-five
overhangs
days with
after hanging
the filing of
in the German Village or the reconstruction
and recommendations, of the Commission.
gutters.
an application
All facades
for aofcertificate
the houses
of are
appropriateness,
simple in
of any structure in the German Village or the
the Commission
shall determine
the
composition,
composed
of areas ofwhether
soft, burned
reconstruction, alteration, or demolition of

ZONING CODE

157
153

of the Columbus City Codes, 1959, or which
3325.095 Failure to maintain.
Appendix E:
No person,
beingof
thethe
owner
of a building
in Code the Building Inspector shall certify pursuant to
The Home Occupation
Section
Columbus
Zoning

APPENDIX E

Chapter 4109 of the Columbus City Codes, 1959,
German Village, shall by willful action or willful
Section 3337.24 of the
Columbus
Codesufficient and5.reasonable
No person other
than a permanent
as required
for publicresident
safety being an unsafe or
neglect,
fail toCity
provide
permits a home occupation
as
an
accessory
use
of
the
dwelling
unit
shall
be
engaged
dangerous condition. in or
care, maintenance and upkeep appropriate to
if it is compatible withensure
the residential
character
employed
at
any
home occupation within
such building’s perpetuation and to prevent
The
Housing
Inspector
or the Building Inspector
of the neighborhood in
it is located,
and is
such dwelling unit except
that
in connection
its which
destruction
by deterioration.
This provision
shall
send
a
copy
of
any
notice
issued pursuant to
conducted so as not toshall
havebeaninadverse
additioneffect
to allonother applicablewith
codethe practice of a profession which can be
or Chapter
4109, respectively, of the
the average neighbor under
normal
practiced only Chapter
with the 4515
assistance
of supportive
provisions.
By circumstances;
resolution the German Village
Columbus
City
Codes,
1959,
to set standards by which
to judge shall
the operation
of
personnel, one person not residing in the to the German Village
Commission
present evidence
of a violation
Commission.
TheProfession
German Village Commission
such use; and to prohibit
uses
are incompatible
dwelling
unit may
be employed.
hereof
tothat
the Regulations
Administration
thereon.
shall
have
the
right
to appeal
with permissible uses in residential districts. A
is limited herein to architect, attorney,
clergy,any notice so issued
within
30 daysorfrom
receipt of said notice according
home occupation may3325.10
be an accessory
in
dentist, engineer,
physician,
surgeon.
Noticeuse
of demolition.
to
the
procedures
established
in the Housing Code,
any residential districtNo
subject
toshall
the following
person
demolish any structure or exterior
Title 45 or the Building Code, Title 41.
conditions:
6. in No
architectural feature now or hereafter
the storage of equipment or materials used in a
German Village until there has been filedhome
withoccupation shall be outside the principal
3325.12 Severability.
1. Any home occupation
use shall beanconfined
residence.
the Commission
application for a certificate
The provisions of this Chapter shall be deemed to
to the principal residence
of the individual
of appropriateness
setting forth the intent to
bebe
severable;
any of its provisions shall be
so engaged, shalldemolish
be excluded
any yard
No change shall
made inand
anyifutility
suchfrom
structure
or exterior7.architectural
held
unconstitutional
by any court of competent
or accessory building,
shall bewith
clearly
featureand
together
a written statementline,
thatmeter, or service to accommodate
jurisdiction
the decision
incidental and subordinate
to the
a home occupation
and utility
use shall of such court shall not
such structure
or primary
exterior architectural feature
impair
any
of
the
remaining
residential use. is not historically or architecturally significant
not unreasonably exceed that normally
or provisions.
previously used at such residence.
or otherwise worthy of preservation. Upon
3325.13 Penalty.
2. No alteration shall
be
made
in
either
the
determination by the Commission that such
Whoever constructs, reconstructs or alters any
internal or external
structural
form ofarchitectural
the
8. No
structure
or exterior
feature
is equipment or process shall be used in any
architectural feature now or hereafter in German
residential building
the external
appearance significant
home
not or
historically
or architecturally
oroccupation which emits radiation or
Village inglare,
violation
of this
Chapter shall be deemed
for purposes of home
occupation.
removal a certificate
createsofnoise, vibration,
fumes,
odors,
otherwise
worthy The
of preservation,
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
and
shall be fined not less
of partitions or floors
or parts thereof,
shall
or electrical
appropriateness
shall be
issued. The applicant
shall interference detectable to the
$50.00
norfor
more
than
$5,000.00.
be construed as an
alteration
external
normal senses than
off the
lot used
such
home
then
apply forofathe
permit
to demolish the structure
or internal structural
form, architectural
and is, therefore
occupation.
InWhoever
the case ofdemolishes
electrical interference,
a substantial part or all of
or exterior
feature as required
by
prohibited.
no
equipment
or
process
shall
be
used
which
any
buildings
in
German
Village in violation of this
Section 4113.01, Columbus City Codes, 1959.
creates visual or
audible
interference.
chapter shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
3. No evidence of any
home
occupation
shall
be
and shall be fined not less than $10,000.00 nor more
3325.11 Exclusions.
visible from off the
lot
where
it
is
conducted
9.
No
traffic
shall
be generated
by any home
than
$25,000.00.
Nothing in this Chapter shall be construed to
except for no more
than any
one ordinary
permissible
occupation
greater in volume
prevent
maintenance or repair
of an unreasonably
Whoever causes, by willful action or willful neglect,
graphic installedexterior
pursuant
to
Section
3377.32
or
different
in
nature
than
would otherwise
architectural feature now or hereafter in
any alteration of or demolition of any building in
C.C.
normally
in the residential neighborhood
the German Village which involves no change
in occurGerman
Village in violation of this Chapter shall
in
which
it
is
located.
material, design, arrangement, texture, or color;
be required to restore or reconstruct such building
4. No more than 20nor
percent
of the livable
area
shall anything
in this
Chapter be construed to
in accordance with C.C. 3325.08. Restoration or
of any residence prevent
shall be the
usedconstruction,
for home reconstruction,
10. No
wholesale or retail business shall be
alteration,
reconstruction shall be in addition to any criminal
occupation.
dwelling unit
or demolition of any building or feature conducted
which the in apenalty
and not in lieu thereof.
Housing Inspector has designated as an unsafe
152
building or feature pursuant to Chapter 4515
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ZONING CODE

134
152
158

the Columbus
City Codes, 1959,
or which
3325.095
Failure
to maintain.
• Appendix
Land
use variance
deals with changes in use,ofexpansion
of nonconforming
uses,
and
E:
the in
Building
Inspector
shall
pursuant to
No person,
being
the
ownerof
of residential
a building
inunits
increased
density
allowed
a zoning
district.
Forcertify
example,
The
Home
Occupation
Section
of the
Columbus
Zoning
Code
Chapter
4109the
of the
Columbus
City
Germanconstruction
Village, shall by
action or above
willful a garage
ofwillful
an apartment
increases
density
of land
useCodes,
and 1959,
3337.24asufficient
of
the Columbus
City Code as required
5. forNo
person
other
thanana unsafe
permanent
public
safety
being
or resident
neglect,Section
fail
provide
and reasonable
maytorequire
variance.
permits a home
occupation
as an accessory
use dangerous condition.
of the dwelling unit shall be engaged in or
care, maintenance
and upkeep
appropriate
to
if
it
is
compatible
with
the
residential
character
employeddevelopment
at any home occupation within
ensure• such
building’variance
s perpetuation
to preventto vary from established
grantsand
permission
A standards
The
Housing
Inspector
or the Building
Inspector
ofstandards
the neighborhood
in which
isside
located,
suchsizes,
dwelling
except that
in connection
its destruction
by deterioration.
This itprovision
regarding
setback,
and and
rearisyard minimum
andunit
maximum
shall
send
a
copy
of
any
notice
issued
pursuant
to can be
conducted
so
as
not
to
have
an
adverse
effect
on
with
the
practice
of
a
profession
which
shall be in
additionoftoaall
other applicable
code
coverage
building
lot. Fences
over six feet high, for example, are considered
Chapter 4515practiced
or Chapter
4109,
of the
the
average
neighbor
circumstances;
only
withrespectively,
the assistance
of supportive
provisions.
By resolution
theunder
German
Village
structures
and require
anormal
variance.
Columbus
City
Codes,
1959,
to
the
German
Village
to
set
standards
by
which
to
judge
the
operation
of
personnel,
one
person
not
residing
in the
Commission shall present evidence of a violation
Commission.
The
German
Village
Commission
such
and
to prohibit
uses thatmust
are
incompatible
may be employed.
hereofTo
toreceive
theuse;
Regulations
Administration
thereon.
a variance,
applicants
show true hardship,dwelling
that is, unit
a condition
of the Profession
shall have theisright
to appeal
any
notice so attorney,
issued clergy,
with
permissible
uses
in
residential
districts.
A
limited
herein
to
architect,
land that makes conforming with the zoning code difficult or impossible. The owner’s
30 daysdentist,
from receipt
of said
noticeor
according
home
occupation
may
be an accessory
use in arewithin
physician,
surgeon.
3325.10
Notice
of demolition.
personal
financial
condition
or preferences
not considered
in engineer,
evaluating
hardship.
to
the
procedures
established
in
the
Housing
Code,
any
residential
district
subject
to
the
following
No person shall demolish any structure or exterior
Title 45 or
Building
Title 41. or materials used in a
conditions:
6. theNo
storageCode,
of equipment
architectural
feature now or hereafter in the
home occupation shall be outside the principal
German
Village
there hasabeen
filed with Variance
How
tountil
Obtain
Standards
3325.12
Severability.
1. Any home
occupation
shall be confined
residence.
the Commission
an application
foruse
a certificate
The provisions of this Chapter shall be deemed to
to
the
principal
residence
of
the
individual
of appropriateness
settingVillage
forth the
intent to
Most of German
is zoned
R-2F for residential use; this zoning limits residential
be severable;
and
ifchange
any ofshall
its provisions
so
engaged,
shall
be
excluded
from
any
yard
7. very
Nofew
be made
inshall
anybe
utility
demolish
such structure
or exterior
architectural
development
to single
and two-family
units
and allows
other uses.
The Village’
s
held
unconstitutional
by
any
court
of
competent
or
accessory
building,
and
shall
be
clearly
line,
meter,
or
service
to
accommodate
feature
together
with a written
thatLivingston Avenue. Therefore, all of the current
only
commercial
zoningstatement
(C-4) is on
jurisdiction the
decision
of such court
shall not
incidental
subordinate
to
the
primary
a home
occupation
utility
use shall
such structure
or exterior
architectural
feature
commercial
andand
office
uses in the
Village
are either nonconforming
uses thatand
have
impair
any
of
the
remaining
provisions.
residential
use.
not
unreasonably
exceed
that
normally
or
is notacquired
historically
or architecturally
significant
variances
to the zoning
code, or preceded the R-2F zoning in 1972. As in any
previously used at such residence.
or otherwise
worthy
of preservation.
Upon the zoning code.
city, some
illegal
uses have ignored
3325.13 Penalty.
2.
No
alteration
shall
be
made
in
either
the
determination by the Commission that such
reconstructs
or alters any
or
external
structural
of the Whoever
8.constructs,
No
equipment
or process
structure
exterior
architectural
feature
Landorinternal
use
variances
do not
rezoneisform
a property;
they simply
grant
permission
to useshall be used in any
architectural
feature
now
or
hereafter
in
German
residential
building
orsignificant
the external
appearance
homeinoccupation
which
emits
radiation or
not historically
or aarchitecturally
property
in
very
specific
way.
Thisorspecific
license continues
effect as the
property
Village
in
violation
of
this
Chapter
shall
be
deemed
for
purposes
of home
creates
noise,However,
vibration,ifglare,
otherwise
worthy
ofone
preservation,
a certificate
oflongremoval
passes
from
owner
to occupation.
the
next, asThe
as no changes take
place.
the fumes, odors,
guilty of a misdemeanor
and
shall be fined
not less
of
partitions
or
floors
or
parts
thereof,
shall
or
electrical
interference
detectable
to the
appropriateness
issued.
property isshall
left be
vacant
forThe
twoapplicant
years, orshall
is returned to a conforming residential use, or
than
$50.00
nor
more
than
$5,000.00.
be aconstrued
alteration
of the external
normal senses
the lot used
for such home
then apply
for
permit
toasdemolish
thevariance
structure
any change
is made
inanuse,
the
becomes invalid. (Changing
an off
insurance
office
or
internal
structural
form,
and
is,
therefore
occupation.
In
the
case
of
electrical
Whoever
demolishes
substantial
or all of interference,
or exterior
architectural
requiredofby
to a dentist’
s officefeature
is an as
example
such a change
in use.)
When aany
of thesepart
things
prohibited.
equipment
or process
shall beofused
buildings
inuse.
German
Village
in violation
this which
Section
4113.01,
Columbus
City
Codes, 1959.
happen,
once
again the
property
returns to itsany
zoned
R-2Fno
creates
visual
or
audible
interference.
chapter shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
3.
No
evidence
of
any
home
occupation
shall
be
be finedbenot
lesstothan
$10,000.00 nor more
3325.11
Exclusions.
Before
the Commission reviews your requestand
for shall
a variance,
sure
do your
visible
from
off
the
lot
where
it
is
conducted
9.
No
traffic
shall
be
by any home
than $25,000.00.
Nothing
in this Chapter
shall beyour
construed
to the Commission
homework.
In reviewing
request,
will want to know generated
how the land
except
forin
nothe
more
than
permissible
occupation
unreasonably
greater in volume
prevent
ordinary
maintenance
orone
repair
of an
hasany
been
used
past,
whether
or
not a variance
currently
in place,
andorwhen
Whoeveris causes,
by willful
action
willfulit neglect,
graphic
installed
pursuant
to
Section
3377.32
or
different
in
nature
than
would otherwise
exterior
feature
now or
hereafter
in
wasarchitectural
granted. The
German
Village
Commission’
top priority
preservingofthe
anys alteration
of oris demolition
anyresidential
building in
normally occur
in the residential
neighborhood
the German
Village
involves
no change
in forGerman
qualityC.C.
of the which
Village.
Therefore,
requests
more nonconforming
commercial
uses shall
Village in violation
of this Chapter
in
which
it
is
located.
material,
arrangement,
texture,buildings
or color; to office
anddesign,
conversion
of residential
or retailtouses
are not
likely to receive
be required
restore
or reconstruct
such building
4.
No
more
than
20
percent
of
the
livable
area
nor shall
anything
in this Chapter be construed to
favorable
recommendations.
in accordance with C.C. 3325.08. Restoration or
any residence
shall be used alteration,
for home
10. No wholesale or retail business shall be
prevent the of
construction,
reconstruction,
reconstruction shall be in addition to any criminal
occupation.
conducted in a dwelling unit
or demolition
of any building or feature which the
penalty and not in lieu thereof.
Housing Inspector has designated as an unsafe
building or feature pursuant to Chapter 4515

153
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Glossary Of Architectural Terms

Today the Village’s successful revitalization has increased pressure for more intensive
Frieze:Baluster:
A wooden
member,
found
just
Muntin:to
The
the to
small
Vertical
member,
usually wood,
Cornerboard:
Amake
boardupused
cover
thethe
commercial
development.
Its proximity
the pieces
countythat
courthouse
complex
makes
below the
where
the
wall
surface
subdivisions
in
a
multiple-pane
glass
window.
thatpoint
supports
the
railing
of
a
porch
or
the
exposed
ends
of
wood
siding
to
give
a
finished
Village an attractive office area for lawyers and other professionals. The neighborhood’s
meets the
building’
corniceand
or charm
roof make it an ideal location
handrail
ofcharacter
as stairway.
appearance
and help make
the building
for restaurants
and retail
uses. Its property
overhang.
Ornamentation:
Decoration,
usually
watertight.
values are quite affordable when compared to downtown property. These factors have
nonstructural,
is applieduses.
to a One
building
togreatest
Balustrade:
or parapet
led A
to railing
the conversion
of consisting
residential
buildings tothat
commercial
of the
Gable:ofThe
triangular
section
of
the
end
increase
its
visual
interest.
a handrail
on
balusters,
sometimes
also
Cornice:
The
projecting
uppermost
portion
challenges facing the Village today is how to integrate commercial development
wall ofincludes
a gable roof.
a sensitively
bottom rail.
of a wall,
sometimes
treated
in a decorative
in certain areas, while maintaining
a viable
residential
neighborhood.
Parapet:manner
The portion
of an exterior wall that
with brackets.
GableBargeboard:
roof: A roof
that
has one
slope
on
rises
aboveOwner
the roof, usually in the
A board,
often
decoratively
Your
Responsibilities
as
a entirely
Property
opposite
sides that
of the
ridge,
with a gable at
low retaining
may used as
carved,
hangs
perpendicular
from theform of aDentil:
One of wall;
a rowthe
of parapet
small blocks
either end.
be shaped
orthese
stepped.
projectingAll
edgeGerman
of a roof
gable.property owners
part
of
the
decoration in regarding
a frieze or cornice.
Village
share
responsibilities
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neighborhood zoning:
Gambrel
roof: siding:
A roof that
has two
slopes
The triangular
faceextension
of a roof of a
Beveled
Tapered
wood
siding Pediment:
Dormer:
A structural
on opposite
sides•ofYou
a ridge.
gable;
or
a
gable
that
is
used
in
porches;
or
aslight and
that overlaps
for
weather
protection,
building’
s
roof,
intended
to provide
are responsible for complying with the zoning code for your own property.
Before
windows,
doors,
dormers.
applied horizontally
on buildings
in a half-story;
usually
contains
purchasing
property, of
doframe
somedecoration
researchheadroom
toover
verify
zoning.
At theorsame
time,
you can
Hipped
roof: A roof
that
has
a
slope
on
construction.
window(s)
on
its
vertical
face.
identify any variances required for proposed additions, new construction, or charge of
all four sides of the land
building.
Pilaster:
A flat
pier that
is attached
to the
use. Then follow the zoning
variance
processes
described
in this
chapter.
surface ofDouble-hung
the wall and has
little projection;
Board and batten siding: A wood siding
window:
A window with
Hoodmold:
Decorative,
may
be given
base and
cap,
may
be property and
consisting
vertical
boards with
narrow the pier
balanced
with
one
sliding
•of You
areprojecting
responsible
for understanding
thattwo
decisions
aboutasashes,
variances
can
affect
your
elementvertical
placedstrips
overhave
a(battens)
window;
may
extend
smooth
or
fluted.
placed
over
the
joints.
vertically
over
the
other
to
open.
implications for the entire neighborhood. For example, the expansion of a commercial
down the sides of a use
window
well as
couldasresult
in more noise and traffic congestion that might have an adverse effect
surround
the top.A projecting
Prism glass:
of glass, of
usually
set
Bracket:
member,
oftenproperties.
Eaves:Small
The panes
lower portion
the sloping
on adjacent residential
or metal
in thethe
transom
decorative, that supports an overhanging in a wood
surface
of aframework
roof, especially
part that
Lintel:weight,
Horizontal
structural
element
at
over
a
storefront
or
entrance.
such
as
a
cornice.
overhangs
the
building’
s
wall.
• You are responsible for being involved in the zoning process, by reporting any suspected zoning
the top of a windowviolations.
or door; The
it carries
the
city government
enforces the zoning code. To assist in enforcement,
load ofBulkhead:
the wall above
and
may
be
of
wood,
Public
right-of-way:
The
boundaries
In
commercial
buildings,
thetoarea
Exterior
architectural
feature: As
report suspected violations
the Building
Regulation
Department.
stone, or
metal.
thebypublic
has a right
to travel,
below
the display windows at the sidewalkwithin which
defined
ordinance,
the term
refers to
even
though
the
property
in
question
may
be
level.
the
architectural
treatment
and
general
Zoning Variances
Mansard roof: In
A roof
that to
hasregulating
a double land use,
privately
owned.
example,
ownership
of a for the
arrangement
ofsets
the certain
exterior
of a structure
and
addition
the city
zoningFor
code
standards
slope on
all four sides,
with
the
lower
slope
Casement
window:
A
window
that
swings
city
lot
may
extend
to
the
curb,
but
there
may
its
appurtenant
fixtures,
including
type,
color,
development of property; these involve minimum lot sizes, building setbacks, building
being quite
steepon
oritsnearly
vertical.
outward
side
hinges.
be A
a public
right-of-way
along
the sidewalk
material,
and gives
texture.
height,
and
parking requirements.
zoning
variance
a property
owneron
permission
private
land.
to do something not usually allowed in a particular zoned district. Owners may request
Modillion:
A horizontal
or scroll
Column:
A supporting
round
post
found
on
Facade:
The architectural
two
typesbracket
of variances:
land
use variances
or standards
variances. “face” of a building;
that appears
at theporches,
buildingand
or porch
storefronts,
balconies; may beRowhouse:
A residential
usually
refers to thebuilding,
front. usually
cornice.fluted
Known
as a block modillion if a
or smooth.
built as rental apartments, in which the
flat block.
floor plan
is commonly
repeated from
unit member
Fascia:
A flat horizontal
wooden
Corbel: A bracket form produced by courses
to unit, with
unit sharing
a wallofwith
used each
as a facing
at the ends
roof rafters and
Mullion:
A vertical
piece that
of wood
or masonry
thatdivides
extend in successive
the adjacent
one.
The building
in the
cornice
area. has a single
window
sash,from
doors,
panels
set close.
stages
theorwall
surface.
continuous wall along the street.
154
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Sash: The framework of a window actually
supporting the glass. Most common is the
Frieze: Asash,
wooden
found
double-hung
wheremember,
both sash
slidejust
up
thesliding,
wall surface
and below
down. the
Sashpoint
maywhere
be fixed,
hinged,
meets the building’s cornice or roof
or pivoted.
overhang.
Scale: The relationship of the size of a
Gable:
The triangular
of the end
building
or object
to the sizesection
of a human
wall
of a gable
roof.
being.
Grand
or large
scale implies a size out
of proportion to human size, while small or
Gable
roof:
A roof
has one slope on
intimate
scale
implies
thethat
opposite.
opposite sides of the ridge, with a gable at
either end.
Segmental
arch: A type of circular arch
that does not extend on the sides to a
Gambrel
roof: found
A roofatthat
full half
circle; often
the has
topstwo
of slopes
on opposite sides of a ridge.
windows.
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Transom: A glass panel, sometimes fixed
and sometimes movable, that is placed over
Muntin:
The pieces
that additional
make up the small
a door
or window
to provide
subdivisions
a multiple-pane
glass window.
natural
light and in
ventilation
to the interior
of the building. Used on both residential
Decoration, usually
and Ornamentation:
commercial buildings.
nonstructural, that is applied to a building to
increase
its visualprojection,
interest. usually
Turret:
A corbelled
located at a corner.
Parapet: The portion of an exterior wall that
risesbarrier:
entirelyAabove
the roof,material
usually that
in the
Vapor
waterproof
form
a low retaining
parapet may
is used
toofprevent
moisture wall;
from the
migrating
shaped
or stepped.
frombedamp
to dry
areas, where it may
condense and cause problems.
Pediment: The triangular face of a roof
gable; or aArchitecture
gable that is that
useddraws
in porches;
Vernacular:
more or as
decoration
over
windows,
doors, or dormers.
on folk
traditions
and
forms, stressing
HippedAroof:
A roofusually
that hasofamultiple
slope on basic functionalism, economy, and utility
Sidelight:
glass panel,
all to
four
sidesside
of the
Pilaster:
flat pier
that is attached
panes,
either
of abuilding.
door; often used in
rather
than theA“rules,”
principles,
and to the
surface of the
and has
little projection;
conjunction with a transom.
ornamentation
of wall
high-style
architecture.
Hoodmold: Decorative, projecting
pier may
be given
a base
cap, may be
Maythe
contain
secondary
high
styleand
design
placed
over a window;
Sill:element
Horizontal
structural
element may
at theextend elements.
smooth or fluted.
the sidesorofdoor,
a window
asstone.
well as
basedown
of a window
often of
surround the top.
Prism glass: Small panes of glass, usually set
Sofﬁt: A flat wood member used as a
in a wood or metal framework in the transom
Lintel:
Horizontalforstructural
element at
finished
undersurface
any overhead
over a storefront or entrance.
the top
or such
door;asitacarries
the
exposed
partofofa awindow
building,
cornice.
load of the wall above and may be of wood,
Public right-of-way: The boundaries
stone, A
or condition
metal. of brick or stone
Spalling:
within which the public has a right to travel,
in which layers break off vertically and fall
even though the property in question may be
roof: caused
A roof by
thatinternal
has a double
away.Mansard
This is usually
privately owned. For example, ownership of a
slope due
on all
withor
thechemicals
lower slope
pressures
tofour
watersides,
freezing
city lot may extend to the curb, but there may
being quite steep or nearly vertical.
crystallizing.
be a public right-of-way along the sidewalk on
private land.
Modillion:
A horizontal
bracket or scroll
Structure:
As defined
by ordinance,
that appears
the building
or porch
a combination
of at
materials
to form
a
Rowhouse: A residential building, usually
cornice. Known
as a and
block
modillion
if a
construction
that is safe
stable.
The term
built as rental apartments, in which the
flat block.
includes,
but is not limited to, buildings,
floor plan is commonly repeated from unit
outbuildings, barns, garages, walls, fences,
to unit, with each unit sharing a wall with
Mullion:
A verticaltrailers,
piece that
divides
display
signs, scaffolds,
or any
object
the adjacent one. The building has a single
doors, orabove
panelsorset
close.
that window
is used orsash,
maintained
below
continuous wall along the street.
ground.
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Sash: The framework of a window actually
Transom: A glass panel, sometimes fixed
supporting the glass. Most common is the
and sometimes movable, that is placed over
Frieze:
A woodensash,
member,
just slide up Muntin:
double-hung
wherefound
both sash
The
that
upadditional
the small
a door
or pieces
window
to make
provide
below
thedown.
pointSash
where
thebewall
surface
and
may
fixed,
sliding, hinged,subdivisions
in a multiple-pane
window.
natural light
and ventilationglass
to the
interior
meets
building’s cornice or roof
orthe
pivoted.
of the building. Used on both residential
overhang.
Ornamentation:
Decoration,
and commercial
buildings. usually
Scale: The relationship of the size of a
nonstructural, that is applied to a building to
Gable:
The triangular
of of
thea end
building
or object tosection
the size
human increase
its visual
interest.projection, usually
Turret:
A corbelled
wall being.
of a gable
roof.or large scale implies a size out
Grand
located at a corner.
of proportion to human size, while small or Parapet: The portion of an exterior wall that
Gable
roof: scale
A roof
that has
slope on
rises Vapor
entirelybarrier:
above the
usuallymaterial
in the that
intimate
implies
theone
opposite.
A roof,
waterproof
opposite sides of the ridge, with a gable at
formisofused
a low
wall; the from
parapet
may
toretaining
prevent moisture
migrating
either
end.
Segmental
arch: A type of circular arch be shaped
or stepped.
from damp
to dry areas, where it may
that does not extend on the sides to a
condense and cause problems.
Gambrel
A often
roof that
hasattwo
full halfroof:
circle;
found
theslopes
tops of Pediment: The triangular face of a roof
on opposite
sides of a ridge.
gable;Vernacular:
or a gable that
is used in porches;
or as
windows.
Architecture
that draws
more
decoration
windows,
dormers.
on folkover
traditions
anddoors,
forms,orstressing
Hipped
roof: AAroof
hasusually
a slopeofonmultiple
Sidelight:
glassthat
panel,
basic functionalism, economy, and utility
all four
sides
the building.
flat pier
that is principles,
attached toand
the
panes,
to of
either
side of a door; often used in Pilaster:
ratherAthan
the “rules,”
surface
of the wall and
has little projection;
conjunction with a transom.
ornamentation
of high-style
architecture.
Hoodmold: Decorative, projecting
the pier
be given
a base high
and cap,
be
Maymay
contain
secondary
stylemay
design
element
over astructural
window; may
extend
Sill:placed
Horizontal
element
at the smooth
or fluted.
elements.
downbase
theofsides
of a window
as often
well asof stone.
a window
or door,
surround the top.
Prism glass: Small panes of glass, usually set
Sofﬁt: A flat wood member used as a
in a wood or metal framework in the transom
Lintel:
Horizontal
structural
at
finished
undersurface
for element
any overhead
over a storefront or entrance.
the top
of a window
door; it carries
exposed
part of aorbuilding,
such asthe
a cornice.
load of the wall above and may be of wood,
Public right-of-way: The boundaries
stone,
or metal.A condition of brick or stone
Spalling:
within which the public has a right to travel,
in which layers break off vertically and fall even though the property in question may be
Mansard
roof:isAusually
roof that
has by
a double
away. This
caused
internal
privately owned. For example, ownership of a
slopepressures
on all four
withfreezing
the lowerorslope
duesides,
to water
chemicalscity lot may extend to the curb, but there may
beingcrystallizing.
quite steep or nearly vertical.
be a public right-of-way along the sidewalk on
private land.
Modillion:
A horizontal
or scroll
Structure:
As definedbracket
by ordinance,
that aappears
at the building
or porch
combination
of materials
to form a
Rowhouse: A residential building, usually
cornice.
Known asthat
a block
modillion
if aThe termbuilt as rental apartments, in which the
construction
is safe
and stable.
flat block.
includes, but is not limited to, buildings, floor plan is commonly repeated from unit
outbuildings, barns, garages, walls, fences, to unit, with each unit sharing a wall with
Mullion:
vertical
piece that
divides
displayAsigns,
scaffolds,
trailers,
or any objectthe adjacent one. The building has a single
window
doors,
or panels set
close.
that sash,
is used
or maintained
above
or below continuous wall along the street.
ground.
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Double-hung
62, 63, 64, 65,
151use variance deals with changes in use,
•code,
Land
expansion windows,
of nonconforming
uses, and
back cover
Chain
link
115 indicate
Boldincreased
pagefences,
numbers
definitions.
Board For
of Zoning
Adjustment, 141
density
of residential
units allowed in154,
a zoning
district.
example,
Downspouts,
19,
31,
33
Change
of use,
24 ofindicate
Italicconstruction
page
numbers
illustrations.
an apartment above a garage increases the density
of land
Box gutters,
53use and
Driveways, 21, 122, 123
land
variance,
may
require135
a variance.
Brackets, 20, 76, 77, 159
Drop siding, 49
Chimney,
back cover 21, 24, 92
Additionsbrick,
to buildings,
for signs, 132
City Park, 6code, 151
• A standards variance grants permission to vary from established
development
dormers36,
and
Eave molding, 74, 75Brick
Cleaning masonry,
38 skylights, 98-99
standards regarding setback, side and rear yard minimum sizes, and maximum
decorative, 78, 80
new
93, 96-97
Eaves, 154, back cover
Coach lamps,
77,buildings,
111
coverage
of
a
building
lot.
Fences
over
six
feet
high,
for
example,
are
considered
not for steps, 110
planning,
Electrical work, 30
Color, 90-91,
106, 112,92
113
structures
and
require
a
variance.
not for stoops, 69
93-95
Elevation drawings, 27
of signs,recommendations,
126
Enclosed porches, 110, 111 patterned, 76
Columbus standards variance, 141
To
receive
a
variance,
applicants
must
show
true hardship,
that 30-31,
is, a condition
the 127-128
patterns,
Energy
conservation,
64paving of
City
Council,
135
Accessibility, 129
wire
cut,
39
land
that
makes
conforming
with
the
zoning
code
difficult
or
impossible.
The
owner’
s
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over
six
feet
high,
for
example,
are considered
Electrical work, 30 Shadow board fences, 117-118
Color,
90-91,17,
106,
112, 113
Repair,
149
and require a variance.
Elevation drawings, 27 Shingles,
of structures
signs, 126
brick masonry, 38, 42-43
Enclosed porches, 110, 111
Columbus cornices, 74
asphalt, 45, 52
To
a
variance,
applicants
must
show
true hardship,
that 30-31,
is, a condition
of the
Energy
conservation,
64 cement,
Cityreceive
Council,
135
entrances,
58
45
land
that
makes
conforming
with
the
zoning
code
difficult
or
impossible.
The
owner’s
Entrance ramps, 112
Home Occupation
examples,Code,
19-21140, 153
Shutters, 20, 76, 77, 81, 111
personal
financial
condition
or preferences
are
not considered
Entrances,
19, 56, 57in evaluating hardship.
South End,
6-8 and
garages
outbuildings,
84
Sidelights, 56, 57, 161
closing off, 68
Zoning Code,
8, 149-52
gutters,
51
recommendations, Sidewalks,
58
Column, 154 ornamentation, 77
21, 125, 126, 127, 128,
Entry vestibules, 110, 111
Commercial
buildings,
12c, 72
56,
57
brick paving patterns, 127, 128
porches,
68,
How to
Obtain
a Standards
Variance
Exterior
59, backsiding,
cover 45
Side yard setback, 104, 137-138
architectural
feature,
150, 154
cornices,
74
slate roof,
54 is zoned R-2F for residential
Most
of German
Village
use; this
zoning
limits
residential
Signage,
21, 24
projects,
17,
19-21
ornamentation,
76
storefront,
82
development to single and two-family units and allows very few other uses.
The Village’
s
design
considerations,
131, 132
roofs, 104,windows,
105
64, 66
only commercial
zoning
(C-4) is on Livingston Avenue. Therefore,
of the current
Sill,all161
Facade, 36, 154
storefronts, 20, 36, 62, 82, 83
Replacement
commercial
and office uses in the Village areFascia,
either154,
nonconforming
uses that have
back cover Site
Commercial development, 133
stoop,
69
acquired
variances
to
the
zoning
code,
or
preceded
the
R-2F
zoning
in 1972.
As in 21,
any118, 119, 121
lighting,
Fences, 21, 114, 115
Commercial zoning, 134
windows,
64,
65
city, some
have
photos, 26
maximum height, 115
Common
bondillegal
brick uses
wall, 36,
37ignored the zoning code.
plan, 26
Repointing,
Fetch, Frank, 8, 9
Concave
joint, 4331, 38, 41, 42, 43
work,
24
Land
use variances
they
simply
to use
Flat
roofs,
107 grant permission
Concept
discussion,
100 do7not rezone a property;
Residential
character,
property
a very
license
continues
in Skylights,
effect as the
joint,
43
Corbels,
154, in
back
cover specific way. This specificFlush
97,property
98
Reversible alteration work, 58
Foundation,
19,take
33, 34,
35,
back
cover
Cornerboard,
154one owner to the next, as long as
passes from
no changes
place.
However,
theback cover
Slate roofs, 50,if51,
Roll roofs,
plantings,
32
Cornices,
20, 74,
75,vacant
154, back
property
is 50
left
forcover
two years, or is returned
to a conforming
residential
use,
repairing,or
52, 54-55
Roof
recommendations,
32-33
Curb
cuts,
122,
123
any change is made in use, the variance becomes invalid. (Changing
an
insurance
office
Scoffit, 74, 161
brackets,
Fountains,
118, 119
to a dentist’
s office 74
is an example of such a change
in use.)
When any of these things
Spalling, 41, 161
dormers,
98, 99
Frame
construction,
Demolition,
21,
24,again
25, 123
happen, once
the property returns to its
zoned
R-2F use.103
enclosed porches, 110
code, 151materials, 19, 31
Stained glass, 56, 80
Roofing
new garages and outbuildings, 107
notice of, 151
Standards
variance, 141
Roofs, the
50 Commission reviews your request for a variance, be sure
Before
to do your
use for additions, 93
penalty for, 152
141
recommendations,
52
homework.
In reviewing your50,request,
the Commission
will want to knowobtaining,
how the land
Friezes, 20, 74, 75, 154 Stewart’s Grove, 7
Dentil,154
Rowhouses,
12d,
105,
155
been 6used in the past, whether or not a Front
variance
is currently
setback,
103, 137in place, and when it
Derhas
Westbote,
Stockade fences,
117
was
granted.
The
German
Village
Commission’
s
top
priority
is preserving
the residential
Running
bond
paving
pattern,
124
Display window, back cover
quality
of the
more155,
nonconforming
commercial uses
Gable,
back cover Stone
signs, 127,
129 Village. Therefore, requests for
Sandblasting,
36,
40,
144
and
conversion
of
residential
buildings
to
office
or
retail
uses
are
not
likelycurbing,
to receive
125
Gable roofs, 105, 107, 111, 155
Doors, 19, 56-57, 59, 104
lintels, 40, 76, 79, back cover
favorable
recommendations.
Gambrel roofs, 105, 155
back62,
cover
Sash,
63, 64, 65, 156
not painted, 91
Garages,
84,
85-86
garage
107,
108
Satellite dishes, 130
piers, back cover
apartments above, 134
porch enclosures, 111
Scale, 93, 103, 107, 133, 156
	
new, 93, 106, 107, 108, 109 sills, 36, 38, 40, 63, 76,
recommendations, 58-59, 60
back
cover
standards variance, 136-37, 139,
140
Dormers, 93, 97-98, 99, 105, 154
not painted, 91
	water tables, 32, 33, 34,
back cover
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Stoops, 20, 68, 69
Walks, brick paving patterns, 125, 126
History,
6-9
Gazebos,
118,
119
Stop gutters, 53
Wall, 21
Hitching posts, 118, 119, 120
German Village
dormers, 97
Storefronts, 20, 36, 62, 82, 83
Homehas
Occupation
Code,
Commission,
8, 16-27,
142
Today
the Village’
s successful
revitalization
increasedZoning
pressure
for153
more
intensive
murals,
131, 132
Storm
Hoodmolds,
76, 77,
155
Assistant, development.
17, 18, 22, 23, 126
commercial
Its proximity
to the county
courthouse
complex
makes
the
Water
doors,
20, 58,
61100
concept
discussion
with,
Village an attractive office area for lawyers and other professionals. The neighborhood’
s
damage, 31, 44
20, 31, 59, 64
In-kind replacement,
17, 23,
58, 144
duties, windows,
149
character
and charm make it an ideal location
for restaurants
and24,retail
uses.
Its
property
tables, 32, 33, 34, 69
19-21
enforcement, 25, 133
Story-and-a-half
values
are quite affordable when comparedexamples,
to downtown
property. These factors have
Willful neglect, 157
windows, 64
land use variance,
135 12a, 62, 68
Cottages,
led to theBrick
conversion
of residential buildings to commercial uses. One of the greatest
Insulation, 30, 31
lot splits, 141 dormers, 98, 99
		
Windows, 19, 40, 62, back cover
challenges facing the Village today is how to integrate commercial development
members, 16, 149entrances, 56, 59, 60Interior projects, 17, 30
		
dormer, 98
sensitively
certain areas,
while
aVernacular
viable residential
Houses,neighborhood.
12b, 62, 102
standardsinvariances,
136-37,
140 maintaining
		
ornamentation,
76, Italianate
78
double-hung, 63, 65, 66
cornices,
74,
75
Secretary,
17,
22,
23,
24,
126,
		
paint color, 112
recommendations, 64
Your135,
Responsibilities
as a Property
entrances,Owner
56, 57, 58, 59, 60
136, 142
Frame
Cottages
repair, 31
ornamentation, 76
Foundation, 142 dormers, 98, 99
		
replacement, 65
All
German
Village
property
owners
these
responsibilities
regarding
paint
color,
90
Graphics
Guidelines,
126
		
entrances,
56,
60 share
Wire fences, 117, 118
Historic District,
8ornamentation, 76, 78 stoops, 68
neighborhood
zoning:
		
Wood
boundaries, 149. paint
See alsocolor, 112
		
fences, 117, 118
Joint
tooling,
mapfurniture,
on responsible
inside 21,
cover121,
You
are
for complying
zoning
code42,
for43your own property. Before
•Street
122 with the
shingles, 44, 46, 50
Meeting
Haus,property,
16, 17
purchasing
you44,
can45
Streetscape
photos, 26 do some research to verify zoning. At the same time,
siding,
Kientz,
John,
home,
9
Society,
8,
142
identify any variances required for proposed additions, new construction,
or charge
diagonal,
83 of
Structure, 161
land use. Then follow the zoning variance processes described in this chapter.
sills, 63
Landscaping, 21, 114, 116
Glass
Stucco, 33, 39
Working in your home, 145
for privacy, 115
doors, 56, 58
materials,for22,
24, 26, 27 that decisions about variances can affect your property and
•Submission
You are responsible
understanding
home occupation code, 145
to conceal, 112, 119, 121, 123
window, 62

have154-56
implications for the entire neighborhood.
Forvariance,
example,134
the expansion of a commercial
Land use
Glossary,
World War I, 7
Terra
cotta,
76
use
could
result
in
more
noise
and
traffic
congestion
that
have an adverse effect
obtaining, 134-35 might
Graphics, 21, 24
Wrought-iron fences, 117, 118
Theme
restorations,
83
on adjacent
residential
properties. Leaded glass, 56, 58, 62
design
considerations,
126-27
Transom
panel, back cover
Light fixtures, 76, 77
Gutters
and downspouts,
19, 31, 50
Zoning, 7, 23
•Transoms,
You are responsible
for62,
being
involved
inLimestone
the zoning process, by reporting any suspected zoning
recommendations,
56, 57, 51
59,
161,
back cover
Zoning code, 154
33, 34,
violations.
The city82,
government
enforcesfoundations,
the zoning32,
code.
To 35
assist
in enforcement,
storefronts,
83
Zoning
stoops,
68,
69
Half-round
gutters,
53
report
suspected
violations to the Building Regulation Department. guidelines, 154
Trash
receptacles,
121
Lintel, 155
Handicapped access, 112
Zoning in Columbus, 154
Tuck-pointing,
See
Repointing
Lot
split,
140,
141
Handrails,
69,
112
Zoning Variances
Zoning variances, 137-141
Turret,
161
Hardware,
door,to
56,regulating
57, 58
In
addition
land use, the city zoning code sets certain standards
for the118
for fence,
Maintenance, 17, 24, 31
Haus
and Garten
Tour, 142
Typical
architectural
features,
back
cover
development of property; these involve minimum lot sizes, building setbacks,
building
possible
need for, 92, 137
examples, 19-21
Heating, 30
height, and parking requirements. A zoning variance gives a property owner permission
preventive, 31, 50
Heat
loss, barrier,
30
Vapor
161not usually allowed in a particular
to
do something
zoned district. Owners may request
Mansard, 83
Heritage America, 2, 142
Vernacular,
161
two
types
of
variances:
land
use
variances
or
standards
roofs, 105, 155variances.
Herringbone paving pattern, 125
Vernacular
Queen
Anne
Houses,
also 19,36-37
Masonry,
High
Style Queen
Anne
Houses,
12c. 12c, See
Queen
Anne
style
cleaning, 31, 36, 38, 144
See also Queen Anne style
Vertical
siding,
44, 48
decorative, 78, 80
Hipped
roofs,
105, 107,
155, back cover
new, 106
Historic
Vestibules, 110, 111
painting, 38
architectural design concepts,
Vines, 32
repointing, 31, 38, 41, 42
101,102-106
Vinyl
siding,
sealers, 31, 36, 38
character,
30, 44,
31 45, 46
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Today the Village’s successful revitalization has increased pressure for more intensive
commercial development. Its proximity to the county courthouse complex makes the
Today
s successful
hasother
increased
pressure for
intensive s
Villagethe
an Village’
attractive
office arearevitalization
for lawyers and
professionals.
Themore
neighborhood’
commercial
proximity
to the for
county
courthouse
makes
the
character anddevelopment.
charm makeIts
it an
ideal location
restaurants
and complex
retail uses.
Its property
Village
an quite
attractive
office area
lawyers and
other professionals.
The neighborhood’
values are
affordable
whenfor
compared
to downtown
property. These
factors have s
character
charm make
it an ideal
locationtofor
restaurantsuses.
andOne
retailofuses.
Its property
led to the and
conversion
of residential
buildings
commercial
the greatest
values
are quite
when
compared
downtown
property. development
These factors have
challenges
facingaffordable
the Village
today
is how totointegrate
commercial
led
to the conversion
of residential
buildings toa viable
commercial
uses. neighborhood.
One of the greatest
sensitively
in certain areas,
while maintaining
residential
challenges facing the Village today is how to integrate commercial development
sensitively
in certain areas, while
a viable
residential neighborhood.
Your
Responsibilities
asmaintaining
a Property
Owner

Your
Responsibilities
as a Property
Owner regarding
All German
Village property owners
share these responsibilities

INTRODUCTION

neighborhood zoning:
All German Village property owners share these responsibilities regarding
zoning:
You are responsible
for complying with the zoning code for your own property. Before
•neighborhood
purchasing property, do some research to verify zoning. At the same time, you can
You are responsible
for complying
zoning code
for yournew
ownconstruction,
property. Before
• identify
any variances
requiredwith
for the
proposed
additions,
or charge of
purchasing
property,
research
to verify
zoning.
At the in
same
you can
land use. Then
followdo
thesome
zoning
variance
processes
described
thistime,
chapter.
identify any variances required for proposed additions, new construction, or charge of
use.
Then follow
the zoning variance
processes
describedcaninaffect
this your
chapter.
• land
You are
responsible
for understanding
that decisions
about variances
property and
have implications for the entire neighborhood. For example, the expansion of a commercial
• You
are responsible
understanding
decisions
about variances
can have
affect an
youradverse
propertyeffect
and
use could
result informore
noise andthat
traffic
congestion
that might
have
implications
for the entire
neighborhood. For example, the expansion of a commercial
on adjacent
residential
properties.
use could result in more noise and traffic congestion that might have an adverse effect
residential
properties.
• on
Youadjacent
are responsible
for being
involved in the zoning process, by reporting any suspected zoning
violations. The city government enforces the zoning code. To assist in enforcement,
• You
are suspected
responsible violations
for being involved
the zoning
process, byDepartment.
reporting any suspected zoning
report
to the in
Building
Regulation
violations. The city government enforces the zoning code. To assist in enforcement,
report suspected
violations to the Building Regulation Department.
Zoning
Variances
In addition to regulating land use, the city zoning code sets certain standards for the
Zoning
Variances
development
of property; these involve minimum lot sizes, building setbacks, building
In
addition
to regulating
land use, A
thezoning
city zoning
code
setsacertain
standards
for the
height,
and parking
requirements.
variance
gives
property
owner permission
development
of property;
these
involve
sizes,district.
buildingOwners
setbacks,
building
to do something
not usually
allowed
in minimum
a particularlotzoned
may
request
height,
andofparking
requirements.
A zoning
a property owner permission
two types
variances:
land use variances
or variance
standardsgives
variances.
to do something not usually allowed in a particular zoned district. Owners may request
two types of variances: land use variances or standards variances.
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Today the Village’s successful revitalization has increased pressure for more intensive
commercial development. Its proximity to the county courthouse complex makes the
Village an attractive office area for lawyers and other professionals. The neighborhood’s
character and charm make it an ideal location for restaurants and retail uses. Its property
values are quite affordable when compared to downtown property. These factors have
led to the conversion of residential buildings to commercial uses. One of the greatest
challenges facing the Village today is how to integrate commercial development
sensitively in certain areas, while maintaining a viable residential neighborhood.

Your Responsibilities as a Property Owner
All German Village property owners share these responsibilities regarding
neighborhood zoning:

• You are responsible for complying with the zoning code for your own property. Before
purchasing property, do some research to verify zoning. At the same time, you can
identify any variances required for proposed additions, new construction, or charge of
land use. Then follow the zoning variance processes described in this chapter.

• You are responsible for understanding that decisions about variances can affect your property and
have implications for the entire neighborhood. For example, the expansion of a commercial
use could result in more noise and traffic congestion that might have an adverse effect
on adjacent residential properties.

• You are responsible for being involved in the zoning process, by reporting any suspected zoning
violations. The city government enforces the zoning code. To assist in enforcement,
report suspected violations to the Building Regulation Department.

Zoning Variances
INTRODUCTION

In addition to regulating land use, the city zoning code sets certain standards for the
development of property; these involve minimum lot sizes, building setbacks, building
height, and parking requirements. A zoning variance gives a property owner permission
to do something not usually allowed in a particular zoned district. Owners may request
two types of variances: land use variances or standards variances.

2

German Village Guideline Amendments
Adopted by Columbus City Council July 25, 2005
2221-2004

Ms. O’Shaughnessy, seconded by Ms. Tavares, that this matter be approved,
made a motion. The motion carried by the following vote: Affirmative:
7-Mr. Boyce, Ms. Hudson, Ms. O’Shaughnessy, Ms. Thomas, President
Pro-Tem Mantel and President Habash

ARTIFICIAL SIDING
CURB CUTS
SLATE ROOFS
WINDOW REPLACEMENT
DOOR REPLACEMENT

INDEX

165

• Land use varianceSIDING
deals with changes in use, expansion of nonconforming uses, and
ARTIFICIAL
increased density of residential units allowed in a zoning district. For example,

Vinyl, aluminum, and other synthetic siding is strongly discouraged due to the issues cited
construction
of an
above If
a garage
of land
useand
and
in the
siding section
ofapartment
these guidelines.
such isincreases
proposed,the
thedensity
following
criteria
may
require
a
variance.
specifications may be considered in determining whether the proposed exterior siding is
appropriate.

• A standards variance grants permission to vary from established development

EXTERIOR
SIDINGsetback,
CRITERIA
standards regarding
side and rear yard minimum sizes, and maximum
• Artificial siding materials will be considered for new construction. Replacement of
coverage of a building lot. Fences over six feet high, for example, are considered
original or existing artificial siding will be considered by the commission on a casestructures
and require a variance.
to-case basis.
• The proposed siding material should be consistent on all elevations unless there is a

To receive
a variance, applicants must show true hardship, that is, a condition of the
historical precedent for changes of materials on the structure.
land that makes conforming with the zoning code difficult or impossible. The owner’s
• Historic maps, photographs or other documentation regarding the subject property
personal financial condition or preferences are not considered in evaluating hardship.
may be used to provide guidance in the selection and use of materials on new
additions and new structures.

• The proposed exterior cladding for a new structure should be consistent with

ZONING GUIDELINES

Howthetoexisting
Obtain
a Standards
Variance
structures
within the immediate
neighborhood (a one thousand foot
[1,000’] radius) of the project being proposed.

Most• M
ofultiple
German
Village
zoned R-2F
residential
use; thisneighborhood
zoning limitsasresidential
units
beingisdeveloped
on for
a street,
or immediate
a whole,
development
to single
two-family
allowsstructures
very fewthat
other
uses.
Village’s
should reflect
theand
combination
of units
brick and
or frame
exist
onThe
the same
only commercial
zoning
(C-4)
is
on
Livingston
Avenue.
Therefore,
all
of
the
current
street or within the immediate neighborhood (a one thousand foot [1,000’] radius)
of the project
being
commercial
and office
usesproposed.
in the Village are either nonconforming uses that have
acquired
variances
to
the
zoning
code,
orconstruction
preceded theofR-2F
• Proposed exterior cladding for
new
singlezoning
and/orin 1972. As in any
multiple
units
reflect the
material type, color, profile,
city, some
illegal
usesshould
have ignored
thevariety
zoningofcode.
and dimension of the existing historically clad structures in the immediate
(a one
thousand
foot [1,000’]
the project
beingtoproposed.
Land neighborhood
use variances do
not rezone
a property;
theyradius)
simplyofgrant
permission
use
• Theinexterior
frame
additions
existing
frame structures
need
be
property
a very siding
specificofway.
This
specifictolicense
continues
in effect as
thenot
property
identical
to
the
siding
of
the
existing
main
structure,
but
should
be
of
visually
passes from one owner to the next, as long as no changes take place. However, if the
compatible materials with appropriate proportions, exposures, and profiles.
property is left vacant for two years, or is returned to a conforming residential use, or
The materials and massing should include a visible break in order to distinguish
any change
is madechanges
in use, made
the variance
becomes
invalid.
architectural
to a building
over
time. (Changing an insurance office
to a dentist’s office is an example of such a change in use.) When any of these things
happen,
once again the FOR
property
returns to SIDING
its zoned R-2F use.
SPECIFICATIONS
ARTIFICIAL
• The finish should be smooth or brushed, never wood grain.

Before
Commission
your
request
forataminimum,
variance, bea sure
to do(not
yourless than
• Tthe
he artificial
sidingreviews
proposed
should
have,
fifty-year
50 year)
homework.
Inwarranty.
reviewing your request, the Commission will want to know how the land
has been
in the
past,boards,
whetherwindow
or not and
a variance
is currently
in place,and
andother
when it
• Trimused
boards,
corner
door trim,
soffits, fascias,
was granted.
The German
Commission’
s top are
priority
preserving
the residential
ornamentation
shouldVillage
be wood.
All trim details
to beissupplied
for review.
quality of the Village. Therefore, requests for more nonconforming commercial uses
and conversion of residential buildings to office or retail uses are not likely to receive
favorable recommendations.
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• V
ary119
the
with theZoning,
historic7,color
History, 6-9
23 palette in the
Gazebos,
Terra
118,
cotta,
76 siding and trim color consistent
immediate
neighborhood
(a
one
thousand
foot
[1,000’]
radius)
Hitching posts, 118,
Zoning
119, code,
120 100of the project
German
Theme
Village
restorations, 83, 119
being
proposed.
The
siding
manufacturer
shall
provide
a
minimum
of110
fifteen
(15)
Homehas
Occupation
enclosed
Code,
porches,
Commission,
Transom
8, back
16-27,
cover
142
Today
thepanel,
Village’
s successful
revitalization
increasedZoning
pressure
for153
more
intensive
available
siding
colors.
76, 77,
155
off-street complex
parking, 107
Transoms,
Assistant,56,
17,57,
18,59,
22,62,
23,156,
126
cover Hoodmolds,
commercial
development.
Itsback
proximity
to the county
courthouse
makes the
• 
V
isible
seams
should
not
occur
at
any
exposed
street
elevation.
setbacks,
100,
103
concept
storefronts,
discussion
82,
83
with,
100
Village an attractive office area for lawyers and other professionals. The neighborhood’s
In-kind
Zoning
guidelines,
58, for
144
132-141
Trash
duties,
118 make
• Areceptacles,
ll 149
J-trim
should
be concealed.
trim replacement,
details
are
to17,
be23,
supplied
review,
character
and charm
it an ideal All
location
for restaurants
and24,retail
uses.
Its property
examples,
19-21
Zoning
in
Columbus,
132 gas meter
Tuck-pointing.
enforcement,
See
25,
Repointing
133
including
but
not
limited
to:
porch
columns,
electric
outlets
and
fixtures,
values are quite affordable when compared to downtown property. These factors have
windows,
variances, 23, 132
Turret,
land use
156variance, 135 any other areas where
J-trim64is Zoning
to be installed.
led to penetrations,
the conversionand
of residential buildings to
commercial
uses. One of the greatest
30,thick.
31 for fence, 115, 134
Typical
lot• splits,
architectural
141
features,
cover Insulation,
Vinyl
sidingthe
should
be back
a minimum
challenges
facing
Village
today
is howofto0.044”
integrate
commercial development
Interior projects, 17, 30
possible need for, 92, 94, 100, 104, 110
members, 16, 149
• The siding
should
be while
attached
using an anchoring
system, rather
than a hung
sensitively
in
certain
areas,
maintaining
a
viable
residential
Italianate Vernacular process,
Houses,neighborhood.
133-140
12b, 62, 102
Vapor
standards
barrier,
variances,
156
136-37, 140
system.
cornices, 74, 75
Vernacular,
Secretary,156
17, 22, 23, 24, 126,
Your
Responsibilities
as
a
Property
• 
F
or
vinyl
siding,
the
color
should
be
solid (i.e.Owner
completely)
through the material.
entrances,
56,
57, 58, 59, 60
Vernacular
135, 136,
Queen
142Anne Houses, 12c
76of 0.88” thick.
Foundation,
See • 
also
142Anne
ForQueen
vinyl
siding,style
the nail hem shouldornamentation,
be a minimum
All
German
Village
property
owners
share
these
responsibilities
regarding
paint
color,
90
Graphics
Vertical
siding,
Guidelines,
44,
48
126
• For vinyl siding, the manufacturer’s specifications should stipulate a minimum wind
stoops,
68
Historic
Vestibules,
District,
110,
111
8
neighborhood
resistancezoning:
of 50-psf negative pressure.
Vines,
boundaries,
32
149. See also
Joint
tooling,
mapsiding,
on responsible
inside
44, 45,
cover
46
You
are
for complying with the
zoning
code42,
for43your own property. Before
•Vinyl
CURB
CUTS
Meeting
Haus,
16,
17
purchasing property, do some research to verify zoning. At the same time, you can
Construction
of newpatterns,
curb cuts
for driveways
private
parking
is generally not
Kientz,orJohn,
home,
9 new areas
Society,
Walks,
brick
8, 142
paving
124-25
identify
any
variances
required
forthe
proposed
additions,
construction,
charge of
appropriate
due
to
the
disruption
of
historic
streetscape
and
street
rhythm or
of the
Wall, 21
land
use.
Then
follow
the
zoning
variance
processes
described
in
this
chapter.
historic
district.
the following
criteria
Landscaping,
21, 114,
116 may be considered in
Glass
dormers,
97 If a curb cut is proposed,
determining whether the proposed curb cut is appropriate.
for privacy, 115
doors,
murals,
56, 58126
•window,
You are responsible for understanding that decisions about variances can affect your property and
to conceal, 112, 119, 121, 123
Water 62
• Timplications
he new curbforcut
and
drive
follow historical
neighborhood
patterns.
have
the
entire
neighborhood.
Forvariance,
example,
the expansion
of a commercial
Land use
134
Glossary,damage,
154-5631, 44
use
could
result
in
more
noise
and
traffic
congestion
that
might
have
an adverse effect
• 
T
he
historic
site
or
neighborhood
fabric
is
not
affected.
obtaining, 134-35
Graphics,
tables,
21, 24
32, 33, 34, 69
on• adjacent
Leaded glass, 56, 58, 62
design
Willful
neglect,
152 cut
126-27
Tconsiderations,
he
new residential
curb
is properties.
from an alley.
Light
Gutters
Windovvs,
and
downspouts,
19,
40,
62,
104,
19,
31,
back
50
cover
• All of the existing on-street parking
is fixtures,
retained76,
as 77
a result of the new curb cut.
•recommendations,
You
are responsible
the zoning process, by reporting any suspected zoning
dormer,
98
51for being involved inLimestone
• Pedestrian flow is not impeded by the new curb cut.
33, 34,
double-hung,
66
violations.
The 63,
city65,
government
enforcesfoundations,
the zoning32,
code.
To 35
assist in enforcement,
• 
N
ew
sloped
aprons
should
not
overlap
with
sidewalks.
stoops,
68,
69
Half-round
recommendations,
gutters,
53
64
report suspected violations to the Building Regulation Department.
Lintel, 155
repair, access,
31 112
Handicapped
Lot split, 140, 141
replacement,
65
Handrails,
69, 112
Zoning
Variances
Wire
fences,
114,
115
Hardware,
door,
56,
57,
58
In addition to regulating land use, the city zoning code sets certain standards for the
17, 24, 31
Wood
Haus
and Garten Tour, 142
development
of property; these involveMaintenance,
minimum lot
sizes, building setbacks, building
examples, 19-21
Heating,fences,
30 114, 115, 118
height, and parking requirements. A zoning variance gives a property owner permission
preventive, 31, 50
Heat loss,
shingles,
30 44, 46, 50
to do something not usually allowed in a particular zoned district. Owners may request
Mansard, 83
Heritagesiding,
America,
44, 45
2, 142
two diagonal,
typespaving
of variances:
or standards
105, 155variances.
Herringbone
83 pattern,land
125 use variances roofs,
Masonry, 19,36-37
sills,Queen
63 Anne Houses, 12c.
High Style
cleaning, 31, 36, 38, 144
Working
in your
home,
140
See
also Queen
Anne
style
decorative, 78, 80
Hippedhome
roofs,occupation
105, 107, 155,
code,
back
153cover
new, 106
World War I, 7
Historic
painting, 38
Wrought-irondesign
fences,concepts,
114, 115, 117
architectural
repointing, 31, 38, 41, 42
101,102-106
sealers, 31, 36, 38
character, 30, 31
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•SLATE
Land use ROOFS
variance deals with changes in use, expansion of nonconforming uses, and
increased
densityareofimportant
residentialcontributing
units allowed
in aelements
zoning district.
For example,
Roofing
materials
visual
to the integrity
of the built
construction of an apartment above a garage increases the density of land use and
environment.
may require a variance.

•

SLATE ROOF REPAIR
•  For all variance
districts,grants
groupspermission
and individuals
the Columbus
Register of
to varylisting
fromon
established
development
A standards
Historic Properties, and Architectural Review Commission Districts established by
standards regarding setback, side and rear yard minimum sizes, and maximum
Columbus City Code, any/all
coverage
of a building
Fences over
six feetslate
high,roofs
for example,
are considered
proposed
repairs orlot.
alterations
to existing
require commission
review and
structures
and require a variance.
approval.
• Any/all missing, damaged, and deteriorated slate on all main and ancillary roofs

To receive
a variance,
applicants
must
trueof
hardship,
thatand
is, aprofile
condition
of the
should
be repaired
with new
or show
used slate
same color
as existing,
land that
makes
conforming
with
the
zoning
code
difficult
or
impossible.
The
in accordance with the Architectural Review Commission Guidelines andowner’
all s
applicable
Codesor
and
industry standards.
personal
financialCity
condition
preferences
are not considered in evaluating hardship.

ZONING GUIDELINES

SLATE ROOF REPLACEMENT
 pproval and the issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness are required prior to the
A
How
to Obtain a Standards Variance
removal of a slate roof. For all districts, groups, and individual listings on the Columbus
Register of Historic Properties, and Architectural Review Commission District
Most
of German
is zoned
R-2F for
use; this
zoning
residential
established
by Village
Columbus
City Code,
the residential
following factors
should
be limits
considered
in
development
to whether
single and
two-family
and allows very few other uses. The Village’s
determining
slate
removal isunits
appropriate:
• Applicantszoning
are to work
HistoricAvenue.
Preservation
Office all
staff
only commercial
(C-4)with
is onCity
Livingston
Therefore,
of to
thedetermine
current the
level
of
documentation
necessary
for
consideration
of
a
slate
roof
removal.
commercial and office uses in the Village are either nonconforming uses that have
• The
applicant
submit
a minimum
of one
written
slate roof
assessment
by a
acquired
variances
to should
the zoning
code,
or preceded
the R-2F
zoning
in 1972.
As in any
slate
roofing
contractor,
licensed
in
the
City
of
Columbus,
regarding
the
existing
city, some illegal uses have ignored the zoning code.

condition of the slate roof, and documenting, to the commission’s satisfaction, that
the slate is beyond its serviceable life.

Land use variances do not rezone a property; they simply grant permission to use
• In in
addition
to a written
the existing
condition
of the
slate,
all slate
property
a very specific
way. description
This specificoflicense
continues
in effect
as the
property
roof assessments should provide the type and style of slate.
passes from one owner to the next, as long as no changes take place. However, if the
• Wis
hen
removal
has years,
been determined
to be
theuse, or
property
leftslate
vacant
for two
or is returned
to aappropriate/necessary,
conforming residential
maintenance and repair of the slate on the primary elevation(s) will be considered in
any change is made in use, the variance becomes invalid. (Changing an insurance office
conjunction with replacing the deteriorated slate on secondary elevations.
to a dentist’s office is an example of such a change in use.) When any of these things
happen, once again the property returns to its zoned R-2F use.

2005 Amendments

Before the Commission reviews your request for a variance, be sure to do your
homework. In reviewing your request, the Commission will want to know how the land
has been used in the past, whether or not a variance is currently in place, and when it
was granted. The German Village Commission’s top priority is preserving the residential
quality of the Village. Therefore, requests for more nonconforming commercial uses
and conversion of residential buildings to office or retail uses are not likely to receive
favorable recommendations.
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History, 6-9
Zoning, 7, 23
Gazebos,
Terra 118,
cotta,119
76 REPLACEMENT
WINDOW
Hitching
posts,
118,
Zoning
119,
code,
120 100
German
Theme
Village
restorations,
83,
119
The following criteria should be considered in determining
whether
window replacement
Home
Occupation
Zoning
enclosed
Code,
porches,
110intensive
Commission,
Transom
panel,
8,
back
16-27,
cover
142
Today
the Village’
s successful
revitalization
has increased
pressure
for153
more
is
appropriate.
In all
cases the Historic
Preservation
Office staff
should
review
the existing
Hoodmolds,
76,
77,
155
off-street
parking,
Transoms,
Assistant,
56,
17,
57,
18,
59,
22,
62,
23,
156,
126
back
cover
commercial
development. Its proximity to the county courthouse complex107
makes the
window
condition:
setbacks, 100, 103
concept
storefronts,
discussion
82, 83office
with, 100
Village
• Tan
he attractive
window frame
orarea
sashfor
is lawyers
missing.and other professionals. The neighborhood’s
In-kind
replacement,
Zoning
17, 23,
guidelines,
58, 144
132-141
Trash
duties,
receptacles,
149
118
character
and charm
make it an ideal location for restaurants
and24,retail
uses. Its property
• The window
is not original or contributing.
examples, 19-21
Zoning in Columbus, 132
Tuck-pointing.
enforcement,
See
25, Repointing
133
values are quite affordable when compared to downtown property. These factors have
windows,
64 Zoning variances, 23, 132
Turret,
land
156window
variance, does
135 not have stained or
• Tuse
he
leaded glass.
led to the conversion of residential buildings to commercial uses. One of the greatest
Insulation,
30, 31 (metal)
for fence,
Typical
lot• splits,
141
features,
cover (wood)
Marchitectural
orefacing
than half
of sash back
is
rotted
or rusting
and115,
the134
existing
challenges
the Village
today
is how to integrate
commercial
development
Interior
projects,
17,
30
possible
need
92, 94, 100, 104, 110
members,
16,
149
condition has been documented by the applicant and reviewed byfor,
staff.
sensitively
invariances,
certain
while
viable residential
ItalianateaVernacular
process,
Houses,neighborhood.
133-140
12b, 62, 102
Vapor
standards
barrier,
156 areas,
136-37,
140 maintaining
• Mold is continuously growing on the interior of the window sash or frame and
cornices, 74, 75
Vernacular,
Secretary,156
17, 22, 23, 24, 126,
the existing condition has been documented by the applicant and reviewed by the
Your
Responsibilities
as
a
Property
56, 57, 58, 59, 60
Vernacular
135, 136,
Queen
142Anne Houses,
12cstaff. entrances,Owner
Historic
Preservation
Office
ornamentation, 76
Foundation,
See also Queen
142Anne style
• Condensation
is continuously
on responsibilities
the interior of the
window and the
All
German
Village
ownersappearing
sharepaint
these
regarding
color, 90
Graphics
Vertical
siding,
Guidelines,
44, 48property
126
existing condition has been documented by the applicant and reviewed by staff.
stoops, 68
Historic
Vestibules,
District,
110,zoning:
111
8
neighborhood
• 
T
he
window
does
not
meet
egress
requirements
and cannot be modified to meet
Vines,
boundaries,
32
149. See also
egress
requirements.
Joint
tooling,
mapsiding,
on responsible
inside
44, 45,
cover
46
You
are
for complying with the
zoning
code42,
for43your own property. Before
•Vinyl
• 
A
ppropriate
ongoing
efforts
have
been
made
to
weatherize,
or repair
the
Meeting
Haus,
16,
17
purchasing property, do some research to verify zoning.
At themaintain
same time,
you can
window
without
success.
Kientz,
John,
home,
9
Society,
Walks,
brick
8,
142
paving
patterns,
124-25
identify any variances required for proposed additions, new construction, or charge of
Wall,• T
he installation
of athe
storm
window
overprocesses
a contributing
primary
window
will not
land21use.
Then follow
zoning
variance
described
in this
chapter.
Landscaping, 21, 114, 116
Glass dormers,
address97
the issue.
for privacy,
115the operation of a contributing
doors,
murals,
56,
58
126
• Tare
he responsible
installation
a storm window
will
notabout
allow
•window,
You
forofunderstanding
that decisions
variances can affect your property and
to conceal, 112, 119, 121, 123
Waterprimary
62 window.
have
implications
Forvariance,
example,134
the expansion of a commercial
Land use
Glossary,
damage,
154-56
31, 44 for the entire neighborhood.
use
could
result
in
more
noise
and
traffic
congestion
that
might have an adverse effect
134-35
Graphics,
21, 24
32, 33,
34, 69should be consideredobtaining,
The tables,
following
factors
in selecting
a replacement window if the
on adjacent
residential
properties.
Leaded
glass, 56, 58,
62 cannot be weatherized,
design
Willful
considerations,
neglect,
152 126-27
Commission
determines
that
the existing
contributing
window
Light
fixtures,
76,
77
Gutters
Windovvs,
and
downspouts,
19,
40,
62,
104,
19,
31,
back
50
cover
maintained or repaired.
•recommendations,
You
are responsible
involved inLimestone
the
zoning process, by reporting any suspected zoning
dormer,
98 openings
51for being
• Window
not be filled in
or altered to accommodate larger or smaller
foundations,
32,
33,for34,
35
double-hung,
63,
65,
66
violations.
The
city
government
enforces
the to
zoning
code.
Toeach
assist
in enforcement,
replacement windows. All windows need
be fitted
individual
opening.
stoops,
68,
69
Half-round
recommendations,
gutters,
53
64
report suspected violations to the Building Regulation Department.
• The applicant should submit details and profiles of the existing and new windows
Lintel, 155
repair, access,
31 112
Handicapped
for comparison by the Commission.
Lot split, 140, 141
replacement,
65
Handrails,
69, 112
Zoning
Variances
• fences,
Odoor,
nly the
sash
should be replaced if the original frame is in good condition.
Wire
114,
115
Hardware,
56,
57,
58
In addition to regulating land use, the city zoning code sets certain standards for the
31 frame, stile, rails, sills,
Wood
Haus
and
• AGarten
ll partsTour,
a 142
replacement window
(including 17,
the24,
sash,
development
ofofproperty;
these involveMaintenance,
minimum
lot
sizes,
building setbacks, building
moldings
and 118
muntins) should match
the existing
examples,
19-21contributing window in material,
114, 115,
Heating,fences,
30
height,size,
andprofile,
parkingoperation
requirements.
A
zoning
variance
gives
a
property owner permission
and proportion.
preventive, 31, 50
Heat loss,
shingles,
30 44, 46, 50
to do something not usually allowed in a particular zoned district. Owners may request
Mansard, 83
Heritagesiding,
44, 45
2,windows
142
• America,
Basement
should be maintained
to allow light and ventilation into that
two diagonal,
types
of variances:
or standards
105, 155variances.
Herringbone
paving
83 pattern,land
125 use variances roofs,
space.
Masonry,
19,36-37
sills,
63 block
High Style
Anne
Houses,
• GQueen
lass
should
not12c.
be installed
in window
openings. Glass block may be
31, 36, 38,
144
Working
in your
home,
140 to the openingcleaning,
See
alsoconsidered
Queen
Anne
style
if original
or historically
appropriate
for the structure.
decorative, 78, 80
Hippedhome
roofs,occupation
105, 107, 155,
code,
back
153cover
new, 106
World War I, 7
Historic
painting, 38
Wrought-irondesign
fences,concepts,
114, 115, 117
architectural
repointing, 31, 38, 41, 42
101,102-106
sealers, 31, 36, 38
character, 30, 31
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• Ause
n insulated
window
may
be considered
if the size,ofprofile,
operation and
• Land
variance deals
with
changes
in use, expansion
nonconforming
uses, and

proportion
of of
theresidential
window frame,
sash andin
muntins
match
the For
contributing
increased
density
units allowed
a zoning
district.
example,
window.
construction of an apartment above a garage increases the density of land use and
• Irequire
nsulateda windows
may
variance. with divided lites should have true divided lites with muntins

•

that match the size and profile of the original muntins. Simulated divided lites may
be considered, if the muntins is bonded to the exterior and interior of the window,
grants
permission
to varymuntins
from established
A standards
variance
match the
size and
profile
of the original
and have adevelopment
minimally visible
standards
setback,
sidepanes.
and rear yard minimum sizes, and maximum
spacerregarding
bar between
two glass

coverage
of a building lot. Fences over six feet high, for example, are considered
• Glass color, texture and tinting should match the existing if determined to be
structures
require
a variance.
originaland
and/or
historically
appropriate.

• Stained or leaded glass should not be installed unless original to the opening or

To receive
a variance,
applicantsfor
must
true hardship, that is, a condition of the
historically
documented
the show
opening.
land that makes conforming with the zoning code difficult or impossible. The owner’s
personal
financial
condition
not considered
in evaluating
hardship.
The following
factors
shouldorbepreferences
considered are
in maintaining
or installing
storm
windows:
• Maintain and preserve historic storm windows whenever possible.
• Where historically appropriate, consider removable or fixed exterior wood storm

ZONING GUIDELINES

Howwindows.
to Obtain a Standards Variance

• Painted metal storm windows can be an appropriate alternative to wooden storm

Most ofwindows.
German Village is zoned R-2F for residential use; this zoning limits residential
development to single and two-family units and allows very few other uses. The Village’s
• The storm window meeting bar should be in the same location as the meeting rails
only commercial
zoning (C-4) is on Livingston Avenue. Therefore, all of the current
of the primary window sashes.
commercial and office uses in the Village are either nonconforming uses that have
• Install exterior, low profile storm windows that fit the original window openings
acquired variances to the zoning code, or preceded the R-2F zoning in 1972. As in any
and do not obscure the glass or sash. The frame of the storm window should be
city, some
illegal inside
uses have
ignored window
the zoning
code.Choose as narrow a sash frame as
mounted
the existing
frame.
possible if an exterior metal storm window is selected.

Land• 
use
variances
doand
notmetal
rezone
a property;
they
simply
use the
Exterior
wood
storm
windows
should
be agrant
colorpermission
compatibletowith
property
in
a
very
specific
way.
This
specific
license
continues
in
effect
as
the
property
color scheme of the building, usually, the
passes from
the next, as long as no changes take place. However, if the
same one
colorowner
as thetosash.
property
is
left
vacant
for
two
or isshould
returned
to ainstalled
conforming
residential
use,
or
• Single sheets of glass or years,
Plexiglas
not be
as storm
windows
over
any change
is made
use, theSingle
variance
becomes
invalid.
double
hung in
windows.
sheets
may be
used (Changing an insurance office
on transoms
single-lite
to a dentist’
s office isand
an single-pane
example of or
such
a changewindows.
in use.) When any of these things
happen,
again
the property
returns
zoned R-2F
• Monce
irrored
or tinted
glass should
nottobeitsinstalled
in use.
storm windows.
2005 Amendments

Before the Commission reviews your request for a variance, be sure to do your
homework. In reviewing your request, the Commission will want to know how the land
has been used in the past, whether or not a variance is currently in place, and when it
was granted. The German Village Commission’s top priority is preserving the residential
quality of the Village. Therefore, requests for more nonconforming commercial uses
and conversion of residential buildings to office or retail uses are not likely to receive
favorable recommendations.
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INDEX

History, 6-9
Zoning, 7, 23
Gazebos,
Terra 118,
cotta,119
76
DOOR
REPLACEMENT
Hitching
posts,
118,
Zoning
119,
code,
120 100
German
Theme
Village
restorations,
83,
119
The following criteria should be considered in determining
whether
door replacement is
Home
Occupation
Zoning
enclosed
Code,
porches,
110intensive
Commission,
Transom
panel,
8,
back
16-27,
cover
142
Today the Village’s successful revitalization has increased pressure
for153
more
appropriate:
Hoodmolds,
76,
77,
155
off-street
parking,
107
Transoms,
Assistant,
56,
17,
57,
18,
59,
22,
62,
23,
156,
126
back
cover
commercial
development.
Its proximity
• The door
or door frame
is missing.to the county courthouse complex makes the
setbacks, 100,
concept
storefronts,
82, 83office
with, 100
Village
an discussion
attractive
area for lawyers and other professionals.
The103
neighborhood’s
• Treceptacles,
he149
door is 118
not original or contributing.
In-kind
replacement,
Zoning
17,
23,
guidelines,
24,
58, 144
132-141
Trash
duties,
character and charm make it an ideal location for restaurants and retail
uses. Its property
19-21
Zoning in Columbus, 132
Tuck-pointing.
enforcement,
25,
Repointing
133not have stained or leaded
• Tare
he quite
doorSee
does
glass.
values
affordable
when comparedexamples,
to downtown
property. These factors have
windows,
64
Zoning
variances,
23, 132 has
Turret,
land
use
156
variance,
135
than half of
of residential
the door is buildings
rotten or damaged
and the
existing
led to• M
theore
conversion
to commercial
uses.
One condition
of the greatest
30, 31 by staff.
for fence, 115, 134
Typical
lot splits,
architectural
141
features,
backapplicant
cover Insulation,
been
documented
by the
reviewed
challenges
facing
the Village
today is howand
to integrate
commercial development
Interior projects, 17, 30
possible need for, 92, 94, 100, 104, 110
members, 16, 149
• The door
does not meet
egress requirements
and residential
cannot be modified
to meet egress
sensitively
invariances,
certain
while
viable
ItalianateaVernacular
process,
Houses,neighborhood.
133-140
12b, 62, 102
Vapor
standards
barrier,
156 areas,
136-37,
140 maintaining
requirements.
cornices, 74, 75
Vernacular,
Secretary,156
17, 22, 23, 24, 126,
• 
A
ppropriate
ongoing
efforts
have
been
made Owner
to
maintain or repair the
Your
Responsibilities
as
a
Property
entrances,
56,weatherize,
57, 58, 59, 60
Vernacular
135, 136,
Queen
142Anne Houses, 12c
door
without
success.
ornamentation, 76
Foundation,
See also Queen
142Anne style
• The
installation
of a storm
doorshare
overpaint
athese
contributing
door will not address
All
German
Village
owners
responsibilities
color,
90 primaryregarding
Graphics
Vertical
siding,
Guidelines,
44, 48property
126
the
issue.
stoops,
68
Historic
Vestibules,
District,
110,
111
8
neighborhood zoning:
Vines,
boundaries,
32
149. See also
The
following
factors
be considered
in
selecting
replacement
doorBefore
if the
Joint
tooling,
Vinyl
map
siding,
on
inside
44,
45,
cover
46
forshould
complying
with the
zoning
code42,
for43ayour
own property.
• You are responsible
Commission
determines
that
the
existing
contributing
door
cannot
be
weatherized,
Meeting
Haus,property,
16, 17 do some research to verify zoning. At the same time, you can
purchasing
maintained
orpaving
repaired.
Kientz, John,
home, 9 new construction, or charge of
Society,
Walks,
brick
8,
142
patterns,
124-25for proposed
identify any variances
required
additions,
• 
D
oor
openings
should
not
be
filled
in
or
altered
to accommodate larger or smaller
Wall, 21
land use. Then follow the zoning variance processes described in this chapter.
replacement
doors.
All
doors
need
to
be
fitted
for
each116individual opening.
Landscaping, 21, 114,
Glass dormers, 97
115
doors,
murals,
126
• T56,
he 58
applicant
should submit details for
andprivacy,
profiles
of the existing and new doors for
•window,
You are responsible for understanding that decisions about variances can affect your property and
to
conceal,
112,
119, 121, 123
Watercomparison
62
by the Commission.
have
implications
for
the
entire
neighborhood.
For
example,
the expansion of a commercial
useoriginal
variance,frame
134
Glossary,damage,
31, 44
• 154-56
Only the
door should be replacedLand
if the
is in good condition.
use
could
result
in
more
noise
and
traffic
congestion
that
obtaining, 134-35 might have an adverse effect
Graphics,
tables,
21, 24
32, 33, 34, 69
Existing transoms
and/or
sidelights should be maintained if they are in good
on• adjacent
properties.
Leaded glass, 56, 58, 62
design
Willful
considerations,
neglect,residential
152 126-27
condition.
Light fixtures, 76, 77
Gutters
Windovvs,
and downspouts,
19, 40, 62, 104,
19, 31,
back
50cover
• 
A
replacement
door
transom
and/or
should
matchany
thesuspected
existing zoning
in style,
•recommendations,
You
are responsible
the sidelight
zoning process,
by be
reporting
dormer,
98
51for being involved inLimestone
material,
size,
profile,
operation
and
proportion.
33, 34,
double-hung,
66
violations.
The 63,
city65,
government
enforcesfoundations,
the zoning32,
code.
To 35
assist in enforcement,
• 
G
lass
color,
texture
and
tinting
should
match
glass
in
existing,
contributing doors.
stoops,
68,
69
Half-round
recommendations,
gutters,
53
64
report suspected violations to the Building Regulation Department.
Lintel,
155
repair,
31
Handicapped
access,
112
• Stained or leaded glass should not be installed except where verified by historical
Lot split,
140, 141 stained glass that has
replacement,
65 or to replace existing,
Handrails,
69, 112
documentation
contributing
Zoning
Variances
Wire
fences,
114,
115
Hardware,
door,
56,
57,
58
deteriorated
beyond
repair
and
been
documented
Historic
Preservation
In addition to regulating land use, the city zoning code by
setsthe
certain
standards
for the
Maintenance, 17, 24, 31
Wood
Haus
andOffice
Gartenstaff.
Tour, 142
development of property; these involve minimum lot sizes, building setbacks, building
114, 115,
118 historic hardware.examples, 19-21
Heating,fences,
• 30
Mand
aintain
existing
height,
parking
requirements. A zoning variance gives a property owner permission
preventive, 31, 50
Heat loss,
shingles,
30 44, 46, 50
• 
I
f
installing
a
new
door,allowed
reuse historic
hardware,
if possible,
select appropriate
to do something not usually
in a particular
zoned
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To receive a variance, applicants must show true hardship, that is, a condition of the
land that makes conforming with the zoning code difficult or impossible. The owner’s
personal financial condition or preferences are not considered in evaluating hardship.

ZONING GUIDELINES

How to Obtain a Standards Variance
Most of German Village is zoned R-2F for residential use; this zoning limits residential
development to single and two-family units and allows very few other uses. The Village’s
only commercial zoning (C-4) is on Livingston Avenue. Therefore, all of the current
commercial and office uses in the Village are either nonconforming uses that have
acquired variances to the zoning code, or preceded the R-2F zoning in 1972. As in any
city, some illegal uses have ignored the zoning code.
Land use variances do not rezone a property; they simply grant permission to use
property in a very specific way. This specific license continues in effect as the property
passes from one owner to the next, as long as no changes take place. However, if the
property is left vacant for two years, or is returned to a conforming residential use, or
any change is made in use, the variance becomes invalid. (Changing an insurance office
to a dentist’s office is an example of such a change in use.) When any of these things
happen, once again the property returns to its zoned R-2F use.

2005 Amendments

Before the Commission reviews your request for a variance, be sure to do your
homework. In reviewing your request, the Commission will want to know how the land
has been used in the past, whether or not a variance is currently in place, and when it
was granted. The German Village Commission’s top priority is preserving the residential
quality of the Village. Therefore, requests for more nonconforming commercial uses
and conversion of residential buildings to office or retail uses are not likely to receive
favorable recommendations.
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